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Summary
The concept of Ultra Dense Networks (UDNs) is often seen as a key enabler of the next
generation mobile networks. In contrast to the traditional cellular networks, it is fore-
seen that the UDNs will be in many cases installed without traditional RF planning and
proper site selection. One of the main characteristics (and at the same time challenge)
of the UDNs is therefore excessive inter-cell interference. Additionally, small cells as
one of the main components on UDNs are foreseen to operate in licensed as well as
license-exempt frequency bands, and therefore inter-system and inter-tier interference
become major concerns.
Widely used and well established systems such as LTE, or WiFi are often proposed by
the industry and academia to be reused in the context of UDNs. However, as these
systems were not designed to deal with problems caused by the UDN deployment, a
significant effort is currently being undertaken to adapt them and enable their operation
in dense and ultra-dense environments. Despite this tremendous effort, due to the need
for backward compatibility, the proposed updates and patches usually provide sub-
optimal gains and often lead to significant signaling overheads.
In this thesis we highlight some of the main challenges and requirements related to
UDNs and then provide an extensive review of state-of-art UDN performance analysis
and approaches to medium access control (MAC) design for UDNs. Then we investigate
performance limits of regular and irregural UDNs. More specifically, we examine the
impact of the relative antenna height between BS and UE antennas on the performance
of UDNs. Based on our study, we found that regular networks share many of the same
performance behaviour as irregular network. In partivular, we showed that by decreas-
ing the relative antenna heights across the network we can counter the decay of per cell
average achievable rate. We explicitly derived the relationship between BS density and
relative antenna height and confirmed that both regular and irregular networks share
this property. Despite the pessimistic conclusion related to the per cell performance
found in the literature, in this work we also show that area spectral efficiency does not
necessarily decay to zero as BS density approaches infinity. In terms of the benefit of
proper BS site selection, we compare the average per cell rate of regular networks and
that of the irregular networks, and we find that proper BS deployment may improve
network performance to some extent. Finally, based on the lessons learned, we present
and discuss a novel MAC protocol designed for 5G UDN deployments. In contrast to
other candidates considered by the industry for UDN deployment, the proposed MAC
provides a number of built-in features which improve its efficiency in dense and ultra
dense deployments. The multi-channel operation along with the dynamic channel se-
lection constitutes the core of the proposed MAC, limiting performance degradation
resulting from high level of inter-cell interference and simplifying network planning.
The proposed MAC design is further evaluated through simulations for outdoor de-
ployments in non-coexistence and coexistence scenarios. Our results reveal that the
proposed MAC is capable of operating effectively in highly dense deployment scenarios
when tuned appropriately. In case of the coexistence capabilities of the investigated
design, we show that coexistence with LBT-based systems such as WiFi is also possible,
but requires additional tuning to maintain fair channel access for all systems. Lastly,we
show that the proposed MAC design outperforms WiFi and LTE (which are commonly
considered for UDN deployment) in all considered scenarios. More specifically, our
results indicate that area spectral efficiency for the proposed MAC is approximately
500% higher compared to WiFi (IEEE 802.11ac), and 40% higher compared to LTE
(excl. CA and MIMO), with improved performance for cell-edge users.
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Introduction
1.1 Background
The concept of Ultra Dense Networks (UDNs) is often seen as a key enabler of the next
generation mobile networks [154, 77, 31, 103]. In contrast to the traditional cellular
networks, it is foreseen that the UDNs will be in many cases installed without traditional
RF planning and proper site selection. The main reason for that is the high complexity
of the conventional network planning methods which may not be cost-efficient in case
of large deployments of short-range base stations (the number of small cells in UDNs
is expected to be greater by orders of magnitude than the number of macro cells).
Additionally, small cells (i.e. constituents of the UDNs) are envisioned to be often
deployed, independently from the operator, by customers and private enterprises. This
means that the operator may not have the actual control over deployment of large
portion of its small cell network. Moreover, such deployments shall be most likely
connected via public networks, leading to longer signalling delays and synchronization
issues. One of the main characteristics (and at the same time challenges) of the UDNs
is therefore excessive inter-cell interference resulting from the inability to properly plan
the network deployment. Additionally, as small cells are foreseen to operate in licensed,
lightly-licensed as well as license-exempt frequency bands, inter-system and inter-tier
interference are also of a major concern. As these type of interference may be caused
by other operators as well as networks deployed by customers (e.g. private or corporate
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WiFi networks), a simple coordination of frequency allocation between operators may
be ineffective, motivating the use of alternative approaches.
According to the Frontier Economics report for DCMS on the UK mobile market dy-
namics [54], over 300,000 small cell sites (assuming uniform deployment) are required
in order to provide seamless coverage to the 80% of the UK population (varying cell
radii, dependent on the population density, was assumed in the study). Similar, a
total number of 200,000 small cell sites for providing coverage in urban outdoor areas
is estimated in the report prapared by the UK governemnt [48]. Both estimates could
be further increased by taking into account the need for an increased indoor capacity
(e.g. residential and non-residentail deployments in enterprises and private properties
[61]). The need for such dense deployments is supported by a continous increase in
the percentage of the UK population which use mobile data services (78% of adults
in the UK have a smartphone), as well as increase in popularity of different streaming
services [120]. Furthermore, the latest Ericsson mobility report1 highlights a continous
growth in a number of Internet Of Things (IoT) devices (320% increase from 2016,
until 2022) which, compared to smartphones, is not necessairly limited by the size of
the UK population.
According to the Small Cell Forum (SCF) reports [61], the number of deployed small-
cells will be continously increasing and is forecast to reach a total of 10.25 million small
cells deployed outdoor and indoor, globally, by 2025. As shown in the same report
as well as in [62], the rate of increase in the number of deployed outdoor small cells
(2.86 million by 2025) could be significantly improved if different regulatory barriers
(e.g. lengthy site approval procedures by local authorities, building permits, permits for
running backup power generators, environmental concerns) were to be removed faster
than anticipated. This finding is based on the results of a survey conducted by the
authors of the SCF report, wherein 65% of the surveyed network operators said that
such changes would trigger large scale roll out of small cells. Further, according the
same survey, the report indicates that (as of March 2018), 23% of the surveyed network
operators would like to begin large scale deployment of small cells within one year.
The first sign of this happening in the UK can be found in the joint press release of
1https://www.ericsson.com/en/mobility-report/internet-of-things-forecast
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O2 and Arqiva about the deployment of up to 300 small cells accross London by 20201.
According to the BT Wholesale whitepaper published in 2017 [149], the UK could see
more than 40,000 outdoor small cell deployed by 2022. However, similar to the SCF
report, revisiting different regulatory aspects is mentioned as one of the conditions
required to allow for such a growth. As indicated by SCF in [62] and BT Wholesale
in [149], another important barrier in deployment of small cells (outdoor small cells
in particular) is availability of backhaul links. According to the SCF survey, site and
fiber related fees consitute 32% of the total operating cost for the network operator.
Significant reduction of the per-site operational cost for small-cell (compared to macro
cell) is then a necessary condition to allow for a rapid densification. In case of indoor
small cell deployment, according the SCF market status report [61], it is foreseen that
7.5 million of small cells in residentail (i.e. private properties) and non-residantial (e.g.
enterprises, shopping malls) areas will be deployed by 2025. The indoor deployments
face slightly different challanges, compared to the outdoor deployments. This can be
seen especially in case of non-residential area deployments. According to the SCF
survey, cost and risk sharing between network operator and enterprise is higlighted as
one of the main factors which may influance the pace of densification. Operational
costs related to indoor deployments are also of a major concern to network operators,
but in contrast to the outdoor deployments these costs are not related with site related
issues and deployment processes.
In the following we identify and describe in more detail main challenges and require-
ments related to UDN deployment.
• High interference variability: Due to a dense deployment of cells it is expected
that the number of users associated with each cell in the UDN will be relatively
small. This, although in general advantageous, may reveal the bursty nature of
traffic and as a result lead to rapid changes in the number and location of the
interference sources. As shown in [146, 82], such changes results in high variability
and non-stationarity of interference in uplink which in turn negatively affects
1https://www.arqiva.com/news/press-releases/arqiva-and-o2-to-improve-mobile-connectivity-in-
london-boroughs/
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performance of packet scheduling and link adaptation mechanisms commonly
used in radio communication systems (see e.g. [126]). It needs to be highlighted
that the interference variability experienced by the UDNs is foreseen to be further
increased e.g. by the underlying Device to Device (D2D) communications which
are considered to be an important part of the future mobile networks (see e.g.
[77]) or by the so-called ”Flashlight Effect”1 caused by downlink beamforming
from macro-cells [82].
In order to account for higher level of interference variability, new radio re-
source management mechanisms may need to be developed which compensate
for changes in channel quality which do not result from changes in propagation
conditions between a transmitter and a receiver.
• Cross-link interference: As indicated in different reports and research papers
(see e.g. [36]), mobile networks are dominated by downlink traffic generated by
applications such as web browsing and video streaming. The growing popularity
of social media (e.g. Facebook, Instagram) in which users are encouraged to
create and upload content, as well as the emergence of cloud based services (e.g.
iCloud, DropBox) along with the live broadcast services (e.g. Facebook live)
has already begun to change (and in some cases reverse) the notion of DL-heavy
traffic asymmetry.
Due to the small size of deployed cells (and thus a small number of users per
cell) as well as the increasing popularity of the UL-heavy applications, the traffic
asymmetry in the UDNs may change rapidly from one cell to another. In order
to fully exploit the available resources, a network-wide allocation of resources for
uplink and downlink may therefore no longer be an option and radio systems
will need to dynamically, rather than statically, allocate resources for uplink and
downlink. This, in turn, means that cross-link (i.e. uplink-to-downlink) interfer-
ence will be a major component of the inter-cell interference and thus will need
to be properly addressed in the future mobile networks.
1Flashlight Effect happens when a signal reception is interfered with by an interference signal with
a significantly larger power resulting from beamforming gain.
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• Inter-system interference: As indicated in [6], technology neutral spectrum is
a global trend. This trend, along with the recent decisions of the Federal Com-
munications Commission (FCC) [59] and the Office of Communications (Ofcom)
[119] to relax regulations and allow temporal access on a secondary basis to un-
used TV frequency bands (commonly called TV White Spaces) may lead in the
near future to a rapid growth in deployment of various radio systems operating
in a shared spectrum band.
It is often assumed that terminals in the future networks will be equipped with
multiple radio interfaces, thus allowing association with the most suitable access
point regardless its radio access technology. However, in practice this would
not always be the case leading to an increased level of inter-system interference
caused by the inability of some handsets to connect to the strongest network
access point. Additionally, network operators may not always be in a position to
effectively coordinate their networks as joint coordination of different system in
rapidly changing network conditions may be ineffective and expensive in terms of
signalling overhead. Moreover, network operators may not always have control
over all deployed networks. This is currently the case with the license-exempt
bands (e.g. TV white spaces, ISM band, UNII band or 60GHz band), due to the
existence of networks deployed by home users.
• Access control: Strong interference may stem from restricting access to some
of the deployed cells. This is usually the case with the customer deployed small
cells which limit access only to the pre-registered users (this type of access con-
trol is commonly called Closed Subscriber Group)[46]. A similar situation also
takes place when multiple network operators deploy their networks using a shared
band (lightly-licensed or license-exempt). This currently happens, for instance,
in the ISM and the UNII bands which are widely used by network operators for
deploying their WiFi networks. As a result, network operators suffer from strong
inter-cell interference since user terminals are not always allowed to establish their
connections with the strongest Base Staion (BS). A simple inter-operator coor-
dination of frequency allocation which could eliminate such situations may prove
to be ineffective due to a constant fluctuation of traffic demand across networks
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of different operators or due to existence of customer deployed home networks.
• Cell biasing: Cell biasing is a method for active oﬄoading of users (regardless
their potential drop in the signal quality) from macro-cells to small cells. As
indicated in [19], cell biasing has a win-win potential as terminals connected to
small cells can have access to potentially more resources (i.e. they compete for
resources with smaller number of users) whilst macro-cell base station can release
resources allocated to the oﬄoaded users, thus reducing the interference. How-
ever, if not handled properly, cell biasing can result in high inter-tier interference
when macro cells and small cells operate using the same band. This may be espe-
cially the case with broadcast and signalling channels for systems which transmit
these channels using statically allocated resources. Cell biasing can also lead to
an increased level of handovers and link failures, resulting from inter-operator
interference when network operators deploy their UDNs over a shared band.
• Device to Device communications: Due to the growing popularity of prox-
imity based services, D2D communications can be seen as one of the main compo-
nents of future mobile networks [21, 77]. As indicated in [21], D2D communication
require proper resource management to provide its full benefits. However, such
management in rapidly changing network conditions caused by user mobility and
dense deployment of small cells may be very challenging and expensive in terms
of signalling. Therefore, direct communication between terminals in most cases
may not be controlled with the sufficient granularity thus potentially leading to an
increased level of interference in the system. Additionally, direct communications
may significantly increase interference variability in the overlaying networks thus
potentially worsen performance of overlaying networks employing link adaptation
and scheduling mechanisms based on interference estimation.
• Mobility management: High data rate and low latency requirements of emerg-
ing applications may soon force network operators to oﬄoad most of their traf-
fic to UDNs regardless of user mobility (currently macro cells are usually used
to handle fast moving users). Due to a small coverage area of cells in UDNs,
this may result in an exponential growth in mobility related signalling (see e.g.
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[4]) and cause frequent handover failures (e.g. due to handover procedure delay
and/or lengthy cell discovery). These problems are further intensified in case
of millimeter-wave (mmWave) communication systems in which the number of
handover is additionally increased due to frequent blockages (high attenuation
in mmWave bands causes link failures in case of transmission path blockages)
[65]. In order to mitigate the negative impact of reducing cell coverage area, new
mobility management procedures will be necessary which enable fast, light and
efficient handovers of terminals between cells in the UDN.
• Energy efficiency: As indicated in [21], energy efficiency on the network side
is becoming increasingly important due to the growing energy prices. The cost
of energy is one of the main components of the operator’s operational expenses
and thus it may have a significant impact on the density of the base station
deployment. Especially since it is estimated that 80% of power required by mobile
networks is consumed by BS sites [60]. In order to reduce the energy consumption
it is often suggested to temporarily deactivate different components of BSs which
in a given moment do not serve any users [22]. Enabling such a feature became
increasingly important in the light of dense deployment of short range BSs which
still consume relatively high amount of power compared to their coverage (from
10.4 to 14.7 Watts, according to [22]), given a significantly higher probability
of such BSs being temporarily unoccupied. Deactivation of certain components
in BSs (such as radio chains) introduces, however, unique challenges related to
degradation of channel state estimation, quality of service and maintenance of
synchronization between BSs and terminals which are camping on them.
• Non-ideal backhaul: Due to a large number of base stations, UDN deployments
are often envisioned to be connected to the core infrastructure over a public net-
work. This means that network operators may not have control over the quality
of the backhaul links interconnecting a large portion of their UDN deployments.
As a result, network operators may not always be able to maintain tight syn-
chronization between different elements of their networks and use sophisticated
interference management techniques which require low latency, low jitter and high
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throughput backhaul links to improve spectral efficiency. Additionally, network
operators are, in general, likely to use different forms of non-ideal backhaul links,
such as wireless point to point (or point to multi-point) links, which impose var-
ious maximum latency requirements on the interference management techniques
[5]. The degradation of the performance of the interference management caused
by the delay in signalling has been studied in a number of works (see e.g. [55]).
• Capacity, data rate and latency: As indicated in [8, 16], future networks
are envisioned to carry massive amounts of traffic (up to 750 Gbps per km2 in
downlink and 125 Gbps per km2 in uplink) and support gigabit link throughputs.
Additionally, next generation networks are expected to support tight end-to-end
latencies (down to 10ms for broadband access). To meet future demands, UDN
as one of the main components of fifth-generation (5G) networks will be required
to provide not only massive capacity and high data rates but also Quality of
Service (QoS) which would allow deployment of time sensitive services, such as
augmented reality.
• Operation in millimeter-wave bands: Operation in mmWave bands which
enables highly directional transmission, thus providing opportunity for high spa-
tial reuse, is often seen as one of the key UDN enablers. Signal propagation in
mmWave bands is characterized however by frequent outages and major channel
quality fluctuations caused by high attenuation and sensitivity to blockages (in-
duced by movement of terminals or movement in the environment) which requires
fast antenna steering, and fast cell (re-)selection/handover. As suggested in [123],
fast cell (re-)selection/handover could be enabled, for instance, by maintaining
simultaneous connection with multiple mmWave BSs. Such approach requires
however support for path switching and scheduling in the network and thus may
introduce a significant overhead. Further challenge would be the proper selection
of base stations belonging to such an ”active set” as well as the size of such a
set. Additionally, the rapid channel fluctuations caused by high Doppler spreads
in mmWave bands calls for reconsideration of commonly used schemes for link
adaptation and channel quality based scheduling.
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Furthermore, mechanisms for handling directional transmission over broadcast
and signaling channels need to be designed to address the deafness problem
(i.e. the phenomena when directional antennas of transmitter and receiver do
not point to each other). The commonly used solutions usually rely on recep-
tion/transmission over a range of angles which results in an increased delay and
significant transmission overhead (see e.g. [79]). The implementation of direc-
tional control channels used for random access may be particularly challenging
due to the need of distinguishing between different reasons for connection attempt
failure to trigger appropriate actions. As seen in [65], inappropriate handling of
connection attempt failures may lead to significant performance degradations. To
alleviate problems of directional transmission over control channel, control chan-
nels could be realized in an omni-directional fashion (in microWave or mmWave
bands). This means however that communication over control channels could
be affected by inter-cell (or inter-system) interference. In some scenarios, such
systems may suffer then from an under-utilization of data channels caused by a
bottleneck at control channels.
1.2 Motivation and Research Objectives
One of the key directions in development of the 5G mobile networks is the concept
of UDNs. However, despite the growing interest and effort from research community
to further our understanding of UDN performance behavior, several key theoretical
questions on UDN performance which can provide insightful design guidelines for the 5G
community still remain unanswered. Additionally, motivated by exploiting investment
already made in developing their products, vendors and operators (followed by the
academia) focus their attention mainly on the use of radio systems which are already
at their disposal for the UDN deployment. As a result, solutions proposed by the
industry and academia communities to different UDN related problems usually take
form of small patches which aim at improving operation of existing systems in the
context of UDNs. Although this approach seems attractive from the industry point
of view, due to some fundamental limitations of existing systems, it does not allow
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to take full advantage of UDNs, leading to sub-optimal performance. Moreover, the
proposed solutions often result in significant signalling overhead and require availability
of high quality backhaul links and existence of centralized control entities which may not
always be available. Based on the above, there is a clear need to search for a completely
new radio system which will be aimed at providing service in dense and ultra dense
deployments which is not constrained by fundamental limitations of existing systems
which were developed in response to very system-specific requirements.
We identified two main research objective in our work.
• The first research objective focuses on providing new and interesting insights on
theoretical limits of UDN performance. More specifically, we focus our attention
on the impact of BS density and other scenario related parameters on the UDN
performance and we aim to show that indefinite densification is not beneficial.
• The second research objective is focused on developing a Medium Access Con-
trol (MAC) protocol for ultra dense cellular systems, allowing efficient opera-
tion in scenarios characterized by: (1) excessive intra-system interference, (2)
inter-system interference, (3) small number of terminals per cell, (4) frequent
handovers. There is a number of inherent disadvantages embedded in MAC pro-
tocols of system currently being adapted for operation in the context of UDNs.
These include excessive signalling overhead, long handover delay or limited flexi-
bility in UL/DL slot allocation which can lead to a loss of spectral efficiency. In
this thesis we try to address these problems with the use of a MAC design with
a full flexibility in uplink and downlink resource allocation in which terminals
have more control over channel selection (to limit excessive signalling related to
the use of a centralized scheduler) and handover (so that handover delay can be
reduced).
1.3 Achievements
Several achievements of this work are highlighted below:
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• We provided a literature review of existing works related to the theoretical limits
of UDNs and identified several key theoretical questions which still remain unan-
swered. Furthermore, we reviewed approaches to MAC design which could be
potentially considered for UDN deployments.
– S. Vahid, R. Tafazolli, M. Filo, J. Rodriguez, ”Small Cells for 5G Mobile
Networks” in Fundamentals of 5G Mobile Networks, UK:John Wiley & Sons
Ltd., pp. 63-104, 2015
– I. Selinis, M. Filo, S. Vahid, J. Rodriguez and R. Tafazolli, ”Evaluation of
the DSC algorithm and the BSS color scheme in dense cellular-like IEEE
802.11ax deployments,” 2016 IEEE 27th Annual International Symposium
on Personal, Indoor, and Mobile Radio Communications (PIMRC), Valencia,
2016, pp. 1-7.
• We demonstrated theoretical performance limits of UDNs. More specifically, we
showed how coverage probability, average achievable rate in a cell and average
achievable area rate change with network density. Despite the pessimistic con-
clusion related to the probability of coverage and average achievable rate in a
cell, we proved that that even in highly over-densified network, the network can
continue to serve with a reduced performance.
– M. Filo, C. H. Foh, S. Vahid and R. Tafazolli, ”Performance impact of
antenna height in Ultra-Dense cellular Networks,” 2017 IEEE International
Conference on Communications Workshops (ICC workshops), Paris, 2017,
pp. 429-434
– M.Filo, C. H. Foh, S. Vahid, R. Tafazolli, Performance Analysis of Regu-
lar Ultra Dense Networks. IEEE Transactions on Wireless Communications
(submitted)
• We developed a novel MAC protocol designed to deal with different problems
related to ultra dense deployment. The proposed design exploits multi-channel
operation and dynamic channel selection to enable optimal operation in case of
dense and ultra dense deployments.
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– ”D5.1: MAC approaches with FBMC and simulation results (first version)”,
Horizon 2020 project deliverable
– ”D5.2: MAC approaches with FBMC (final)”, Horizon 2020 project deliver-
able
• We evaluated the proposed MAC protocol in different scenarios to validate its
features and identify its bottlenecks. We showed that the proposed MAC design
outperforms other MAC designs commonly considered for UDN deployment in
dense and ultra-dense scenarios and we showed that it can be successfully used
in scenarios characterized by excessive interference.
– ”D5.1: MAC approaches with FBMC and simulation results (first version)”,
Horizon 2020 project deliverable.
– ”D5.2: MAC approaches with FBMC (final)”, Horizon 2020 project deliver-
able.
– ”D6.3: Testbed deployment and trials”, Horizon 2020 project deliverable.
– M. Filo, S. Vahid, R. Edgar and R. Tafazolli. ”IEEE 802.11 performance in
dense, cellular-like, outdoor deployments”, contribution to IEEE WG 802.11
TGax, https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/15/11-15-0552-01-00ax-ieee-802-
11-performance-in-dense-cellular-like-outdoor-deployments.pptx, May 2015.
– M. Filo, S. Vahid, R. Edgar and R. Tafazolli. ”Implications of wrap-around
for TGax scenario 3 and scenario 4”, contribution to IEEE WG 802.11 TGax,
https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/dcn/15/11-15-1360-00-00ax-implications-of-wrap-
around-for-tgax-scenario-3-and-scenario-4-8211-follow-up.pptx, November 2015.
– M. Filo, S. Vahid, R. Edgar and R. Tafazolli. ”On TGax scenario 4 channel
model”, contribution to IEEE WG 802.11 TGax, https://mentor.ieee.org/802.11/
dcn/15/11-15-1362-00-00ax-on-tgax-scenario-4-channel-model-8211-follow-up.pptx,
November 2015.
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1.4 Thesis Outline
The remainder of the report is composed of four main chapters, organized as outlined
below.
• Chapter 2: Literature review The chapter provides a literature review of
existing works related to the theoretical limits of UDNs and introduces several
MAC protocols which are often considered in the literature as potential options
to be used for UDN deployment.
• Chapter 3: Performance limits of UDNs This chapter investigates the per-
formance limits of UDNs. More specifically, the capacity limits of dense cellular-
like network deployments is studied in this chapter using Stochastic Geometry
and Monte-Carlo simulations.
• Chapter 4: DCS MAC design This chapter provides a proposal of a multi-
channel MAC protocol for synchronized UDNs. The main idea behind the pro-
posed approach is to make use of frequency-hopping and combine it with a proper
channel selection strategy which exploits the heterogeneity of channel conditions.
• Chapter 5: DCS MAC performance evaluation This chapter focuses on
performance evaluation of the proposed DCS-MAC design. The main aim in this
chapter is to present simulations results and analysis used to validate the specific
features of the proposed MAC design in selected scenarios and benchmark it
against other solutions considered for UDN deployments.
• Chapter 6: Conclusion and Future work This chapter presents conclusions
based on the work conducted so far and highlights the plan for future work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
In the following section we first review existing literature on the theoretical limits of
UDNs. Next, we provide an extensive overview of approaches to MAC design which
could be potentially considered for UDN deployments. The chapter is concluded with
a sections which summarizes its findings.
2.1 Theoretical limits of UDNs
Despite the growing interest and effort from research community to further our under-
standing of UDN performance behavior, several key theoretical questions still remain
unanswered. One of these questions is related to the impact of densification on the UDN
performance (e.g. area spectral efficiency, coverage)1. Whilst efforts have been made,
conclusive demonstration on how system performance changes with BS density and
what happens when BS density tends to infinity remains missing. Another important
question is related to the impact of network deployment (e.g. network site planning,
antenna height) on the system performance. For instance, although it is a common
belief that site planning is not suitable in the context of UDNs due to high cost and
complexity, the impact of site planning on UDN performance have not been quantified.
In the following, we review key developments of UDN performance investigation.
1See [51] for other examples
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One of the first works investigating the relationship between network density and sys-
tem performance is due to Andrews et al. [17]. The work shows surprising results where
coverage probability as well as mean achievable data rate per cell, do not depend on BS
density (also known as SINR (Signal to Interference Noise Ratio) invariance property
[156]). The constant mean achievable data rate per cell implies that continuously in-
creasing the number of BSs in wireless networks could lead to limitless overall network
performance improvements. Their conclusions are based on the assumptions of simple
unbounded path-loss model (characterized by the existence of a singularity when the
distance between two terminals approaches 0), noise-less networks and BS locations
following a Poisson point process. Under these assumptions, as BS density increases,
the change in aggregated interference power is counter-balanced by the change in sig-
nal power, and thus the SINR remains unchanged regardless of network density [17].
Following the same assumptions, Dhillon et al. [49] shows SINR invariance property
for Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets).
The applicability of the above conclusions has been recently questioned in [156, 69, 18]
where they show that under a multi-slope path-loss model the coverage probability
and mean data rate per cell are dependent on BS density. This is in contrast to the
earlier SINR invariance property that suggested potentially infinite aggregated data
rate of the network resulting from BS densification. Moreover, it has been shown that
for certain critical near-field path-loss exponents an optimal network density exists to
maximize the coverage probability and mean data rate per cell. Beyond this optimal
network density, the coverage probability decreases as BS density increases. Similar
results can be also found in [117], where Nguyen and Kountouris also show that SINR
invariance does not hold for a multi-slope path-loss model. These works indicate that
the path-loss model is a critical factor affecting the network performance of a UDN.
Further studies have also demonstrated that other features of path-loss model and net-
work deployment may also invalidate SINR invariance property in UDN. In the aspect
of path-loss model, UDN performance was analysed with various path-loss models in
the literture. For unbounded path-loss model including Line Of Sight (LOS) and Non
Line of Sight (NLOS) consideration, Ding et al. show in simulation and analytically
in [53] that the network performance depends on BS density. In [68], Gupta et al.
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extend their earlier study of multi-slope path-loss model to include a scenario in which
BSs and users are located in 3-dimensional space. They came to a similar conclusion
that near-field path-loss exponent influences the performance of the network and SINR
invariance property may only be valid under certain conditions. Most recently, Ding
and Perez studied the impact of antenna height in UDN with results claiming that the
area spectral efficiency goes to zero as BS density goes to infinity [50, 52]. Their results
also dismiss the SINR invariance property for the considered scenario.
In the aspect of network deployment, a comparative simulation-based study of irregular
and regular BS deployments has been presented in [42] where Chen et al. show that the
area network performance peaks at the certain BS density and then starts to decline
showing that network performance in their considered scenarios does depend on BS
density for the deployment cases considered. They also show an interesting finding
that for certain network densities, the difference in performance between irregular and
regular BS deployments is constant approximately. A comprehensive investigation of
the impact of network deployment for other scenarios has not been however conducted.
2.2 MAC Candidates for UDNs
In this section we review different standards with a particular focus on the MAC layer
functionality, which are often considered in the literature in the context of Ultra Dense
deployment and highlight their silent features. For completeness, we also provide an
overview of various non-standardised MAC designs found in the open scientific literature
which aim at enabling operation in dense environments approaches.
Two complementary directions for UDNs are usually considered in the literature. The
first direction is to enhance and/or redesign systems operating in lower bands (i.e.
micro-wave/UHF) to enable high densification and coexistence with overlaying net-
work operating on the same band. The second direction is to exploit the characteristics
of mmWave bands which enable highly directional transmission (and thus provide op-
portunity for high spatial reuse) for deployment of cellular-like networks (mmWave
cellular wireless networks).
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Each of the direction has its unique problems which stem from characteristics of fre-
quency band in which a given system operates. In case of systems operating in micro-
Wave bands, the main challenges are related to proper handling of interference. On the
other hand, systems operating in mmWave bands suffer from frequent outages caused
by a combination of high attenuation and sensitivity to blockages. To cope with these
challenges, control traffic in such systems is often exchanged using out-of-band control
channels transmitted over micro-Wave bands, thus making the systems also vulnerable
to interference.
2.2.1 micro-Wave band MAC protocols
Long Term Evolution (LTE)
As indicated in many research and white papers, LTE is one of the most widely con-
sidered candidates for dense and ultra dense cell deployment. One of the main reasons
for that is the well established position of LTE as well as the investments already made
by vendors (and network operators) for development of solutions, originally aimed for
improving indoor coverage, which enable operation of miniaturized LTE base stations
(called femtocells) over public networks. Additionally, popularity of LTE stems from
existing spectrum usage regulations which currently prohibit the licensees from deploy-
ing radio systems in the spectrum bands not designated for them.
Similar to most cellular MAC protocols, the MAC protocol employed in LTE is based
on centralized resource allocation. The main idea behind the LTE MAC is to make
use of the flexibility provided by SC-FDMA (uplink) and OFDMA (downlink) access
schemes by exploiting channel variations in time and frequency domain through link
adaptation and channel-dependent scheduling. In case of downlink, this is achieved
by exploiting information provided by terminals through feeding back (periodically
and on-demand) DL channel quality indicators (CQIs). In case of uplink, periodical
or on-demand transmission of sounding reference signals (SRS) for UL channel quality
assessment is used. The scheduler located in the base station, based on this information,
determines which resources (i.e. time-frequency interval) should be allocated to each
terminal, selecting also the appropriate modulation and coding scheme (MCS). Two
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variants of LTE can be distinguished, i.e., the FDD variant (full-duplex) and the TDD
variant (half-duplex).
Although the use of centralized scheduling, along with SC-FDMA and OFDMA access
schemes, provides orthogonality and thus intrinsically removes intra-cell interference,
the inter-cell interference still remains a great challenge significantly affecting the per-
formance of the LTE systems. In order to deal with this problem, different Interference
Management (IM) techniques have been developed for LTE over the past years.
In general, the IM techniques in LTE can be subdivided as the Real Time techniques,
which include different flavours of CoMP (e.g.joint scheduling/beamforming, join pro-
cessing) [101], and Non Real Time techniques, which include proactive and reactive
ICIC schemes (e.g. dynamic soft/fractional frequency reuse patterns [40], uplink open
loop power control adjustment [35]) as well as the eICIC (also called time domain ICIC)
[153]. The IM techniques can be also classified as interference mitigation based and in-
terference avoidance based [73] categories. The interference mitigation techniques aim
to reduce or suppress the interference, whilst the interference avoidance techniques are
aimed at improving the SINR through appropriate coordination of resource allocation
(i.e. power, frequency and time) among different cells [118]. Although the proposed
IM techniques provide encouraging results, their applicability in the context of dense
deployment of small cells may be limited. One of the main reason for that is the need
for an extensive exchange of signalling information between cells and tight synchroniza-
tion that may not be always feasible in case of small cell deployment. Additionally,
most of the proposed techniques are dedicated for user data channels only, neglecting
the problem of signalling channel interference which has a major impact on the sys-
tem performance in case of dense network deployment. It needs to be also emphasised
that most of the ongoing efforts related to the IM for small cells focuses on the cross-
tier interference (i.e. interference between macro-cells and small-cells) neglecting the
interference between small cells.
Relaying in LTE was introduced in Release 10 as a technique intended for extedning
cell coverage in places with limited access to wired backhaul links. This made possible
fast deployment of additional small BSs to increase capacity [75, 86]. In LTE, links
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which connect Relay Node (RN) with BS and UE with RN use LTE air interface which
simplifies the deployment (no need for additional hardware on the BS side). In order
to allow for access link (i.e. link between UE and RN) and backhaul link (i.e. link
between RN and BS) to opearate without interfering with one another, they need to
be separated in time, or frequency domain [75]. Separation in time domain, although
is more complex and results in higher delays, does not require additional spectrum
making it more attractive to the network operators. In order to support separation
of access and backhaul links, 3GPP decided to exploit special LTE subframes which
were orignally intended for Multimedia Broadcast Multicast Service (MBMS). During
these special subframes UEs do not expect any specific transmission from their serving
BS, thus allowing RN to exchange infromation with BS without inflicting excessive
interference towards UEs in their range. Although attractive, relaying in LTE (parti-
curarly in the LTE TDD variant) suffers, however, from limited flexibility related to
fundamental limitations of the LTE system which was not originally designed to sup-
port relaying. Additionally, reconfiguration of resource allocation between access and
backhaul links takes time and may result in a significant increase in signalling over-
head. In dense deployment scenarios where number of UEs in a cell changes rapidly
this may lead to suboptimal performance. Moreover, as indicated in [128], adjustment
of resource allocation between access and backhaul links for RNs connected to differ-
ent BSs may lead to excessive interference when propagation conditions between these
RNs are favorauble. To prevent such inter-RN interference, additional coordination
between BSs is necessary which may further increase signaling overhead and delay of
the reconfiguration procedure. Significant contraints in resource allocation flexibility
as well as excessive signaling overhead mentioned above suggest limited applicability
of LTE relaying in the context of ultra dense deployment.
In order to mitigate the impact of inter-cell interference on downlink control channels
(and at the same time increase their capacity), LTE Release 11 introduced a new control
channel called EPDCCH (Enhanced Physical Downlink Control Channel) which allows
control data to be multiplexed in the frequency domain on the similar basis as the data
channels [151]. Although this enhancement provides significant improvements it does
not completely eliminate the control channel bottleneck as it carries only UE specific
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control information. Due to the need for backward compatibility information related to
common control traffic is still transmitted over original control channel (e.g. DL/UL slot
allocation, allocation of resources for transmission of Radom Access Channel (RACH)
response, system information and paging messages). Additionally, the signalling delay
involved in the (re-)configuration of the resources allocated for scheduling of this channel
may still make it inapplicable for efficient handling of rapidly changing interference
conditions. The use of the new channel increases also the delay between the reception
of the channel state report and the data transmission thus potentially degrading the
performance of link adaptation and channel-dependent scheduling.
Carrier Aggregation (CA) was originally introduced as a technique for boosting the
LTE performance through simultaneous usage of multiple carriers. However, CA (with
its feature of dynamic activation/deactivation of secondary carriers and cross-carrier
scheduling) can be also seen as an enabler of a simple frequency domain based IM
scheme which allows allocation of different carriers for signalling traffic for neighbouring
cells [1, 2]. A strategy which exploits the CA based IM scheme in the context of small
cells is proposed, for instance, in [63]. In contrast to most of the existing IM schemes,
the work proposed in [63] explicitly addresses the problem of interference between small
cells.
Dual Connectivity (DC) introduced in Release 12 builds on the CA functionality of
LTE and aims at enabling inter-site aggregation of carriers [125]. Assuming cells op-
erate using different carrier frequencies, DC allows a UE to maintain a simultaneous
connectivity with two cells: Primary Cell (PCell) and Secondary Cell (SCell). While
PCell is responsible for handling both control and user data traffic, SCell is used solely
for user data traffic. One of the main advantages of DC besides an increased through-
put is an improved mobility robustness which stems from the fact that the role of the
PCell is primarily assigned to macro cells whilst the SCell role is assigned to small cells.
This means that handovers are being handled by macro cells, rather than small cells,
thus reducing level of signaling load and improving its quality [125]. DC provided also
means for introduction of a fast mechanism for selective on/offswitching of unoccupied
SCells to limit interference caused by continuous transmission of downlink broadcast
channels (and reduce energy consumption). DC functionality in this case allows a UE
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to maintain continuous connectivity with a network, regardless of SCell status. In order
to maintain synchronization and perform measurements on an unoccupied SCell, a new
form of reference signal, called Discovery Reference Signal (DRS) was introduced in
LTE Release 12 [76]. DRS is transmitted with a very low-duty cycle (40ms, or more)
and consists of different LTE physical signals which are used for obtaining cell iden-
tity, synchronization and performing measurements. To assist terminals with locating
the DRS, a concept of DRS measurement timing configuration (DMTC) window which
indicates a 6ms period when DRS transmission may occur was also introduced [76].
In order to account for changes in the traffic asymmetry, enhanced Interference Miti-
gation and Traffic Adaptation (eIMTA) was introduced in LTE Release 12. In general
eIMTA enables more rapid adaptation of UL and DL slot allocation in LTE TDD [9]
and provides means for handling cross-link interference. Fast allocation of UL and DL
slots in eIMTA is achieved through signalling over a PDCCH control channel and al-
lows for allocation on the per frame basis. It needs to be highlighted here that, due
to the need for backward compatibility, eIMTA does not allow for full flexibility in
UL/DL slot allocation (i.e. not all subframes can be dynamically allocated for UL or
DL transmission). Additionally, it imposes a trade-off between flexibility in resource
allocation and delay [122]. To limit the impact of interference fluctuations caused by
rapid changes in UL/DL slot allocation, eIMTA allows for differentiating between mea-
surements taken during slots with fixed allocation and slots with flexible allocation.
Furthermore, UEs are allowed to transmit with an increased power during the flexible
slots and BSs can exchange over information about intended UL/DL slot configuration
over backhaul (using X2 interface).
Licensed-Assisted Access (LAA) was included as a part of the LTE Release 13 standard
[112, 116]. The main idea behind the LAA is to exploit CA mechanisms introduced in
LTE Release 10 to enable deployment of LTE Secondary Carrier(s) in the license-exempt
bands for opportunistic use in downlink (with the LTE Primary Carrier for carrying
control traffic operating always on the licensed band). In order to allow for fairer
coexistence with other systems operating in the unlicensed bands (primarily WiFi),
LAA employs a Listen-Before-Talk (LBT) based mechanism with a random backoff
[112, 116]. The LBT procedure mandates that each LAA device maintains a backoff
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counter and conducts a number of clear channel assessment (CCA) checks before trans-
mission. This minimizes number of collisions (backoff counter is frozen when channel is
busy thus deferring transmission) and enables fair channel access (backoff counter value
is drawn randomly from an adjustable contention window). Two alternative options for
supporting multi carrier LAA are considered in Release 13. The first option assumes
that the full LBT procedure with a random backoff is conducted on one of the carriers,
whilst on the remaining carriers need to undergo a simplified LBT procedure which
mandates only a single quick CCA check before transmission is initiated (this option
intends to mimic procedure used in WiFi for channel bonding1). The second option
requires all carriers to undergo the full LBT procedure. As indicated in [112], both
options seems to be viable, however the first option allows for better coexistence with
WiFi devices. In order to maintain synchronization and perform measurements when
operating in the unlicensed band, LAA reuses the concept of DRS and DMTC intro-
duced in LTE Release 12. However, in contrast to the original concept, transmission of
DRS in LAA can be delayed or postponed as a result of the LBT procedure.
Enhanced LAA (eLAA) is an evaluation of LAA which was recently included as part
of LTE Release 14 standard and enables opportunistic use of license-exempt bands in
uplink [116]. Similar to LAA transmission in downlink, eLAA devices needs to undergo
the LBT procedure before initiating uplink transmission. Two types of the LBT based
channel access procedures were defined in eLAA for uplink transmission: Type 1 and
Type 2 which correspond to the full and simplified LBT procedures used in the original
LAA, respectively. The type of channel access procedure to be used by a terminal is
signalled by a BS in an uplink grant. In most situations, to enable fair coexistence
with other systems, terminals are required to use Type 1 channel access whilst Type 2
channel access is reserved only for very specific cases. For instance, Type 2 channel ac-
cess is used when a suspended transmission is resumed or when a BS changes direction
of transmission from downlink to uplink for an already acquired transmission opportu-
nity [116]. In contrast to LTE operation in the licensed bands, eLAA permits flexible
timing between an uplink grant and uplink transmission (with a minimum latency of
1Channel bonding is a method for increasing transmission bandwidth which allows for opportunistic
aggregation of multiple 20MHz channels.
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4ms). As a result, eLAA requires UL retransmissions to be explicitly scheduled using an
uplink grant (for proper identification of Hybrid-ARQ process), compared to implicit
scheduling based on the reception of a negative acknowledgement. Both changes were
necessary to account for the channel access uncertainty related with the use of the LBT
procedure. In addition, to improve the efficiency of UL scheduling procedure, eLAA
allows for a multi-subframe scheduling in which a single UL grant is used to allocate
resources for multiple subframes. Two-step scheduling is another feature introduced in
eLAA. It is based on the use of an initial UL grant and a triggering UL grant which
allows a BS to first inform a UE to prepare an uplink transmission, and then initiate
the actual transmission when the channel is free with the second UL grant.
Similar to CA, LAA and eLAA were introduced to boost the LTE performance through
simultaneous usage of multiple carriers. Different regulatory requirements as well as re-
strictions resulting from backward compatibility, led however to different inefficiencies.
The most notable ones include 1) initiating transmission only at the slot boundaries
(immediate transmission after LBT success is not supported), 2) delay between uplink
scheduling grant and uplink transmission with a minimum value of 4ms, 3) 4ms de-
lay between downlink transmission and corresponding ack/nack feedback [116]. These
inefficiencies, considering regulatory requirements on the maximum transmission time
and the need for coexistence with other systems, may lead to significant performance
degradation.
MulteFire
MulteFire is a system developed based on LTE Release 13 and 14 which aims at bringing
LTE benefits (e.g. mobility and quality of service) to unlicensed bands. In contrast to
LTE Release 13 and 14, MulteFire is designed to operate solely in the unlicensed band,
without the need of one carrier operating in licensed spectrum [14].
In general, MulteFire is build on LAA and eLAA features of LTE introduced in Release
13 and Release 14 [15]. Similar to LTE, MulteFire follows the LBT principle for chan-
nel access procedure which aims at enabling fair coexistence with other technologies
operating on the same band as well as improving coexistence between neighbouring
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MulteFire systems.
Similar to LAA/eLAA, MulteFire uses the concept of DRS and DMTC window for
transmitting information necessary for obtaining cell identity, synchronization and per-
forming measurements. The MulteFire DRS, in contrast to its predecessors, carries
however additional control information which in LAA/eLAA is carried over an anchor
carrier. In order to improve DRS reliability, the size of DMTC window in MulteFire
was also increased to 10ms (from 6ms in LAA/eLAA). Additionally, to further improve
chances of successful DRS transmission, the concept of opportunistic DRS transmis-
sion was introduced which permits DRS transmission outside of DMTC. In contrast
to the DRS transmission within the DMTC window (which needs to be cleared by the
simplified LBT procedure), the opportunistic DRS transmission needs to be preceded
by the full LBT procedure and may take place only in a specific subframe.
Two types of uplink control channels were introduced in MulteFire: short and extended.
The short uplink control channel is transmitted in the last four OFDM symbols of a
partial downlink subframe and carries limited amount of information. The extended
uplink control channel on the other hand is allocated with a separate subframe and its
contents correspond to the contents of the legacy LTE uplink control channel. Resources
for transmission of extended uplink control channel can be either pre-allocated by higher
layers or can be dynamically scheduled by a BS using an uplink grant. Depending on
the type of uplink control channel, UEs need to perform either simplified LBT channel
access procedure (short uplink control channel) or full LBT channel access procedure
(extended uplink control channel).
To compensate for channel access uncertainty related with the use of the LBT pro-
cedure, MulteFire relaxed requirements of paging and random access procedures by
introducing the concept of paging occasion window and by allowing for longer response
delays in random access.
Similar to LAA/eLAA, restrictions resulting from building on top of LTE in conjunction
with different regulatory requirements, led to different inefficiencies in the MulteFire
design. As in case of LAA/eLAA, the most notable include 1) initiating transmis-
sion only at the slot boundaries, 2) delay between uplink scheduling grant and uplink
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transmission with a minimum value of 4ms, 3) delay between downlink transmission
and corresponding ack/nack feedback. Considering regulatory requirements on the
maximum transmission time and the need for coexistence with other systems, these
inefficiencies may lead to significant performance degradation.
IEEE 802.11 / WiFi
Despite its inefficiencies, as indicated in many works (see e.g. [28]), IEEE 802.11/WiFi
is often proposed as another potential solution for alleviating the capacity crunch prob-
lem. The popularity of IEEE 802.11/WiFi stems mainly from its well established
position on the market and thus its availability in most of the existing handsets.
Depending on the configuration and implemented features, MAC protocol employed in
IEEE 802.11 can be classified as decentralized and centralized. In general, five different
mechanisms for channel access have been defined in the IEEE 802.11 standard: Dis-
tributed Coordination Function (DCF), Point Coordination Function (PCF), Enhanced
Distributed Channel Access (EDCA), Hybrid Coordination Function (HCF) Controlled
Channel Access (HCCA), and Mesh Coordinated Channel Access (MCCA)[80].
DCF is a decentralized, basic and mandatory access technique used in the IEEE 802.11
standard (it is also a part of the Wi-Fi Alliance standard). It is based on the CSMA/CA
protocol with the Binary Exponential Backoff (BEB) algorithm and an optional RTS
(Ready To Send) /CTS (Clear To Send) handshake for mitigating of the hidden terminal
problem1.
PCF is a centralized access mechanism in which Access Points take role of coordina-
tors. In general, time in PCF is split into two intervals, the contention interval and
contention-free interval. During the contention interval, all stations are allowed to con-
tend for access using DCF. During the contention-free interval, only stations which are
polled by APs are allowed to transmit. PCF has never gained much attention and thus
has not been included as a part of the Wi-Fi Alliance standard.
1RTS/CTS handshake between two stations limits the number of packet collisions by informing
neighbouring stations about upcoming data packet transmission. Stations which overhear the RTS/CTS
exchange defer from accessing channel for the duration advertised in RTS and/or CTS packets.
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EDCA can be seen as an enhanced version of DCF. The main difference between DCF
and EDCA is the support for the QoS provided by EDCA which is accomplished through
1) introduction of multiple backoff instances within each station for each access class
(AC) (which are used for different classes of traffic) and 2) additional inter-frame in-
tervals which allow variation of transmission probabilities for different types of traffic.
Additionally, EDCA introduces the concept of Transmit Opportunity (TXOP) which is
a period of time during which a station is allowed to send frames without contenting for
access. The TXOP eliminates also the problem of low rate stations gaining a significant
portion of the channel time by limiting time during which a station is allowed to send
a frame. It is worth to highlight here that EDCA does not provide absolute service
guarantees as it is based on the random access protocol[97]. Similarly to DCF, EDCA
has been included in the Wi-Fi Alliance standard.
HCCA can be seen as an enhanced version of PCF. In contrast to PCF, HCCA does
not split time into two intervals. Instead, HCCA allows the contention-free intervals
to be initiated by the AP at any time. If contention-free period is not initiated, all
stations use the EDCA access technique. Additionally, HCCA introduces the concepts
of Traffic Class (TC) and Traffic Stream (TS). This basically means that APs are no
longer obliged to queue packets on a per station basis. Instead, packets can be queued
depending on their priority. Moreover, terminals in HCCA provide information about
the lengths of their queues. This information allows APs to employ different scheduling
schemes and thus coordinate transmission of different types of traffic. Similarly to
EDCA, HCCA does not provide absolute service guarantees. However, in contrast to
EDCA, this is caused by the lack of inter-AP coordination[97]. Due to a limited interest
from the industry and high complexity, the process of including the HCCA in the Wi-Fi
Alliance standard is on hold since 2006 and there are no immediate plans for resuming
it in the near future.
MCCA is yet another access mechanism in the IEEE 802.11 standard. MCCA was
developed for multi-hop networks and can be briefly characterized as a contention-free
access method with distributed reservation mechanism[97]. The accepted reservations
in MCCA are advertised using beacon frames within a two-hop radius. During the
reservation period the reservation owner assesses the channel using EDCA with the
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highest priority (the MCCA-enabled neighbours are not allowed to start any transmis-
sion during the reserved time interval). Additionally, to reduce the collisions between
beacons a special mechanism called Mesh Beacon Collision Avoidance (MBCA) is in-
troduced along with MCCA. The mechanism allows for adjustment of target beacon
transmission time (TBTT) and the beacon intervals and is used to detect as well as
mitigate collisions among beacon frames transmitted by different stations.
In order to complement the QoS support in IEEE 802.11, a special framework which
enables a cellular like admission control is provided for EDCA and HCCA access mech-
anisms. However, in its original form, the framework does not guarantee that the
admitted traffic receives the requested resources. This is mainly caused by the fact
that the admission decisions are taken by each AP locally, without any coordination
with the neighbouring APs. In order to mitigate this issue a set of new mechanisms un-
der the umbrella of OBSS management has been proposed by Task Group AA (TGaa)
in the amendment to the IEEE 802.11 standard [10]. The new mechanisms aim at
extending the admission control and limiting the neighbour capture effect1 [108, 97].
In general, this is achieved through the exchange of load and interference related in-
formation experienced by APs, with the main purpose of keeping the total allocated
traffic below a maximum value. Proper evaluation of the proposed mechanisms in large
multi-cell scenario has not been yet conducted. It can be easily deduced however that
the proposed mechanism may significantly increase signaling overhead. Additionally,
the performance of the solution in a mixed scenario which considers the existence of
legacy APs, may be significantly degraded.
In order to address the issue of overlapping schedules in HCCA, a mechanism for
inter-AP schedule coordination has been also introduced as part of OBSS management
developed by Task Group AA (TGaa)[10]. In general, the new mechanism provides
means for neighbouring APs to exchange HCCA scheduling information and negotiate
resource allocation in order to create collision-free HCCA schedules. To the best of
our knowledge, as HCCA is rarely implemented (owing to its higher complexity and
1Neighbour capture effect appears when two APs which are out of each others range monopolize
access to the channel at the expense of an Access Point located between them. The effect was described
for the first time by Benveniste in [29].
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cost concerns), impact of this mechanism on performance of large dense deployments
has not been properly investigated yet. It can be deduced however that the mech-
anism does not completely prevent creation of overlapping schedules. For instance,
this can happen as a result of signaling exchange failure, which leads to a situation in
which the initiating AP presumes that all neighbouring APs accepted its schedule [10].
Additionally, the negotiation (especially in dense environments) may be lengthy and
may involve exchange of a number of control messages thus significantly increasing the
signaling overhead. Moreover, the mechanism does not prevent APs which do not sup-
port HCCA (and STAs connected to it) from transmitting during the contention-free
intervals, thus making its applicability in mixed scenarios questionable.
In order to reduce the MAC protocol overhead which stems from the mandatory use
of inter-frame intervals, random backoff periods and frame headers, MAC and Physical
layer packet aggregation techniques (called A-MSDU and A-MPDU respectively) as
well as Block Acknowledgements (BA) were introduced as a part of amendments to the
standard [41]. As shown in many works, these enhancements can significantly improve
the overall network performance. Similarly, TXOP sharing was recently introduced to
enable implementation of downlink MU-MIMO (by allowing simultaneous transmission
of data packets to more than one STA) which further improve the system performance.
In contrast to the original TXOP concept, the introduced modification differentiate
between primary and secondary ACs. The primary AC (i.e. the AC which wins the
contention) is the owner of the TXOP and can share it with secondary ACs (i.e. all
remaining ACs) as long as it has data frames to send and data frame transmissions
do not exceed the TXOP limit. It needs to be underlined here that for MU-MIMO
to work properly APs need to continuously measure the channel. This increases the
overhead and may significantly reduce its benefits in fast changing environment which
is characteristic for ultra dense deployment scenarios.
Channel bonding is a method for increasing transmission bandwidth which allows for
opportunistic aggregation of multiple 20MHz channels [27]. Similar to LTE, one of the
available channels in channel bonding is always designated as a primary channel whilst
the remaining channels are considered to be secondary channels. The complete EDCA
based channel access procedure with random backoff is performed solely on the primary
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channel whilst only a quick CCA check before the potential transmission is performed
on the secondary channels. As a result, the transmission is always performed on the
primary channel with the number of secondary channels dependent on a result of CCA
checks performed on each secondary channel. In order to enable better coexistence
with neighbouring APs, the signal and energy detection CCA thresholds for the sec-
ondary channel are higher than those for the primary channel. Additionally, enhanced
RTS/CTS mechanism which carries information about the intended transmission band-
width is introduced to limit the impact of collisions and transmission deferrals [27]. In
contrast to LTE, channel bonding allows only for contiguous channel aggregation. This
means that channel bonding can be performed only over a contiguous subset of chan-
nels that contains the primary channel. As a result, channel bonding may not be able
to fully exploit the channel availability, thus limiting its potential gains. In general,
channel bonding was introduced as a method for increasing link throughput and was
not intended to address issues which may arise from dense deployment.
Additional enhancements to the IEEE 802.11 standard which explicitly aim at improv-
ing performance in case of dense deployments are currently under investigation in TGax.
The proposed mechanisms aim at improving spatial reuse, and include BSS coloring
and Dynamic Sensitivity Control (DSC). BSS coloring is a technique which intends to
improve spatial reuse by allowing STAs and APs to quickly drop frames originating
from neighbouring BSS. This is achieved by including a special field in the preambles
of the transmitted frames (called the BSS color field) which allows receiving nodes to
differentiate between frames transmitted by neighbouring BSS without receiving the
whole frame1. By quickly dropping frames originating from other BSSs, APs and STAs
1Each BSS is assigned with a short, locally unique identifier (i.e. ”color”) which is carried in the
physical layer header of each transmitted frame. This identifier allows STAs (and APs) to determine
whether an arriving frame originates from any of the nodes belonging to its own BSS before the whole
frame is received (physical layer header constitutes just a small fraction of the whole frame). As a result,
STAs (or APs) can stop the reception procedure if a given frame is determined not to originate from
their BSS as soon as the physical layer header is received. This in turn allows STAs (or APs) to either
initiate reception of a new frame (which would have been otherwise missed), or initiate transmission
of their own frame (assuming that certain conditions are met). In both cases spatial re-use can be
improved, by enbaling STAs (and APs) to process additional frames.
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can attempt to receive other frames or (if interference level is below a OBSS PD thresh-
old for the remaining duration of backoff) initiate a transmission. DSC is intended to
complement BSS coloring by allowing dynamic tuning of CCA thresholds on the STA
side. In order to maintain fairness and safeguard legacy nodes, CCA thresholds values
are upper bounded so that STAs close to APs do not dominate channel. As indicated
by different works, the proposed mechanisms provide limited improvements in large
scale dense deployments [139, 131]. Additionally, the proposed enhancements do not
seem to address the problem of cell-edge STA outage caused by excessive interference
in dense deployments.
Although the newest advancements in the IEEE 802.11 standard seem to address many
issues which could be the source of different inefficiencies in case of ultra dense de-
ployment, it needs to be underlined that they increase complexity of the system and
introduce additional overhead on top of already existing overheads related to active
scanning, beaconing and connection management. Additionally, the performance of
the proposed solutions in case of user mobility and rapidly changing traffic conditions
seems questionable. A source of potential problems may be also legacy devices which
do not support the new features.
HiperLan Type 2
Although currently not considered as a potential solution for the UDN deployment, due
to its design aimed at providing QoS and flexible resource allocation, it may provide
good basis for a MAC design dedicated for UDN deployment.
In general, HiperLan Type 2 can be seen as a micro-cellular radio communication sys-
tem which was designed to operate in a single cell as well as multi-cell deployments
(support for handovers). MAC protocol employed in HiperLan Type 2 is based on a
dynamic TDMA/TDD scheme with centralized scheduling and can be broadly clas-
sified as a dynamic assignment protocol. Each MAC frame in the HiperLan2 has a
fixed duration of 2ms and is divided into five phases (broadcast, downlink, direct link,
uplink and random access) with lengths dynamically adaptable by the AP depending
on the traffic conditions [95, 133]. The scheduling in HiperLan Type 2 is, in general,
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conducted based on the status of the buffers and the link quality. The information nec-
essary for scheduling is obtained locally (i.e. APs determine status of their buffers and
measure uplink channel quality) and is reported by terminals using resource requests 1.
Terminals are informed about the allocation of resources during the broadcast phase.
Although the use of centralized scheduling, along with dynamic TDMA access scheme,
intrinsically removes intra-cell interference, the inter-cell interference, similarly to LTE,
is still a major challenge which may significantly affect the performance of the Hiper-
Lan Type 2 systems. This problem is to some extent alleviated by the use of Dynamic
Frequency Selection (DFS)[57]. DFS is a simple interference management technique
based on the avoidance of interference through selection of the least interfered channel
for operation. As specified in the standard, the decision to switch the operational chan-
nel is conducted by a base station based on its own measurements and measurements
collected from terminals (special procedures which enable base stations and terminals
to scan non-operational channels are specified).
Similar to LTE-TDD with eIMTA, allocation of resources for uplink and downlink in
HiperLan Type 2 is done dynamically (i.e. depending on the traffic and the number of
terminals in the cell). This means that, when operating on the same frequency channel,
uplink-downlink interference cannot be avoided without joint inter-cell scheduling. It
needs to be underlined that, due to a marginal interest in HiperLan Type 2, the means
to achieve such joint scheduling have never been specified.
An interesting feature of HiperLan Type 2 is so called direct mode which enables
network assisted Device-to-Device communication (similar functionalities have been
recently gaining a lot of attention from academia, telecommunication companies and
standardisation bodies [20]). HiperLan Type 2 supports also the ad-hoc mode in which
one of the terminals acts as the central controller (i.e. base station). As indicated
in [58], the selection of terminal for this function is dynamic and may be seamlessly
handover.
1Depending on the situation, resource requests can be transmitted either during the random access
phase - following the slotted aloha scheme with the binary exponential backoff algorithm, or during the
uplink phase - in case terminals are explicitly polled by the AP
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IEEE 802.15.1 (Bluetooth)
IEEE 802.15.1 standard (commonly known as Bluetooth) was designed to enable ex-
treme resistance to interference and deployment without prior RF planning. This stems
from the fact that Bluetooth was intended to operate in license-exempt bands char-
acterized by the lack of coordination and existence of severe inter-system interference.
In general, such characteristics provide good basis for a MAC design dedicated for the
UDN deployment.
Bluetooth is a TDD based pico-cellular wireless system developed for ad-hoc short
range communication. As a system designed for ad-hoc communication, Bluetooth
enables communication without any wired infrastructure. This may give it a distinctive
advantage over typical cellular systems in scenarios which do not allow for the use of fast
and reliable backhaul links required by such systems to efficiently handle the inter-cell
interference.
The MAC protocol proposed for Bluetooth is centralized and is based on the frequency
hopping multiple access scheme. In contrast to typical centralized MAC protocols the
roles of different nodes in Bluetooth are not predefined. Instead, they are assigned
dynamically whenever and wherever a cell needs to be created to exchange information
between nodes. Node which initiates the cell creation process becomes, by definition,
the master node and acts as the cell coordinator. In general, the master node can be
seen as a base station in a typical cellular system such as LTE (i.e. it controls resource
allocation and takes care of access control) [70]. This means that other nodes (also
known as slave nodes) can access channel only if they are assigned resources by the
master node. The resource assignment in Bluetooth is done based on the explicit or
implicit polling on a per-slot basis (the explicit polling is used in case the master node
has no data to send to the slave node). The time slots in Bluetooth are used alternately
for master and slave transmission, but multi-slot transmission is also allowed (the multi-
slot packets are transmitted over the same frequency carrier). It is worth noting that
efficient Bluetooth operation requires that the scheduler located at the master node
takes into account the traffic characteristics of the slave nodes [70].
The master-slave centralized architecture allows Bluetooth to remove the intra-cell
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interference. In order to deal with inter-cell interference and inter-system interference
Bluetooth adapts the interference averaging based on frequency-hopping. Additionally,
to further improve resistance to interference, an adaptive frequency hopping (AFH)
techniques were introduced. The AFH techniques modify the hopping patterns to
avoid the frequency channels with the highest level of interference.
WiMAX Advanced / IEEE 802.16m
Although not as popular as LTE, due to its established position in several well developed
countries like South Korea, Japan, and USA [23], WiMAX is also considered in the
context of ultra dense deployment. The popularity of WiMAX stems mainly from the
existing spectrum regulations which do not allow WiMAX operators to deploy non-
WiMAX systems in their WiMAX spectrum.
Similarly to most cellular MAC protocols, MAC protocol employed in WiMAX uses
centralized resource allocation. WiMAX MAC is based on the use of OFMDA access
scheme which enables exploitation of channel variations in time and frequency domain
through link adaptation and channel-dependent scheduling. Similarly to LTE, this
is achieved through utilization of channel state information reported by terminals and
transmission of channel sounding signals for assessment of uplink channel quality. Based
on this information, base stations determine which resources should be allocated to
which terminals and select appropriate modulation and coding schemes (MCS). It needs
to be highlighted here that, in contrast to LTE, WiMAX uses OFDMA in uplink as well
as downlink, thus providing more flexibility in resource allocation (LTE uses SC-FDMA
in uplink to reduce Peak-to-average power ratio and thus improve cell coverage).
As in case of LTE, the use of centralized scheduling along with OFDMA access scheme
removes intra-cell interference in WiMAX. In order to reduce the inter-cell interference,
WiMAX makes use of the well known IM techniques such as Fractional Frequency
Reuse or CoMP transmission. Due to the need for an extensive exchange of signalling
information, the applicability of these techniques in the context of dense deployment of
small cells may be however limited. Additionally, CoMP based techniques require tight
synchronization between cells which, due to the hight CAPEX (Capital Expenditures)
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and OPEX (Operating Expenses) costs of backhaul, may not always be feasible in case
of scenarios with high cell density. In order to mitigate the negative effect of inter-cell
interference, WiMAX exploits also interference averaging which aims at distributing the
inter-cell interference evenly among all users (thus reducing interference experienced
by the cell edge users). It is worth highlighting here that, due to the adoption of
SC-FDMA, the use of efficient interference averaging in LTE is limited to downlink
(in uplink the interference averaging is realized via intra-subframe and inter-subframe
frequency hopping).
In contrast to LTE, WiMax supports two types of handovers which can be classified
as backward handover (network-controlled/UE-assisted) and forward handover (UE-
based). The forward handover, despite additional delay, enables better resistance to
interference as it does not rely on the exchange of information with the source base
station but with the target base station.
Non-standardised designs
Contention-based MAC protocols permit situations in which more than one station
accesses the same resources at the same time and in the same location, leading to
collisions and transmission errors, are widely studied in the open scientific literature. In
order to prevent continuous collisions between transmissions from multiple stations, the
contention-based MAC protocols employ different mechanisms to resolve the contention
and thus improve utilization of resources. One of such mechanisms which is particularly
attractive from the UDN perspective is multi-channel operation which reduces the
probability of collisions by dividing the available resources into multiple orthogonal (or
”quasi-orthogonal”) channels. Different channel separation strategies may be used for
this purpose (e.g. FDMA, CDMA, TDMA/FDMA)[115, 88, 91, 142, 143, 142].
In general, the multiple channel MAC protocols can be classified based on how they
handle the control and the data plane. For instance, some protocols separate the control
traffic and the user traffic by allocating a common channel for the exchange of control
messages (e.g. [88, 91, 142, 150, 135, 143]). Other protocols handle control and user
data using the same channels (e.g. [115, 98, 25, 74]). Yet another group of protocols
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differentiate control traffic and may assign a common channel just for a certain type of
control traffic (e.g. in [72, 135, 44] MMAC, C-MAC, the control traffic is subdivided
into the intra-channel signalling, which is exchanged with the user data on the same
channel(s), and the inter-channel signalling, related to channel negotiation, which is
exchanged on a common control channel).
The protocols which handle control traffic related to the channel negotiation using a
common control channel are often categorized in the literature as the single-rendezvous
protocols (e.g. [88, 91, 142, 150, 135, 143]. The multiple-rendezvous protocols are the
protocols which do not allocate any specific resources for the channel negotiation and
allow parallel negotiations between multiple pairs of stations on different channels (e.g.
[25, 74, 137, 90]. As indicated in [111], different problems are related with both types
of protocols. One of the main problems of the single-rendezvous protocols is that they
may suffer from the control channel bottleneck (i.e. in the high load scenarios the
actual occupation of the user data channels may be close to zero). This is not the case
with the multiple-rendezvous protocols which, on the other hand, may suffer from the
deafness problem (which occurs when a sender is unaware that its recipient is involved
in a transmission on another channel) and the broadcast problem (which occurs when
it is impossible for a node to broadcast a message to all of its neighbours).
Depending on the channel splitting strategies, as well as the method of handling the
control traffic, different number of transceivers may be necessary to enable the proper
operation of the multiple channel MAC protocols (i.e. all problems typical for the mul-
tichannel design such as multi-channel hidden-terminal problem, deafness problem, or
broadcast problem are addressed by the protocol). For instance, a multichannel pro-
tocol which splits the available resources into several frequency channels, and handles
control traffic by allocating one of the channels as a common channel, requires at least
two transceivers. This is not always the case with the protocols which split the available
resources in the time domain (e.g. [135, 44]).
The multiple channel MAC protocols which separate the control and data planes can
be also classified as a single-mode or multi-mode protocols, depending whether different
types of radio interfaces are used to handle transmission and/or reception on control
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and data channels. The simplest (and at the same time the oldest) example of the
multi-mode protocol is the Busy Tone Multiple Access (BTMA) protocol proposed by
Tobagi and Kleinrock in [141]. Although not mentioned explicitly in the paper, BTMA
needs a special radio interface to handle transmission (Base Station side) and detection
(Terminal side) of the narrow-band busy-tone signal. Dual Busy Tone Multiple Access
(DBTMA) [47] is an extension of the BTMA protocol for the distributed networks.
Similarly to BTMA, DBTMA may require a specialized radio interface to handle the
exchange of information over the busy-tone channel. A good example of a multi-mode
protocol can be also the protocol proposed in [109] wherein each station is employed
with an Ultra Wide Band (UWB) interface for the exchange of control data and another
radio interface(s) for the exchange of user data. It is worth to underline here that the
multi-mode protocols introduce unique challenges related to the usage of different types
of radio interfaces (e.g. different channel propagation conditions may apply to different
interfaces, leading to the need of the proper transmission power adjustments).
The idea of a MAC design which utilizes multiple channels is in general attractive for
dense and ultra dense deployments as it allows to improve spatial reuse by dynami-
cally adapting to changing traffic conditions through exploitation of different channels.
However, most of the MAC designs proposed in the open scientific literature which
support operation over multiple channels is not designed for cellular use. This makes
their use suboptimal in scenarios of our interest (techniques based on exploitation of
Carrier Aggregation feature of LTE, described in the previous section, e.g. [63], are
a notable exception). Additionally, such MAC designs either require a dedicated ra-
dio interface for exchange of control traffic (which can become a bottleneck in dense
scenarios), or suffer from a number of problems such as multi-channel hidden-terminal
problem, deafness problem, or broadcast problem.
Another mechanism for reducing number of collisions (and thus improving overal system
performance) commonly employed in the MAC designs found in the open scientific
literature is based on physical carrier sensing. This approach was proposed for the
first time by Kleinrock and Tobagi in [96]. The main idea behind it is to avoid the
collisions by listening to the channel prior the transmission to determine if it is not
occupied by another station. If a carrier is detected (i.e. the measured received signal
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plus noise power is above a certain threshold), the channel is considered to be busy, and
the transmission is deferred. Different variants of the carrier sensing based protocols
were proposed by Kleinrock and Tobagi which, in general, differ by the actions that
stations take after sensing the channel (the two most well known are the p-persistent
CSMA and the non-persistent CSMA). As shown in [96], the effectiveness of the carrier
sense based protocols greatly depends on the the normalized propagation delay (i.e. the
ratio of the propagation time to the packet transmission time). This indicates that the
protocols may perform poorly in scenarios characterized by a large propagation delay
or scenarios characterized by a short transmission time (e.g. scenarios with stations
that are capable of achieving gigabit transmission rates).
One of the main challenges with the carrier sense based MAC protocols is a proper
setting of the sensing threshold to achieve an appropriate balance between the number
of hidden stations (source of collisions) and exposed stations (source of poor spatial
reuse). As indicated in [140], the sensing threshold value is a key factor influencing the
presence of both types of stations in a wireless network and its correct setting enables
the optimal protocol performance. Different approaches were proposed in the literature
to dynamically adapt the value of this threshold. These approaches, in general, can be
classified as centralized and decentralized. A good example of the centralized approach
can be found in [106], wherein a global carrier sensing threshold is dynamically adapted
by a central controller (e.g. Base Station), based on the feedback received from all sta-
tions. An example of a decentralized approach can be found in [157], wherein a scheme
which allows each station to adapt its own sensing threshold is proposed (the adap-
tation is based on SINR measurements conducted by each station and measurements
received from their neighbours). A comprehensive review of different techniques for the
adaptation of the sensing threshold can be found in [140].
Although promissing, dynamic adaptaion of the carrier sensing threshold has not been
yet widely adopted in practice due to concerns related to fairness (nodes which do
not adopt such technique are disadvantaged) and accurate estimation of the carrier
sensing threshold in changing enviroment (as indicated in [140], improper setting of
the carrier sensing threshold may lead to significant degradation of performance from
either excessive collisions or poor spatial reuse).
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Handshake based collision-avoidance mechanisms are also widely accepted as a mean for
improving performance of a contention-based MAC protocol. The concept of handshake
based collision-avoidance was originally proposed to address the problem of hidden
terminal which was formulated for the first time by Tobagi and Kleinrock in [141].
The basic idea is to reserve the channel before the actual user data transmission by
exchanging two relatively small and fixed size control frames between transmitter and
receiver. In order to enable that, the control frames carry information about the length
of the data transmission, thus allowing stations in the neighbourhood of the receiver
(as well as the transmitter) to refrain from transmission for a period of time which is
necessary to complete the exchange of information (the mechanism is also known in
the literature as the virtual carrier sensing). It needs to be underlined here that the
approach does not eliminate the collisions, but it merely reduces their cost by using
relatively short control messages during the contention phase of the message exchange.
Additionally, the approach introduces transmission overhead (which varies depending
on the size of the data frames) as well as an extra delay.
In general, the collision-avoidance mechanisms based on a handshake can be subdi-
vided as sender-initiated and receiver-initiated [64]. As the name suggest, in case
of the sender-initiated protocol, the handshake is initiated by the station which in-
tends to transmit data. This is not the case with the receiver-initiated protocol, in
which a sender needs to await a request/poll from its intended receiver before it can
transmit. It is worth to underline here that the performance of the receiver-initiated
protocol are highly dependent on the implemented polling discipline (e.g. data-driven
polling and exploiting polling packets as transmission requests significantly improves
the performance). A good example of a protocol implementing a receiver-initiated
collision-avoidance protocol is the RIMA-DP protocol presented in [64] and the RICH-
DP protocol presented in [143]. The RTS/CTS scheme, originally proposed in [93] (and
complemented in [30]), is the most well known approach used by the protocols imple-
menting the sender-initiated collision avoidance. Despite its problems (the RTS/CTS
protocol not only fails to fully solve the hidden terminal problem but it aggravates the
exposed terminal problem, see [136]), the scheme is widely accepted by the industry
(e.g. IEEE 802.11/WiFi standard).
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Different approaches have been proposed in the literature to improve the performance
of the handshake based collision avoidance, focusing mainly on improving spatial reuse
of the sender-initiated schemes by solving the exposed terminal problem (e.g. [13],
[132, 78, 110, 37]). One of the most well known schemes is MACA-P [13] which addresses
the exposed node problem by introducing a special control gap between the RTS/CTS
handshake and the DATA/ACK exchange of the initiating pair of nodes. The additional
gap enables other pairs of nodes to exchange RTS/CTS frames before the initiating pair
begins transmitting data, and align their data transmissions with transmission of the
initiating pair. It is worth underlining here that the approach increases the number
of concurrent transmission at the cost of higher overhead (additional control gap) and
does not work in all scenarios.
Although widely accepted by the industry, in general, handshake based collision-avoidance
is not often not used in practice as it reduces spatial reuse and leads to significant over-
heads which in many scenarios outweigh its benefits (see e.g. [91]). Additionaly, the
proposed schemes do not address well issues resulting from node mobility (i.e. when a
node which did not hear RTS/CTS exchange moves into the communication range of
a node which is currently receiving data, any transmission may cause a collision).
2.2.2 millimeter-Wave band MAC protocols
IEEE 802.11ad/WiGi
As one of the most popular standards designed for operation in mmW bands, IEEE
802.11ad/WiGi can be seen as a potential candidate for UDN deployment in mmW
bands. One of the features which makes it particularly attractive is its support for
multiband-operation along with a mechanism for fast and seamless transfer of com-
munication between the supported bands which enables it to alleviate the problem of
frequent outages in mmW bands caused by blockages induced by movement of terminals
and/or movement in the environment.
MAC protocol proposed in IEEE 802.11ad can be broadly classified as a centralized
dynamic TDMA protocol. This means that channel access in IEEE 802.11ad is managed
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by a single node which assumes a role of a coordinator. The coordinator periodically
generates access schedule and communicates it using control frames to other nodes.
Nodes associated with a given coordinator follow the received schedule by accessing the
medium during periods allocated to them, respecting the access rules specific to the type
of the scheduled access (i.e. contention-based or contention-free). The access schedule
is generated based on the requests received by the coordinator from the associated
nodes. To provide more flexibility the coordinator can dynamically alter the access
schedule by polling nodes for the channel allocation requests between the periodical
generation of the access schedule.
IEEE 802.11ad/WiGi supports two modes of operation: the infrastructure mode and
the ad-hoc/personal mode. In case of the ad-hoc/personal mode, the function of the
coordinator is not preassigned to any node. Instead, it is assigned dynamically whenever
and wherever a cell needs to be created to exchange information between nodes (a node
which initiates the ”cell creation process” usually becomes the coordinator).
In order to address issues related to directional transmission (i.e. deafness and neigh-
bour discovery), IEEE 802.11ad employs a combination of (quasi-)omni-directional
and directional transmission/reception modes. As indicated in [79], (quasi-)omni-
directional transmission/reception mode is used for the exchange of critical control
messages (e.g. beacons, RTS/CTS frames) and enables, in conjunction with the sec-
tor sweep transmission/reception (i.e. sequential transmission/reception of the same
frame in every sector), beamforming training between nodes in the cell. In order to
enable successful reception during periods scheduled for the (quasi-)omni-directional
transmission/reception, a special physical layer mode is used by the transmitting node.
Beamforming (BF) is a key technique in IEEE 802.11ad enabling effective communi-
cation in mmW bands. BF training is a process of establishing appropriate antenna
system settings for both transmission and reception between a pair of nodes [79]. In
IEEE 802.11ad BF training consists of two phases, i.e., sector-level sweep (SLS) and an
optional beam refinement process (BRP). The SLS phase allows devices to establish an
initial (i.e. coarse-grain) direction of communication which is sufficient for establishing
a link using low rate physical layer modes [85]. The optional BRP phase is used to fine
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tune the antenna settings and thus enable the use of high rate physical layer modes[85].
In order to maintain the link quality, both phases are repeated periodically as needed.
To accommodate for the link quality degradation during the data transmission, IEEE
802.11ad introduced also a mechanism called beam tracking (BT) which enables refine-
ments of antenna settings without conducting SLS and BRP by adding extra fields to
transmitted data packets (thus decreasing the overhead).
Similarly to IEEE 802.11, medium in IEEE 802.11ad is subdivided into beacon in-
tervals (i.e. superframes). Each beacon interval consists of a control interval called
beacon header interval (BHI) and data transmission interval (DTI). Depending on the
needs, BHI may comprise 1) beacon time interval (BTI) - period during which cell
coordinator transmits beacon frames (beacons are transmitted as sector sweep), 2) As-
sociation beamforming training interval (A-BFT) - period to finalize the initial (i.e.
coarse-grain) beamforming training between cell coordinator and nodes in the cell, ini-
tiated by the sector sweep beacon transmission (slotted structure allows for multiple
stations to perform beamforming training concurrently in the same A-BFT), 3) An-
nouncement Time Interval (ATI) - period to perform management request-response
frame exchanges between the cell coordinator and other nodes (e.g. distribution of
information about the allocation of contention-based periods and contention-free peri-
ods in the DTI). DTI, depending on the allocation, may comprise different variation of
contention-based and contention-free access periods of different lengths. It needs to be
highlighted here that, owing to directional transmission, allocation of resources which
enables concurrent transmission between multiple pairs of nodes in the same cell (i.e.
spatial reuse) is supported by the standard (such allocation needs to be preceded by
appropriate interference assessment measurements).
In general, the use of the centralized scheduling, dynamic TDMA and directional trans-
mission in IEEE 802.11ad allows for efficient mitigation of intra-cell interference. In
order to alleviate inter-cell interference, IEEE 802.11ad introduces a special clustering
protocol which aims at enabling cell coordinators within the same cluster to schedule
transmissions in non-overlapping time periods with respect to each other. The main
idea behind the protocol is to enable all cluster members to receive beacons and an-
nouncement frames carrying information about the transmission schedules from other
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cluster members. This is achieved by enforcing that all cell coordinators belonging to
the same cluster reserve resources for reception of these frames from other cluster mem-
bers. Two types of clustering have been introduced in the standard: decentralized and
centralized. In case of decentralized clustering, each cluster comprises a single synchro-
nization cell coordinator (which can be seen as a cluster head and is responsible, among
other, for selection of the beacon interval) and one or several member cell coordinators.
In the centralized clustering more than one synchronization cell coordinator, coordi-
nated by the same entity (which can logically reside within one of the synchronization
cell coordinators), can be used within clusters.
To mitigate the negative effect of inter-cluster and inter-system interference, IEEE
802.11ad allows nodes to defer transmission of control frames during the beacon header
interval and data frames during contention-free intervals when channel is detected to
be busy (the delay may not result in an overlap between different periods allocated
for contention-free access). Additionally, IEEE 802.11ad proposes the use of RTS/CTS
mechanism to protect the contention-free data transfer intervals. In order to random-
ize and potentially minimize the interference to/from the beacons (introduced e.g. cell
coordinators which belong to different clusters or non-IEEE devices) the standard pro-
poses also to continuously change location of beacons within the beacon transmission
interval [79]. The problem of inter-cluster and inter-system interference may be also
alleviated by the use of DFS which enables interference avoidance through selecting the
least interfered channel (the decision to switch the operational channel is conducted by
the cell coordinator based on its own measurements and measurements collected from
other nodes). Other mechanisms which have been proposed to mitigate the negative
effect of interference include altering the beacon interval start time (i.e. TBTT), and
avoiding scheduling transmission during periods which were reported to provide poor
channel quality.
In order for the new nodes to join the cell, the cell coordinator needs to schedule the
A-BFT period which enables new nodes to finalize their beamforming training initiated
by the reception of beacon(s) during the BTI. Inappropriate scheduling of the A-BFT
period may result in a significant overhead or a long association delay. Selection of the
proper length of the A-BFT period is also a challenge. A-BFT period has a slotted
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structure and can be accessed randomly by nodes which intend to establish a link with
the cell coordinator. Too short period may result in frequent collisions, whilst too long
period may reduce network efficiency by increasing the overhead. This problems can
be to some extent alleviated by exploiting the multi-band operation (i.e. phy interface
that operates in lower bands).
One of the main silent features of the IEEE 802.11ad/WiGi MAC is the support for
the multi-band operation along with a mechanism which enables fast and seamless
transfer of communication between the bands in which IEEE 802.11ad/WiGi is allowed
to operate. In order to achieve fast switching, IEEE 802.11ad/WIGi enables multi-band
resource allocation and Block Ack operation over multiple bands [85]. The multi-band
operation simplifies also the neighbour discovery in mmWave bands.
Another silent feature of IEEE 802.11ad/WiGi is the support for relay operation which
enables fast link recovery in case of blockages or poor channel conditions. Two types
of relay operation have been specified in IEEE 802.11ad/WiGi, i.e., link switching and
link cooperating. In case of link switching the source dynamically switches between the
direct and relay path selecting one of them for transmission. In case of link cooperating,
relay is involved in all source node transmissions by retransmitting all its traffic to
improve signal quality at the target node [79]. Two modes of relay operation have
been proposed in the standard: 1) full-duplex amplify and forward and 2) half-duplex
decode and forward. It needs to be emphasised here that, due to the centralized resource
allocation in IEEE 802.11ad/WiGi, transmission involving relay can be established only
between nodes which are coordinated by the same cell coordinator. The relay discovery
procedure is coordinated by the cell coordinator.
IEEE 802.15.3c
IEEE 802.15.3c is one of several existing standards designed for operation in mmW
bands and thus can be also potentially seen as a candidate for UDN deployment in
mmW bands. Although it has not been a commercial success, IEEE 802.15.3c provides
design insights which may be useful for UDN MAC design process.
Similar to IEEE 802.11ad, MAC protocol proposed for IEEE 802.15.3c can be classified
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as a centralized dynamic TDMA protocol. The function of the cell coordinator in the
MAC is assigned dynamically whenever and wherever a cell needs to be created to
exchange information between nodes (a node which initiates the cell creation process
usually becomes the coordinator). The protocol supports contention-based as well as
contention-free access.
Deafness and neighbour discovery in IEEE 802.15.3c is addressed similarly to IEEE
802.11ad by employing a combination of (quasi-)omni-directional and directional trans-
mission/reception modes. The (quasi-)omni-directional transmission/reception mode is
used for the exchange of critical control messages (e.g. beacons, management frames)
and enables, in conjunction with the sector sweep transmission/reception (i.e. sequen-
tial transmission/reception of the same frame in every sector) along with a special
physical layer mode, beamforming training between nodes in the cell.
Beamforming (BF), similar to IEEE 802.11ad, is a key technique in enabling effective
communication in IEEE 802.15.3c. BF training (i.e. process of establishing appropriate
antenna system settings for both transmission and reception between a pair of nodes)
consists of two phases, i.e., sector-level training (SLT) and beam level training (BLT).
The SLT phase allows devices to establish an initial (coarse-grain) direction of com-
munication (i.e. determine pairs of sectors). The BLT phase is used to determine the
best transmit and receive pair of beams and thus enable the use of higher rate physical
layer modes[12]. In order to maintain the link quality, BF training may need to be re-
peated periodically. In order to reduce the overhead, related to the BF training, beam
tracking (BT) procedure was proposed for slow fading channels. The BT procedure
selects beams from the list of beams selected during the BLT phase thus significantly
decreasing the overhead related to the BF training procedure [134].
Similar to IEEE 802.11ad, medium in IEEE 802.15.3c is subdivided into superframes.
Each superframe consists of three intervals: beacon period (BP), contention access
period (CAP) and Channel Time Allocation Period (CTAP). BP is dedicated solely
for the transmission of beacon frames by the cell coordinator (beacons are sequentially
transmitted in multiple sectors). CAP interval is subdivided into two section: 1) As-
sociation Contention Access Period (A-CAP) - period dedicated for transmission of
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association requests by the nodes which intend to join the cell, and 2) Regular Con-
tention Access Period (R-CAP) - period dedicated for the exchange of management
frames between the cell coordinator and other nodes (e.g. reservation of resources) as
well as exchange of user data between nodes belonging to a given cell. Each CAP sec-
tion is also subdivided into several subintervals dedicated for reception from different
direction. The medium access during CAP is based on the use of CSMA/CA proto-
col. CTAP interval is dedicated for the exchange of user data and, depending on the
number of reservation requests received during the R-CAP, it may comprise different
number of Channel Time Allocations (CTAs) periods which can be used by nodes for
contention-free access to the medium.
IEEE 802.15.3c supports two types of beamforming: on-demand and pro-active [12].
The on-demand beamforming can take place in an allocated CTA between any pair of
nodes in the cell. The pro-active beamforming is dedicated for a situation in which
the cell coordinator is the source of data and it allows multiple nodes to train their
antennas at the same time, thus lowering the BF training overhead. The sector level
training for the pro-active beamforming of the nodes which are not coordinators take
place during the beacon period. The sector level training of the cell coordinator as
well as the beam level training for both types of nodes takes place during the CTAs
allocated for that purpose [12].
As in case of IEEE 802.11ad, the centralized scheduling in IEEE 802.15.3c removes
the intra-cell interference. In order to mitigate inter-cell interference, IEEE 802.15.3c
introduces the concept of the sync frame which is periodically transmitted to obtain
synchronization between neighbouring cells. Information obtained from the received
sync frames may be used by cell controllers to synchronize timing with other cells and
adjust the CTA allocation to avoid interference with the other cells. In general, the
sync frames are sent by the cell coordinators, however, to mitigate the hidden cell
coordinator problem1, cell coordinators can order other nodes in the cell to send sync
frames. This allows the cell coordinator to be detected by nodes which are out of its
range. It needs to be highlighted that IEEE 802.15.3c does not provide any mechanisms
1The hidden cell coorinador problem appears when two neighbouring cell coordinators are unaware
of each other’s exsistence which may result in conflicting allocations of resources
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explicitly designed for mitigation of inter-system interference.
In contrast to IEEE 802.11ad, Beacon Period needs to be present in every superframe,
thus significantly increasing the potential overhead by not exploiting directional trans-
mission for distributing information to the associated terminals (in IEEE 802.11ad,
BTI may be skipped and the necessary information is distributed using directional
transmission during ATI). Additionally, IEEE 802.15.3c does not fully exploit direc-
tional transmission through allocation of overlapping resources for spatial realization
of spatial reuse. IEEE 802.15.3c does not also define the relay scheme.
ECMA-387
ECMA-387 is considered to be one of the first standards for personal area networks
designed to operate in mmW band. Although it has not been a commercial success
its design aimed at providing high spatial reuse may provide good basis for a MAC
design dedicated for UDN deployment in mmW. One of the features which makes
ECMA-387 attractive is also its support for out-of-band control channel introduced
to improve device discovery and enable fast recovery from channel blockages induced
by the movement of terminals and/or movement in the environment. The support for
relaying which enables fast link recovery in case of blockages is yet another interesting
feature of ECMA-387.
In contrast to IEEE 802.11ad/WiGi and IEEE 802.15.3c, ECMA-387 is fully decen-
tralized, i.e., no single node assumes a function of a coordinator. In order to enable
fully decentralized architecture, ECMA-387 MAC requires that all nodes in the net-
work transmit beacon frames and manage allocation of resources. Although not very
common, the use of decentralized architecture for mmW Cellular deployment has been
suggested for instance in [123] (with the main motivation related to efficient realization
of relaying and integration of radio access and backhaul).
Similarly to other mmW standards, channel time in ECMA-387 is subdivided into
superframes. However, in contrast to other systems, the length of the superframe is de-
fined by the standard and cannot be changed. In general, the superframe is subdivided
into 256 Medium Access Slots (MAS) which can be allocated for different purposes.
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Every superframe in ECMA-387 starts with a beacon period (BP) of a variable length
(dependent on the number of devices) which is allocated one or more contiguous MAS.
The remaining MASs can be reserved by devices for data transmission. BP has a slotted
structure with each slot being reserved for a beacon transmission from a single device.
In order to address issues related to user mobility and to reduce the BP overhead,
procedures for BP contraction and merging of BPs with a different BP start time have
been included in the standard. In contrast to other mmW systems, beacons in ECMA-
387 are not transmitted in a sector sweep manner. Instead, beacons are transmitted
only in the direction of nodes with which a given node intends to communicate, thus
improving the spatial reuse [83].
In order to enable efficient operation with directional beacon transmission, neighbour
discovery in ECMA-387 takes place in a dedicated discovery channel. In general, the
discovery procedure is based on the transmission of special discovery frames in a sector
sweep manner (to enable communication prior beamforming training, a special Phy
layer mode is used by nodes when operating in the channel). Besides discovering
other nodes, the discovery channel is used for beamforming training and data channel
negotiations. The access to the discovery channel is maintained by the CSMA/CA
based protocol.
Beamforming (BF) training in ECMA-387 can be conducted only in the discovery
channel and is initiated by the exchange of Ready To Train (RTT) and Clear To
Train (CTT) frames. The main purpose of these frames is to reserve the channel time
and negotiate/configure the parameters of the training procedure. RTT/CTT frame
exchange is followed by the transmission of Training Control (TRN) frames which carry
the antenna training sequence (training symbols allow the receiving node to determine
its receiving antenna weight settings and transmitting antenna weight settings which
can be then fed back to the transmitting node)[84]. To accommodate for the link
quality degradation caused by changes in the channel during data transmission, nodes
can initiate the beam tracking (BT) procedure which allows them to update their
antenna settings when operating in the data channel (BT includes a single iteration of
the BF training procedure).
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Reservation of resources in ECMA-387 is realized by the Distributed Reservation Pro-
tocol (DRP). Reservations can be negotiated explicitly (by exchanging reservation re-
quest/response control frame during one of the MASs allocated for shared access) or
implicitly (by transmitting additional information in the beacon frames). Reservation
conflicts are resolved using a special bit which is set randomly (called the ”Tie-breaker
bit”) and the beacon slot number used by the nodes involved in the conflict. In order to
maintain a consistent map of reservations, devices need to continuously include in their
beacon frames 1) information about the current utilization of MASs in their neighbour-
hood and 2) information about their own reservations. It is worth highlighting here
that the reservation related information incorporated in the beacon frames include also
information related to antenna settings thus enabling the spatial reuse [83]. Several dif-
ferent types of reservations are proposed by the MAC protocol which enable exclusive
(i.e. contention-free) access or shared (i.e. contention-based) access to the medium.
The additional reservation types are used to prevent nodes from transmitting in MASs
occupied by beacon frames belonging to other beacon groups and to indicate MASs
during which nodes monitor the discovery channel.
One of the main silent features of the ECMA-387 MAC is the support for the out-of-
band (OOB) control channel (based on the use of IEEE 802.11g). The main role of
the OOB control channel in ECMA-387 is to enhance node discovery and enable fast
recovery from blockages by initiating beamforming training procedure as soon as the
blockage is detected. The additional functionalities of related to OOB include: exchange
of Block Acks (transmission over mmW band can be acknowledged over OOB channel),
management of channel measurements used to avoid interference caused by the spatial
reuse, service discovery and association control.
Relay operation is another important feature defined in the scope of ECMA-387 which
enables fast link recovery in case of blockages or poor channel conditions. The procedure
of establishing a path via relay in ECMA-387 is always initiated by the source node
and it begins with an attempt to discover and associate with a relay candidate. The
successful association is then followed by the beamforming training between 1) the
source node and the relay (initiated by the source node) and 2) the target node and the
relay (initiated by the target node on the reception of a special command frame from
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the source node). On the successful setup, the source node is allowed to dynamically
switch between the direct path and the path via relay. It is worth highlighting here
that ECMA-387 allows for association with more than one relay, thus allowing source
nodes to have more than one alternative path to their target nodes. As indicated in
[84], relaying in ECMA-387 is based on the use of the full duplex amplify and forward
scheme, thus nodes which can be selected as relays are required to have more than one
RF chain. The use of directional antennas and multiple RF chains allows relays to
reuse (for relaying) resources allocated for data transmission between source and target
nodes without the need for reservation of additional resources.
Non-standardised designs
The use of directional-antennas as a mean for improving system performance in the
packet radio networks was originally proposed in [39] (in the context of multi-hop
networks) and in [99, 100] (in the context of single-hop networks). Since then, the
use of directional-antennas and beamforming has been extensively studied, leading
to development of a plethora of MAC designs for microWave band (a comprehensive
review of different approaches can be found e.g. in [26, 147]) and, more recently, for
mmWave band (see e.g. [67, 66, 129, 81, 130, 155, 121, 43, 38]). In general, the
operation of the proposed protocols based on the concept of directional-antennas can
be subdivided into two phases, i.e., the beamforming training phase and the user-data
phase. During the beamforming training phase, stations exchange control information
to discover/track relative (or absolute, in case stations are equipped with GPS receivers)
locations of neighboring stations and determine direction of (future) transmission(s).
Depending on the approach, the realization of the beamforming training phase can be
realized using the omni-directional mode, or the multi-directional mode (sequential or
concurrent)[26]. Similarly, depending on the approach, the beamforming training phase
can be triggered periodically (e.g. [144]) or before each transmission (e.g. [113]). In
the second phase, stations exchange user data using the uni-directional mode, based on
the information obtained during the beamforming training phase. In order to address
blockages, different strategies have been employed for mmWave band MAC designs
such as exploitation of NLOS links [121], relaying [43] or exploitation of BS diversity
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[155].
Many of the proposed MAC designs for mmWave band which can be found in the
open scientific literature are direct extensions of the stanrdaized MAC designs already
described in this section (e.g. [129, 81, 130, 155, 121]) thus suffering from lack of
a robust control channel. Similar issues can be also identified in the CSMA-based
protocols described in [67, 66, 43]. The use of OOB control channels based on IEEE
802.11 to improve reliability was investigated in [38]. However, the authors admit that
an increased number of IEEE 802.11 devices can degrade control plane communication
and their proposal to prioritize mmWave control traffic to mitigate this problem may
have limited impact in dense and ultra-dense deployments due to the use of carrier
sensing mechanism by IEEE 802.11 which limits the spatial reuse.
2.3 Lesson learned
Several key theoretical questions related to UDN performance still remain unanswered.
In particular, the impact of BS density and network deployment strategy (e.g. network
site planning, antenna height) on the system performance has not been fully investi-
gated. Answering these questions may provide important insights which can have a
decisive impact on the way network operators deploy their UDNs.
Existing radio systems were developed in response to very system-specific requirements
and therefore are not geared to deal with different problems related to ultra dense de-
ployment (e.g. excessive inter-cell interference or frequent handovers). In order to deal
with these problems different solutions in the form of ”fixes” or ”patches” to existing
standards have been proposed by the industry and academia. Common issues which
arise from such ”fixes” or ”patches” are related with the need for backward compati-
bility which often limits the performance of the proposed solutions. Additionally, the
proposed enhancements are often facilitated through additional signalling and impose
new requirements on the system.
An example of such enhancements are the proposed solutions to alleviate inter-cell in-
terference in LTE system. Most of proposed solutions is facilitated through additional
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signalling and centralized processing that is not feasible in many scenarios. Addition-
ally, some of the proposed methods are very sensitive to estimation errors and delays
in the exchange of signalling information degrading their performance advantages (see
e.g. [55]). The mitigation of such performance degradation may impose additional
requirements on the quality of backhaul links interconnecting the operator’s infrastruc-
ture network. Moreover, as indicated in [92], the use of such techniques may need to
be planned since their gain in certain scenarios may be limited thus making their use
questionable (i.e. the cost of dedicated backhaul may not always be compensated by
the gain obtained from the proposed techniques). Such planning may be problematic
especially in case of dense cell deployment.
Cellular system operating in mmWave bands is often considered to be an important
part of 5G (see e.g. [124, 32, 123]). An efficient solution for realization of OOB
control channels (i.e. control channels which are allocated resources for transmission
in different band) which operate in microWave bands is however still missing. One
of the main aims of such control channels is the enhancement of neighbour discovery
(which introduces significant delay and suffers from relability issues when conducted
over mmWave) and fast recovery from blockages by initiating beamforming training
procedure as soon as the blockage is detected (blockages may break links established
over mmWave bands, thus preventing exchange of control information necessary for
initiating a beamforming training procedure). Out of band control channels may be
also necessary to enhance relaying which is often indicated to play a central role in
mmWave systems [123]. Efficient relaying may be important, for instance, as a mean
for achieving fast handover without imposing a significant backhaul overhead (instead
of conducting a normal handover, one of the base stations could initially act as a
relay thus postponing the actual handover procedure and ”buying” the necessary time
for path switching and buffering data at a new base station). Out of band control
channels allows also for oﬄoading signalling related to common system information
and beamforming training, thus decreasing overhead related to the use of (quasi-)omni-
directional transmission/reception modes in mmWave bands. The existing proposals
for out-of-band control channels are, in general, based on the use of IEEE 802.11 (see
[79, 84]), which may not provide the required performance in case of dense or ultra dense
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deployments. Although not explicitly mentioned in the literature, the use of existing
cellular systems such as LTE could be also potentially considered for the purpose of
using it as out-of-band control channels for mmWave band systems. The use of LTE
for such a purpose would be however limited solely to single-operator scenarios, thus
narrowing down potential deployment options.
We argue that major improvements come form the native support of features thus
justifying development of new technologies rather than enhancing existing ones with
different add-ons which are constrained by the fundamental limitations of existing sys-
tems. Multi-channel operation which allows for full flexibility in channel exploitation
seems to be one of the key features which may enable efficient operation of systems in
case of dense or ultra dense deployment, if supported natively. However, most of the
existing systems have not been designed to natively support multi-channel operation
thus often resorting to different extensions or add-ons which cannot provide its full
benefits (e.g. in case of LTE one of the channels/carriers needs to be (semi-)statically
allocated for signalling thus reducing the flexibility). On the other hand, most of the
multi-channel MAC designs existing in the literature focuses on Mobile Ad-hoc Net-
works (MANETs) and thus their direct application to cellular networks may result
in sub-optimal performance. There is a clear need for development a new MAC de-
sign with a native support for multi-channel operation which is dedicated for cellular
wireless networks.
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Chapter 3
Performance analysis of UDNs
Investigation of cellular network performance is crucial for proper assessment of different
approaches for increasing network capacity. In general, the methods for investigation
of cellular network performance (including UDN) can be subdivided into two main
groups. The first group consists of approaches based on analytical modeling with
simplified assumptions to maintain tractability whilst the second group attempts to
capture system operation in detail by performing system-level simulations. Although
in general the simulation based methods provide more accurate results (since they
can capture the detail of system operation), the investigation based on the analytical
models allow for better understanding of network operation and can provide insightful
design guidelines which are often difficult to obtain from simulations. However, due to
the complexity of the wireless network behavior, capturing its characteristics by means
of analytical modeling is a challenging task. Recently, Stochastic Geometry (SG) has
emerged as one of the most prominent approaches as it captures spatial characteristics
of wireless networks for performance analysis. This feature is especially important for
investigation of UDN since its performance behavior is highly dependent on spatial
information of the network. This motivated us to use SG as our main tool for the
analysis of UDN performance.
Despite recent literature advancements, there is still a number of questions related to
UDN performance which need to be answered. As discussed in Section 2.1, SINR invari-
ance property in wireless networks allows Area Spectral Efficiency (ASE) to continue to
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improve as BS density increases. This is a desirable feature for performance improve-
ment in UDN since it maintains densification gain as network densifies. While SINR
invariance property has been shown to appear in some scenarios and system models,
as indicated in Section 2.1, recent studies show that SINR invariance property does
not hold in many other scenarios. In the following sections, we focus on the impact
of antenna height and placement on UDN performance. In particular, we attempt to
answer the following questions:
• What is the role of antenna height on the SINR invariance property in UDN? Ex-
isting papers [53, 117, 156, 69, 18] study the impact of multi-slope feature as well
as LOS/NLOS feature in a path-loss model, and they show that SINR invariance
property does not hold with these features. In [50], Ding and Perez consider BS
antenna height in the path-loss model and show the invalidation of SINR invari-
ance property for the scenario. In this work, we not only show the invalidation of
SINR invariance property for any nonzero BS antenna height, but also formulate
the relationship showing how UDN performance is affected by the BS antenna
height. Interestingly, we found conditions where SINR invariance property does
hold for the considered path-loss model. We call this density countering condition
for maintaining the desirable SINR invariance property.
• For our scenario, what will happen to Area Spectral Efficiency (ASE, in bps/Hz/m2)
when BS density approaches infinity? In the case where SINR invariance does
not hold, it is important to understand whether continuing densification will still
lead to ASE improvement. A recent work claims that ASE goes to zero when BS
density approaches infinity [50, 52]. In this work, we show that ASE does not
necessarily go to zero when BS density approaches infinity. We have presented
new results to calculate the ASE.
• Can we benefit from careful site planning in UDN? A recent paper [42] shows
with simulation that irregular and regular BS deployments do give difference
ASE in UDN for some network densities. In this work, we show analytically the
performance of regular networks, and investigates the conditions in which regular
networks can outperform irregular networks.
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3.1 System Model
3.1.1 Network model
We consider a single-tier cellular network utilizing a multiple access technique which
ensures orthogonal resource allocation within a cell. All BSs in the network transmit
with the same power. We further assume that a mobile user always connects to the
BS with the strongest received signal which is usually the closest BS to the mobile
user. The mobile user density λu is assumed to be much higher than the BS density
λ (i.e. λu >> λ) such that each BS always has a user to serve. Regular and irregular
BS deployment models for one-dimensional (1D) and two-dimensional (2D) Euclidean
space are considered in this work.
In network of regular BS deployment, BSs are arranged in a regular geometrical struc-
ture within the network. In the case of 1D regular deployment, BSs are deployed
regularly every fixed distance along a line. In the case of 2D, BSs are deployed in a
regular hexagonal layout with each BS placed at the center of a hexagon. In other
words, the 2D locations of BSs are
ΦHEX = {(Υ(m+ n/2),Υ(n
√
3/2))|m,n ∈ Z} ∈ R2
and the 1D locations of BSs are
ΦLINE = {Υi| i ∈ Z} ∈ R
where Z and R are sets of integer and real numbers, respectively. The quantity Υ is the
inter-site distance between two adjacent BSs. The spatial density of BSs in the regular
deployment is λ = 2
Υ2
√
3
and λ = 1/Υ for 2D and 1D cases respectively. Mobile users
are located uniformly in the network. An illustration of both deployments is given in
Figure 3.1.
In the irregular deployment, the locations of BSs are modelled according to a homo-
geneous Poisson point process (PPP) ΦPPP with a spatial density of λ. The mean
inter-site distances for the 2D and 1D cases are Υ =
√
2
λ
√
3
and Υ = 1/λ, respectively.
Mobile users are uniformly distributed in the Voronoi cell of its corresponding BS. An
illustration of 2D irregular deployment is given in Figure 3.2.
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Figure 3.1: Regular BS deployment for 1D (top) and 2D (bottom) Euclidean space
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Figure 3.2: Irregular network deployment with BS locations for 2D Euclidean space
(cell boundries form a Voronoi tessellation).
3.1.2 Channel model
As discussed in the literature, the channel model, particularly the path-loss plays an
important role in the performance of the UDN. In this work, we consider a path-
loss model function that can describe antenna height, l1(r) = (h
2 + r2)−α/2, where
the parameter h is the difference between BS and mobile user antenna heights, r is the
horizontal distance between the mobile user and the BS, and α is the path-loss exponent
with α > 1 for 1D and α > 2 for 2D. A special case of this path-loss model is l0(r) = r
−α
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when the antenna height is set to zero. The path-loss model l0(r) is a commonly used
model in network performance analysis (see e.g. [17] and [49]). However, we shall show
that l0(r) produces overly optimistic performance results in UDNs. In this paper, we
mainly focus on l1(r) but also use l0(r) for comparison.
Unless otherwise stated, the random channel effects are modelled as Rayleigh fading
with mean 1, thus the received power (for the desired or interference signal) at a user is
g · li(r), where li(r) is one of our considered two path-loss model functions (i ∈ {0, 1}),
and g ∼ exp(µ) is an exponentially distributed random variable with a mean value of
1/µ which is equal to the BS transmit power. The BS transmit power is assumed to
be constant (i.e. no DL power control) and the same for all BSs.
It is worth highlighting here that due to high density of BSs in UDNs, desired signal
power as well as interference power are significantly higher compared to Gaussian noise.
We also show that when the BS density approaches infinity, the UDN with noise in the
path-loss model gives exactly the same performance as that without noise (see Theorem
9). This allows us to neglect noise in order to simplify expressions and conduct our
investigations.
3.2 Coverage Probability Analysis
The coverage probability is a measure of chances that a particular user can be served
by the network [17]. Formally, it is defined as pc
∆
= P(SINR > T ) which is the com-
plementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) of SINR. For completeness, the
results in this section are derived for regular as well as irregular deployments (even
though some of the considered cases do not lead to tractable expressions). Based on
Slivnyak’s theorem, in our considered irregular network where BS locations are mod-
eled as a homogeneous PPP, the coverage probabilities of mobile users are statistically
identical [24]. Thus investigating the performance of a typical user in the irregular
network is sufficient.
Assuming that a user is always associated with the BS of the strongest received signal,
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and that all BS transmit with the same power, the SINR of a user can be written as
SINR =
g · l(r)
Ir + µσ2
, (3.1)
where g represents random channel effects modelled as Rayleigh fading, r is the distance
between the considered user and its serving BS, 1/µ is the BS transmit power, σ2 is
constant receiver noise power, and
Ir =
∑
x∈Φ\bo
gxl(‖x− u0‖), (3.2)
is the interference power which is the sum of received power from all surrounding BSs
except the user’s serving BS at bo and ‖x − u0‖ is the distance between each BS and
the user located at u0. It is worth highlighting here that the BS transmit power 1/µ
in the SINR expression above impacts only the noise factor σ2 (given the assumption
that all BSs transmit with the same power). Interestignly, this means that tuning
the BS trasmit power whilst increasing network density would not necessarily lead to
improvement in the SINR. Depending on the considered BS deployment the distance
r separating a typical user from its serving BS can have different distributions. For
irregular BS deployment, as shown in [17], r is shown to be Rayleigh distributed. The
following expression presents a distribution function of r for a d-dimensional Euclidean
space
fr(r) = cddr
d−1λe−cdλr
d
, r ≥ 0 (3.3)
where d ∈ {1, 2} is the dimension of the Euclidean space and cd ∆= pid/2Γ(1+d/2) is volume
of the d-dimensional unit ball (see [71]). Given 1D and 2D space, c1 = 2, c2 = pi.
In case of regular BS deployment, r is uniformly distributed leading to following ex-
pressions (for 1D and 2D Euclidean space, respectively)
fr(r) =
2
Υ
, r ≤ Υ
2
(3.4)
fr(r) =
6 · 2r
Υ2
√
3
, 0 ≤ r ≤ Υ
2 sin(θ + pi3 )
(3.5)
where Υ is the inter-site distance and 0 ≤ θ ≤ pi3 .
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Definition 1. Based on Theorem 1 in [17], the coverage probability in the downlink
for a generic path-loss model function, assuming Rayleigh fading, can be represented as
p{d,i}c (T, λ, α) =
∫
Rd
e
−µσ2T
l(r) LIr
(
µT
l(r)
)
fr(r)dr, (3.6)
where LIr (s) is the Laplace transform of the random variable Ir, T is the SINR thresh-
old, d is the dimension of the Euclidean space and i ∈ {0, 1} indicates the path-loss
model function.
In the following subsection, we derive formulas for coverage probability for both regular
and irregular networks.
3.2.1 Irregular network
We first study the extreme condition where BS density approaches infinity. In the
following, we show that the coverage probabilities for irregular 1D and 2D networks
under l1(r) tends to zero when BS density approaches infinity. In case of l0(r), the
probability of coverage is independent of BS density (see also [17])1. We start by
formulating the coverage probability for irregular 1D and 2D networks in the following
Lemma, assuming a generic path-loss model.
Lemma 1. The coverage probabilities for irregular 1D and 2D networks under l1(r)
path-loss model function can be expressed as
p{1,1}c (T, λ, α) = 2
∫ ∞
0
e−2ke−µTσ
2( k
2
λ2
+h2)α/2 · e−2ξ(T,α,k)dk (3.7)
and
p{2,1}c (T, λ, α) = pie
−λpih2ρ2(T,α)
∫ ∞
0
e−µTσ
2( k
λ
+h2)α/2 · e−pik(1+ρ2(T,α))dk (3.8)
respectively where
ξ(T, α, k) =
∫ ∞
k
1
1 + T−1
(
t2+(hλ)2
k2+(hλ)2
)α
2
dt (3.9)
and
ρd(T, α) = T
d/α
∫ ∞
T−d/α
1
1 + uα/d
du. (3.10)
1The formula for 2D network is already given in [17]. Here we provide the formula for 1D network.
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Proof. The proof is based on the proof of Theorem 1 in [17]. By substituting fr(r) =
cddr
d−1λe−cdλrd and l(r) = l1(r) in (3.6), the coverage probability of d-dimensional
irregular network can be expressed as
p{d,1}c (T, λ, α) = dcdλ
∫ ∞
0
rd−1e−cdλr
d
e−µTσ
2(r2+h2)α/2 · LIr
(
µT (r2 + h2)α/2
)
dr
(3.11)
where
LIr (s) = exp
(
−dcdλ
∫ ∞
r
(
1− µ
µ+ s(h2 + v2)−
α
2
)
vd−1dv
)
. (3.12)
By assuming d = 2 and employing a change of variables u = v
2+h2
T
2
α (r2+h2)
we obtain the
following expression for 2D
LIr
(
µT (h2 + r2)α/2
)
= e−λpi(r
2+h2) ρ2(T,α). (3.13)
When we substitute the above result in (3.11) and employ a change of variables k = λr2,
we obtain the final result for 2D.
Similarly, by assuming d = 1 and employing a change of variables k = λr we obtain
following expressions for 1D
p{d,1}c (T, λ, α) = 2
∫ ∞
0
e−2ke−µTσ
2( k
2
λ2
+h2)α/2 ·exp
−2λ ∫ ∞
k
λ
1
1 + T−1
(
(vλ)2+(hλ)2
k2+(hλ)2
)α
2
dv
 dr.
(3.14)
Next, by employing a change of variables t = λv, we obtain the final result for 1D, thus
concluding the proof.

Based on Lemma 1, we formulate the following theorem.
Theorem 1. The coverage probability of 1D and 2D irregular networks under path-loss
model l1(r) tends to 0 for BS density λ→∞, that is
lim
λ→∞
p{d,1}c (T, λ, α) = 0. (3.15)
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Proof. By applying the Monotone Convergence Theorem (see e.g. [152]) to formula
(3.7) for 1D network, and by using basic properties of limits, we can rewrite (3.7) as
lim
λ→∞
p{1,1}c (T, λ, α) = 2
∫ ∞
0
e−2k lim
λ→∞
e−µTσ
2( k
2
λ2
+h2)α/2
· exp
−2∫ ∞
k
lim
λ→∞
1
1 + T−1
(
t2+(hλ)2
k2+(hλ)2
)α
2
dt
 dk. (3.16)
Simplifying the above, yields
lim
λ→∞
p{1,1}c (T, λ, α) = 2
∫ ∞
0
e−2ke−µTσ
2hα · exp
(
−2
∫ ∞
k
1
1 + T−1
dt
)
dk. (3.17)
We finally conclude the proof for 1D network by exploiting the fact that∫ ∞
k
1
1 + T−1
dt =∞, (3.18)
which brings the coverage probability to 0 as λ→∞.
Similar to the 1D case, by applying the Monotone Convergence Theorem to formula
(3.8) for 2D network, and by using basic properties of limits, we have
lim
λ→∞
p{2,1}c (T, λ, α) = lim
λ→∞
pie−λpih
2ρ2(T,α)·
∫ ∞
0
lim
λ→∞
e−µTσ
2( k
λ
+h2)α/2e−pik(1+ρ2(T,α))dk.
(3.19)
From the above results, we can see that
lim
λ→∞
pie−λpih
2ρ2(T,α) = 0, (3.20)
and
lim
λ→∞
e−µTσ
2( k
λ
+h2)α/2 = e−µTσ
2hα , (3.21)
thus concluding the proof for 2D.

It is worth noting that Theorem 1 shows the dependence of coverage probability on
BS density for the considered path-loss model. This is in line with the recent works
[156, 69, 18, 53] which dismiss the SINR invariance property for other path-loss models.
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In other words, for h > 0, the increase in the interference power is not counter-balanced
by the increase in the signal power.
Interestingly, we also observe that changes in the BS density λ can be counter-balanced
by the adjustments of the path-loss model parameter h to maintain the same coverage
probability. We call this the density countering condition which leads to maintenance
of SINR invariance property. We describe this condition in the following theorem.
Theorem 2. The coverage probability of noise-less irregular networks for path-loss
model l1(r) is constant, when λh
d = c and c is constant.
Proof. The proof is based on Lemma 1. By substituting σ2 → 0 and λhd into (3.7)
for 1D and (3.8) for 2D, we obtain the following expressions which are constant for a
constant c where
p{1,1}c (T, λ, α) = 2
∫ ∞
0
e−2k · exp
−2 ∫ ∞
k
1
1 + T−1
(
t2+c2
k2+c2
)α
2
dt
 dk (3.22)
and
p{2,1}c (T, λ, α) =
e−cpiρ2(T,α)
1 + ρ2(T, α))
. (3.23)

The coverage probabilities for irregular 1D and 2D networks under l1(r) can be com-
puted numerically using Lemma 1. The results permit simple expressions for noise-less
condition. For the case of 2D network, we can derive a closed form expression. In
case of 1D network, an expression which requires a single numerical integration can be
obtained for some specific α values, such as α = 2. Both expressions are presented in
the following proposition.
Proposition 1. The coverage probability under l1(r) path-loss model function for noise-
less 1D (given α = 2) and 2D networks can be expressed as follows
p{1,1}c (T, λ, 2) = 2
∫ ∞
0
e−2k · e2
T ((λh)2+k2)(arctan(k−1
√
T ((λh)2+k2)+(λh)2))√
T ((λh)2+k2)+(λh)2 dk (3.24)
p{2,1}c (T, λ, α) =
e−λpih2ρ2(T,α)
1 + ρ2(T, α))
. (3.25)
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Proof. By assuming σ2 → 0, the proof follows directly from Lemma 1. 
Notice that formulas for l1(r) reduce to the coverage probability for l0(r) = r
−α in [17],
when h = 0. For completeness, the formula for noise-less 1D and 2D networks under
l0(r) = r
−α is presented below
p{d,0}c (T, λ, α) =
1
1 + ρd(T, α))
. (3.26)
3.2.2 Regular 1D network
We consider a network where the locations of BSs are generated using a deterministic
points process ΦLIN . We study the coverage probability of a user located at a particular
point in this network. Without loss of generality we assume that this user is located in
the origin and thus the BS locations form the following point process on R
ΦˆLINr = {x− y |x ∈ ΦLIN}, (3.27)
where r = ‖y‖ is a distance between a user and its serving (closest) BS at point y.
We now formulate two lemmas for the coverage probability in 1D regular network under
the path-loss models l0(r) and l1(r).
Lemma 2. The coverage probability for 1D regular network under l0(r) path-loss model
function can be expressed as
p{1,0}c (T, λ, α) =
2
Υ
∫ Υ
2
0
e−µTσ
2rαLIr (µTr
α) dr, (3.28)
where Υ = 1λ , and
LIr (s) = 2
∞∏
i=1
(
1
1 + (r + iΥ)−α sµ
)
. (3.29)
Proof. The proof of Lemma 2 is based on the proof of Theorem 1 provided in [17]. As
the desired signal is assumed to be exponentially distributed, by substituting fr(r) =
2
Υ
in (3.6), the coverage probability in 1D regular network under a generic path-loss model
function can be expressed as
p{1,i}c (T, λ, α) =
2
Υ
∫ Υ
2
0
e
−µTσ2
l(r) LIr
(
µT
l(r)
)
dr. (3.30)
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Using the definition of the Laplace transform we can show that
LIr (s) = EIr [e−sIr ] = E{gx}
exp(−s ∑
x∈ΦˆLINr \{bo}
gxl(‖x‖))

(a)
=
∏
x∈ΦˆLINr \{bo}
Eg[exp(−sg l(‖x‖))]
(b)
=
∏
x∈ΦˆLINr \{bo}
µ
l(‖x‖)
µ
l(‖x‖) + s
, (3.31)
where (a) follows from the i.i.d distribution of gx and its independence from the point
process ΦˆLINr and (b) from the Laplace transform of an exponential random variable
with mean µl(‖x‖) . Using the above result, and taking into account that locations of BSs
in 1D regular network follow ΦLIN , the Laplace transform can be further expressed as
LIr (s) =
∞∏
i=−∞
i 6=0
(
1
1 + l(‖r + iΥ‖) sµ
)
, (3.32)
where ‖r + iΥ‖ is the distance from the typical user to the i-th base station.
By substituting l(r) = l0(r) into (3.30) and removing the absolute value expression
from the product in the expression for the Laplace transform presented above, we
immediately obtain the final result. 
Lemma 3. The coverage probability for 1D regular network under l1(r) path-loss model
function can be expressed as
p{1,1}c (T, λ, α) =
2
Υ
∫ Υ
2
0
e−µTσ
2(r2+h2)α/2 · LIr
(
µT (r2 + h2)α/2
)
dr, (3.33)
where Υ = 1λ , and
LIr (s) = 2
∞∏
i=1
(
1
1 + ((r + iΥ)2 + h2)−α/2 sµ
)
. (3.34)
Proof. The proof follows that of Lemma 2. 
It is worth noting here that setting h = 0 in l1(r) reduces p
{1,1}
c (T, λ, α) to p
{1,0}
c (T, λ, α).
Based on Lemma 2 and Lemma 3, we have the following theorems (i.e. Theorem 3 -
5).
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Theorem 3. The coverage probability of noise-less 1D regular network under the stan-
dard path-loss model function l0(r) does not depend on BS density λ.
Proof. The proof is based on Lemma 2. By substituting t = rΥ and assuming σ
2 → 0
we obtain
p{1,0}c (T, λ, α) = 4
∫ 1
2
0
∞∏
i=1
(
1
1 + T t
α
(t+i)α
)
dt. (3.35)
From the above formula it can be easily seen that the probability of coverage is inde-
pendent of λ, thus concluding the proof. 
Theorem 4. The coverage probability of noise-less 1D regular networks under path-loss
model l1(r) tends to 0 as BS density λ→∞, that is
lim
λ→∞
p{1,1}c (T, λ, α) = 0. (3.36)
Proof. The proof is based on Lemma 3. By substituting t = rΥ , and given that Υ =
1
λ
we then obtain
p{1,1}c (T, λ, α) = 4
∫ 1
2
0
e−µTσ
2(( t
λ
)2+h2)α/2 ·
∞∏
i=1
 1
1 + T
(
t2+(hλ)2
(t+i)2+(hλ)2
)α/2
 dt (3.37)
By taking λ→∞ and applying the Monotone Convergence Theorem to above formula,
we further get
lim
λ→∞
p{1,1}c (T, λ, α) = 4
∫ 1
2
0
lim
λ→∞
e−µTσ
2(( t
λ
)2+h2)α/2 ·
∞∏
i=1
lim
λ→∞
 1
1 + T
(
t2+(hλ)2
(t+i)2+(hλ)2
)α/2
 dt.
(3.38)
Simplifying the above expression yields
lim
λ→∞
p{1,1}c (T, λ, α) = 4
∫ 1
2
0
e−µTσ
2hα
∞∏
i=1
(
1
1 + T
)
dt. (3.39)
Next, given that T > 0, ∞∏
i=1
1
1 + T
= 0, (3.40)
which brings the expression in (3.39) to zero.

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Theorems 3 and 4 show that similar to 1D irregular network, the 1D regular network
does not exhibit SINR invariance property for l1(r) path-loss model. However, it does
exhibit SINR invariance property (similar to noise-less irregular networks) for l0(r)
path-loss model.
In the previous subsection, we showed the density countering condition for irregular 1D
and 2D networks under l1(r). As shown in the following theorem, this condition also
applies to 1D regular network.
Theorem 5. The coverage probability of noise-less 1D regular networks under path-loss
model l1(r) is constant when λh = c and c is constant.
Proof. The proof is based on the proof of Theorem 4. By substituting σ2 = 0 and
λh = c in (3.37) we obtain the following expression which is constant for a constant c
p{1,1}c (T, λ, α) = 4
∫ 1
2
0
∞∏
i=1
 1
1 + T
(
t2+c2
(t+i)2+c2
)α/2
 dt. (3.41)

Lemma 2 allows us to numerically calculate coverage probability for arbitrary α > 1
and a generic path-loss model function l(r). However, by considering some integer α
values we can obtain a simpler expression which allow us to gain additional insight. In
the following propositions, we derive coverage probability expressions for α = 2 for the
considered path-loss model functions.
Proposition 2. The coverage probability for 1D regular network using the standard
path-loss model function l0(r) = r
−α, when α = 2 is
p{1,0}c (T, λ, 2) =
(1 + T )
pi
∫ pi
0
e
−µTσ2x2
(2piλ)2 · cos(x)− 1
cos(x)− cosh(x√T )dx. (3.42)
Proof. Using Lemma 2, we start by expressing the Laplace transform of Ir as
LIr (s) =
∞∏
i=−∞
i 6=0
 1
1 +
s
µΥ2
( r
Υ
+i)2
 . (3.43)
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By using the following expression for an infinite product
∞∏
k=−∞
(
1 +
z
(k + a)2 + b2
)
=
cos(2pia)− cos(2pi√−b2 − z)
cos(2pia)− cosh(2pib) , (3.44)
and with the setting of b = 0, z = −s
µΥ2
, a = rΥ and the exclusion of k = 0,we obtain
LIr (s) =
(r2 + sµ)(cos(2pi
r
Υ)− 1)
r2(cos(2pi rΥ)− cosh(2pi rΥ
√
T ))
. (3.45)
Plugging in s = µTr2 and substituting x = 2piλr to the above result concludes the
proof. 
Proposition 3. The coverage probability for 1D regular network using the path-loss
model function l1(r), when α = 2 can be expressed as
p{1,1}c (T, λ, 2) =
1 + T
pi
∫ pi
0
e
−µTσ2x2
(2piλ)2 · cos(x)− cosh(2piλh)
cos(x)− cosh(√(2piλh)2 + T (x2 + (2piλh)2))dx.
(3.46)
Proof. The proof follows that of Proposition 2 but in (3.44), the substitution b = hd is
used instead. 
3.2.3 Regular 2D network
Similar to the 1D regular network, we consider a network generated by the deterministic
point process ΦHEX , and we study the coverage probability of a user located at the
origin. We first see that the BS locations form the following point process on R2
ΦˆHEXr,θ = {(x− r cos θ, y − rsinθ) | (x, y) ∈ ΦHEX}, (3.47)
where r and θ are the distance and angle between the user, and its serving BS, respec-
tively.
Following a similar approach as in 1D regular network, we first provide the following
lemma for the coverage probability in 2D regular network, assuming a generic path-loss
model.
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Lemma 4. The coverage probability for 2D regular network under l0(r) path-loss model
function can be expressed as
p{2,0}c (T, λ, α) =
12
Υ2
√
3
∫ pi
3
0
∫ Υ
2 sin(θ+pi3 )
0
e−µσ
2Trα · LIr,θ (µTrα) rdr dθ, (3.48)
where Υ =
√
2
λ
√
3
, and
LIr,θ (s) =
∏
(n,m)∈
Z2\{(0,0)}
[
1 +
((
Υ(m+
n
2
)− r cos θ
)2
+
(
Υn
√
3
2
− r sin θ
)2)−α2 s
µ
]−1
.
(3.49)
Proof. The proof of Lemma 4 is analogous to that of Lemma 2 and is based on the proof
of Theorem 1 provided in [17]. As the desired signal is assumed to be exponentially
distributed, by substituting (3.5) in (3.6), the coverage probability can be expressed as
p{2,i}c (T, λ, α) =
12
Υ2
√
3
∫ pi
3
0
∫ Υ
2 sin(θ+pi3 )
0
e
−µσ2T
l(r) · LIr,θ
(
µT
l(r)
)
rdr dθ. (3.50)
Similar to Lemma 1, by using the definition of the Laplace transform we can show that
LIr,θ (s) = EIr,θ [e
−sIr,θ ] = E{gu}
exp(−s ∑
u∈ΦˆHEXr,θ \{bo}
gul(‖u‖))

(a)
=
∏
u∈ΦˆHEXr,θ \{bo}
Eg[exp(−sg l(‖u‖))]
(b)
=
∏
u∈ΦˆHEXr,θ \{bo}
µ
l(‖u‖)
µ
l(‖u‖) + s
(3.51)
where (a) follows from the i.i.d distribution of gu and it is independence of the point
process ΦˆHEXr,θ , and (b) follows from the Laplace transform of an exponential random
variable with mean µl(‖u‖) . Using the above, and taking into account that locations of
BSs in 2D regular network follow ΦHEX , the Laplace transform can be further expressed
as
LIr,θ (s) =
∏
(n,m)∈
Z2\{(0,0)}
[
1 + l(‖Υ(m+ n
2
)− r cos θ,Υn
√
3
2
− rsinθ)‖) s
µ
]−1
.
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By substituting l(r) = l0(r) into (3.50), and removing the absolute value expression
from the product in the expression for the Laplace transform presented above, we
immediately obtain the final result which concludes the proof. 
Lemma 5. The coverage probability for 2D regular network under l1(r) path-loss model
function can be expressed as
p{2,1}c (T, λ, α) =
12
Υ2
√
3
∫ pi
3
0
∫ Υ
2 sin(θ+pi3 )
0
e−µσ
2T (r2+h2)α/2 ·LIr,θ
(
µT (r2 + h2)α/2
)
rdr dθ,
(3.52)
where
LIr,θ (s) =
∏
(n,m)∈
Z2\{(0,0)}
[
1+
((
Υ(m+
n
2
)−r cos θ
)2
+
(
Υn
√
3
2
−r sin θ
)2
+h2
)−α
2 s
µ
]−1
.
(3.53)
Proof. The proof follows that of Lemma 4. 
Theorem 6. The coverage probability for noise-less 2D regular network under the
standard path-loss model function l0(r) = r
−α does not depend on BS density λ.
Proof. The proof is based on Lemma 4. By substituting t = r
2
Υ2
and assuming σ2 → 0,
the coverage probability of 2D regular network can be expressed as
p{2,0}c (T, λ, α)
= 2
√
3
∫ pi
3
0
∫ 1
2 sin(θ+pi3 )
0
∏
(n,m)∈
Z2\{(0,0)}
 11 + T tα2(
(m+n
2
−√t cos θ)2+(n
√
3
2
−√t sin θ)2
)α
2
 dtdθ.
From the above formula it can be easily seen that the coverage probability is indepen-
dent of λ. 
Theorem 7. The coverage probability of 2D regular networks under the path-loss model
l1(r) tends to 0 as BS density λ→∞, that is
lim
λ→∞
p{2,1}c (T, λ, α) = 0. (3.54)
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Proof. The proof is based on Lemma 5. We start by substituting t = r
2
Υ2
and Υ2 = 2
λ
√
3
into (3.52). Next, by applying the Monotone Convergence Theorem to the obtained
formula and some algebraic manipulation, we obtain the following expression
lim
λ→∞
p{2,1}c (T, λ, α) = 2
√
3
∫ pi
3
0
∫ 1
2 sin(θ+pi3 )
0
lim
λ→∞
e
−µσ2T ( 2
λ
√
3
t+h2)α/2
·
∏
(n,m)∈
Z2\{(0,0)}
lim
λ→∞
 1
1 + T
(
t+
√
3
2
λh2
(m+n
2
−√t cos θ)2+(n
√
3
2
−√t sin θ)2+
√
3
2
λh2
)α
2
 dtdθ. (3.55)
The above formula can be further simplified to
lim
λ→∞
p{2,1}c (T, λ, α) = 2
√
3
∫ pi
3
0
∫ 1
2 sin(θ+pi3 )
0
e−µσ
2Thα ·
∏
(n,m)∈
Z2\{(0,0)}
(
1
1 + T
)
dtdθ. (3.56)
Next, given that T > 0, ∏
(n,m)∈
Z2\{(0,0)}
(
1
1 + T
)
= 0, (3.57)
and thus bring the expression (3.56) to zero. 
Similar to the previous scenarios, the following theorem shows that the density coun-
tering condition also applies to 2D regular network. This is also ilustrated by numerical
calculations of coverage probability given in Figure 3.3. As can be seen in the figure, the
coverage probability does not change regardless h and λ, as long as hλ stays constant.
Theorem 8. The coverage probability of a noise-less 2D regular network for the path-
loss model function l1(r) does not change when λh
2 = c and c is constant.
Proof. The proof is based on the proof of Theorem 7. By substituting σ2 = 0 and
λh2 = c in (3.52), we obtain the following expression which is constant for a constant c
lim
λ→∞
p{2,1}c (T, λ, α) = 2
√
3
∫ pi
3
0
∫ 1
2 sin(θ+pi3 )
0
∏
(n,m)∈
Z2\{(0,0)}
(
1
1 + Tβ(n,m)
)
dtdθ,
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Figure 3.3: Coverage probability of noise-less 2D regular network for α = 4.
where
β(n,m) =
(
t+
√
3
2 c
(m+ n2 −
√
t cos θ)2 + (n
√
3
2 −
√
t sin θ)2 +
√
3
2 c
)α
2
.

In contrast to Lemma 2, the Laplace transform of the interference power LIr,θ (s) in
Lemma 4 does not have a closed form expression. If desirable, the coverage probability
under l0(r), l1(r) may be calculated numerically.
In Table 3.1, we summarize the conditions when SINR invariance property holds. For
the considered scenarios when the SINR invariance property does not hold, we show
that the coverage probability tends to zero.
3.3 Average Achievable Rate Analysis
In the following section, we focus on the analysis of the mean achievable data rate over a
cell. More specifically, we compute the ergodic capacity which measures the long-term
achievable rate averaged over all channel and network realizations [102].
Definition 2. The average ergodic rate achievable over a cell in the downlink, assuming
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Table 3.1: Summary of conditions when SINR invariance property holds for regu-
lar/irregular 1D/2D networks
Path-loss
models
Irregular Regular
1D 2D 1D 2D
l0(r) holds holds
[17]
holds holds
l1(r) λh = c λh
2 = c λh = c λh2 = c
Note: c is constant
Rayleigh fading for desired signal, can be represented as (see Theorem 3 in [17])
τ{d,i}(λ, α) ∆=
1
ln 2
E[ln(1+SINR)] =
1
ln 2
∫
Rd
fr(r)
∫ ∞
γ0
e
−µσ2(et−1)
l(r) LIr
(
µ(et − 1)
l(r)
)
dtdr
=
1
ln 2
∫ ∞
γ0
p{d,i}c (e
t − 1, λ, α)dt (3.58)
where d is the dimension of the Euclidean space and i ∈ {0, 1} indicates the path-loss
model function. The quantity γ0 is the minimum working SINR. In this work, we set
γ0 = 0 to investigate the performance upper bound.
The average achievable rate per cell can be computed numerically using Definition 2
with formulas for the coverage probability. However, since we have derived some closed
form expressions for the coverage probability under certain conditions, further insights
can be obtained for the per cell average achievable rate. In the following, we focus on
deriving the average achievable rate per cell for these conditions.
3.3.1 Irregular network
The average ergodic rate in the downlink of noise-less irregular network for path-loss
model l1(r) for 1D and 2D can be respectively expressed as
τ{1,1}(λ, 2) =
2λ
ln 2
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
e−2λr·e2λ
(et−1)(h2+r2)(arctan(r((et−1)(h2+r2)+h2)−1/2)−pi/2)√
(et−1)(h2+r2)+h2 dr dt
(3.59)
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and
τ{2,1}(λ, α) =
1
ln 2
∫ ∞
0
e−piλh2(ρ2(et−1,α))
1 + ρ2(et − 1, α) dt. (3.60)
The above results are obtained by substituting (3.24) into (3.58) and (3.25) into (3.58),
as well as setting σ2 = 0.
Note that by simply setting h = 0 in the equations above, we can obtain the average
ergodic rate for path-loss l0(r) as
τ{d,0}(λ, α) =
1
ln 2
∫ ∞
0
1
1 + ρd(et − 1, α)dt. (3.61)
As we have learned from the previous section the SINR invariance property holds for
the path-loss model l0(r) but not for l1(r). From the above, we can see that the average
rate per cell is unaffected by the BS density for l0(r) but it is affected by the BS density
for l1(r) (see also Figs. 3.4-3.5). Based on Definition 2 and Theorem 1, we further know
that the average rate per cell approaches zero eventually. Interestingly, it is possible
to counter this decay by tuning the antenna height according to BS density in order
to maintain per cell average rate. This can be observed by the countering condition
described in Theorem 2 in conjunction with Definition 2.
3.3.2 Regular 1D network
In the previous section, we have derived a closed form coverage probability expression
for noise-less 1D network under l0(r) path-loss model with α = 2. By substituting
(3.42) into (3.58) and employing a change of variables x = 2piλr, k =
√
et − 1, we
obtain the average rate per cell as
τ{1,0}(λ, 2) =
2
ln 2pi
∫ ∞
0
∫ pi
0
k(cos(x)− 1)
cos(x)− cosh(xk)dxdk. (3.62)
The above expression indicates a constant per cell average achievable rate regardless
of BS density which is similar to what was shown in [17] for irregular networks. This
expression also allows us to numerically compute the per cell average rate. We have
found that regular network does indeed give a higher per cell average rates than that
of the irregular network. For regular network, the approximate average rate per cell is
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Figure 3.4: Impact of BS density λ and h on average ergodic rate τ of noise-less 1D
network for different path-loss models with α = 2. The path-loss parameter h affects
the rate of decay.
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Figure 3.5: Impact of BS density λ and h on average ergodic rate τ of noise-less 2D
network for different path-loss models withS α = 4. The path-loss parameter h affects
the rate of decay.
≈ 3.037bits/sec/Hz. For irregular network, the approximate average rate per cell can
be computed by (3.61) which gives ≈ 2.148bits/sec/Hz. By comparing the above results
of regular and irregular networks, performing site planning results in an approximate
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gain of 1.414 times higher achievable rate.
Next, for path-loss model l1(r), by substituting (3.42) into (3.58) and employing a
change of variables k = et − 1, the average achievable rate per cell with α = 2 can be
expressed as
τ{1,1}(λ, 2) =
1
ln 2pi
·
∫ ∞
0
∫ pi
0
cos(x)− cosh(2piλh)
cos(x)− cosh(√((2piλh)2(1 + k) + x2k)dxdk. (3.63)
From the last result, we can see that the average rate per cell for l1(r) with α = 2
depends on BS density as also seen in Figure 3.4. However, by setting h = cλ where
c is some constant positive value, we can maintain a constant average rate per cell
regardless of BS density. With Theorem 5, the above argument can be extended to a
general condition of α > 1.
From the last result, by considering l1(r) with α = 2, we see that the average achievable
rate per cell depends on BS density (see also Fig. 3.4). Similar to the irregular network,
the average achievable rate per cell approaches zero when BS density goes to infinity.
However, by setting h = cλ where c is some constant positive value, we can maintain
a constant average achievable rate per cell regardless of BS density. This argument is
also valid for general condition of α > 1 by observing Theorems 4 and 5 in conjunction
with Definition 2.
3.3.3 Regular 2D network
As the probability of coverage for 2D regular network does not yield any closed form
expression, we seek numerical computation to calculate its average achievable rate per
cell. We present the numerical results in Figure 3.5 illustrating the impact of λ and
h on the average ergodic rate per cell τ{2,1}(λ, α). As can be seen, the rate of decay
of τ{2,1}(λ, α) for an increasing λ depends on h and τ{2,1}(λ, α) tends to zero. This
is in line with the results for other network configurations discussed in the previous
subsections.
Additionally, based on Theorem 8 and Definition 2, it can be easily shown that the
average achievable rate per cell in the noise-less 2D regular network under path-loss
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model l1(r) does not change when λh
2 = c and c is constant. In other words, it is
possible to maintain per cell average achievable rate by countering the increase in BS
density through lowering the antenna height accordingly.
Furthermore, Theorem 6 and Definition 2 indicate that the 2D noise-less regular net-
work under l0(r) exhibits SINR invariance property for all conditions. Consequently,
the average rate per cell for l0(r) does not depend on BS density.
3.4 Performance Limits in UDN
In the previous section, we have derived the coverage probability and average achiev-
able rate per cell for various scenarios. In this section, we investigate how extreme
densification affects gains from site planning and its impact on ASE.
3.4.1 Deployment gain
We define deployment gain as the ratio of average achievable rate per cell for regular
network to that of the irregular network. In Section 3.3, we have presented the average
achievable rate per cell for different scenarios in Figures 3.4 and 3.5. When comparing
the rate performance between the regular and irregular networks, we made the following
observations: (i) for the case where SINR invariance property holds, the deployment
gain remains constant regardless of BS density, (ii) for the case where SINR invariance
property does not hold, the deployment gain depends on BS density and no gain is
observed when BS density tends to infinity, (iii) in general, we achieve a performance
gain when the deployment of BSs follows a regular pattern. To illustrate our observa-
tions, we further plot the deployment gain in Figure 3.6 for 1D network with α = 2
and Figure 3.7 for 2D network with α = 4. To focus on the performance in ultra dense
region, our plots use average inter-site distance on x-axis.
From Figure 3.6, we first see a constant deployment gain of approximately 1.414 for
1D network when SINR invariance property holds. When SINR invariance property
does not hold, the deployment gain varies based on BS density. We see from the figure
that the deployment gain increases as the average inter-site distance decreases. After
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Figure 3.6: Deployment gain for 1D noise-less network with α = 2.
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Figure 3.7: Deployment gain for 2D noise-less network with α = 4.
peaking at a certain point, the gain appears to decrease to zero when the inter-site
distance approaches zero. In other words, there appears to be no gain when BS density
is extremely high. Interestingly, there is a small region of inter-site distance when
deployment gain value falls below one, indicating negative impact of site planning. In
Figure 3.7, we observe similar behavior for the 2D network. In the following, we show
that deployment gain vanishes when BS density approaches infinity.
Proposition 4. System performance under l1(r) does not depend on BS deployment
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strategy (i. e. no gain from site planning) as λ→∞.
Proof. We first study the distance between a user at a particular point and an arbitrary
interfering BS. In regular network, since the location of the interfering BS is determin-
istic, the distance between the two is also deterministic. Let this distance be R. In
irregular network, the location of the BS follows the PPP. The distance is a random
variable, say R˜, which has the following statistical properties [71] for 1D network
E[R˜] =
n
2λ
(3.64)
var(R˜) =
n
4λ2
, (3.65)
and 2D network
E[R˜] =
1√
λpi
Γ(n+ 12)
Γ(n)
(3.66)
var(R˜) =
1
λpi
n−(Γ(n+ 12)
Γ(n)
)2 . (3.67)
Considering an interfering BS located at a particular distance away from the user. For
regular network, this distance is a fixed value R. For irregular network, this distance
is R˜ with mean value of R. Notice that when λ→∞, the variance of R˜ tends to zero.
In other words, when λ continues to increase, the variance of this distance continues
to decrease which reduces the deployment difference between irregular and regular
networks. For a regular network, the interference caused by this BS is g · l(R) where g
is a random variable describing the channel fading and l(·) is the path-loss expression.
For an irregular network, the interference caused by this BS is g · l(R˜). Given that l1(r)
path-loss model is bounded, we have l1(r) <∞ for an arbitrary r ≥ 0. When λ→∞,
the variance of R˜ decreases to zero, we see that the interference characteristic caused
by the BS in the irregular network converges to that of the regular network, that is
gl(R˜)→ gl(R). This shows that system performance under l1(r) for irregular network
converges to that of the regular network when λ→∞. 
The above proposition can be extended to any bounded path-loss model (i.e. any
path-loss model for which l(r) <∞, for an arbitrary r). For the unbounded path-loss
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model, we show in Section 3.3 that a constant performance gain is achieved when the
deployment of BSs follows a regular pattern.
3.4.2 Average Area Spectral Efficiency
The ASE is a measure of the overall rate over a network area and is defined by
ASE = λ · τ{d,i}(λ, α), (3.68)
where τ{d,i}(λ, α) is the average achievable rate per cell, as defined in Section 3.3.
ASE may increase or decrease as network densifies. This depends on whether the
decay of rate per cell as BS density increases, can be countered by spatial reuse, and
therefore it is of interest to investigate whether continued network densification will
still lead to ASE improvement. The finding may help network operators to optimize
their investments in the infrastructure and identify when further densification may not
be beneficial.
In the previous section, we showed that when SINR invariance does not hold, the
average achievable rate per cell goes to zero as λ → ∞. However, as we show in
the following, the average ASE does not necessarily go to zero. To support this, we
formulate the following Theorem.
Theorem 9. Average ASE of cellular networks under l1(r) for h > 0 as λ→∞, given
α > 1 for 1D or α > 2 for 2D converges to a non-zero value.
Proof. Proof is given in Appendix A.1. 
As can be seen in the proof of Theorem 9, the ASE of UDN under l1(r) has the following
lower bounds when λ→∞, for 1D network
1
2 ln 2 h
(
1 + Γ(α−1)Γ(α)
) , (3.69)
and 2D network
2
√
3
12 ln 2 h2
(
1 + 2 Γ(α−2)Γ(α−1)
) . (3.70)
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Figure 3.8: Average Area Spectral Efficiency for noise-less 1D networks for α = 2
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Figure 3.9: Average Area Spectral Efficiency for noise-less 2D networks for α = 4
These lower bounds depend on h and α. They show that by lowering h, the ASE can
be improved. This is very encouraging as network operators could theoretically provide
services even with over-densified networks. In the extreme case when h → 0, we have
ASE approaching infinity. This is true since when h = 0, the path loss model l1(r)
reduces to l0(r), and SINR invariance property holds for this scenario.
It is also worth noting here that the lower bounds also depend on γ0 which is the
minimum working SINR (see Definition 2). The above results consider γ0 = 0 setting.
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A higher γ0 will lower the per cell rate and thus will reduce the ASE. With some
sufficiently high value of γ0, the ASE reduces to zero as indicated in [52].
In the following, we show ASE performances for some specific scenarios using the above
developed results. We derive exact ASE performance for 1D network when λ→∞ for
various α values.
Proposition 5. Average area spectral efficiency (in terms of bits/Hz/m2) of 1D net-
work for α = {2, 4, 6} under l1(r) path-loss model when λ→∞ is
lim
λ→∞
λ τ{1,1}(λ, 2) =
1
ln 2pih
, (3.71)
lim
λ→∞
λ τ{1,1}(λ, 4) =
2
ln 2pih
, (3.72)
lim
λ→∞
λ τ{1,1}(λ, 6) =
8
3 ln 2pih
. (3.73)
Proof. Proof is given in Appendix A.2. 
For 2D network, as a closed form expression for Laplace transform of Ir(s) is unavail-
able, we seek to obtain a tighter bound for specific α values as follows.
Proposition 6. The upper and lower bounds on the average area spectral efficiency
(in terms of bits/Hz/m2) of 2D network for α = 4 under l1(r) path-loss model, when
λ→∞ is
2
√
3
9 ln 2h2
≥ lim
λ→∞
λ τ{2,1}(λ, 4) ≥ 2
√
3
12 ln 2h2
. (3.74)
Proof. Proof is given in Appendix A.3. 
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3.4.3 BS cooperation
Although not expcilitily investigated in this chapter, BS cooperation may have a funda-
mental impact on the UDN performance limits. When ideal BS cooperation is assumed,
interference from all interfering BSs can be completelly cancelled. In such a case the
SINR expression introduced in Section 3.2 can be rewritten as follows
SINR =
g · l(r)
µσ2
.
As a result of perfect interference cancelation, with an increasing network density λ, the
average achievable rate per cell for l0(r) would increase indefinitely (with the growth
rate dependent on the BS transmit power 1/µ and the pathloss exponent α), whilst for
l1(r) it would converge to a constant value (also dependant on the BS transmit power
and the pathloss exponent). This has been already confirmed for regular networks in
uplink [94]. In contrast to the average achievable rate per cell, ASE for both patloss
models would grow indefinitely with a rate of growth dependant on the considered
pathloss model. This indicates that, given ideal multi-cell processing, densification
could potentilly lead to unlimited gains.
More indepth investigations and mathematical modeling are necessary to fully under-
stand the system behaviour and the impact of different parameters on system perfor-
mance when ideal BS cooperation is assumed. Such investigation is however not part
of this thesis.
3.4.4 Shadowing considerations
As shown in [34, 107, 33], given shadowing is i.i.d and independent of the locations of
BSs, shadowing can be incorporated by replacing the BS density λ with a modified BS
density λ′, as shown below
λ′ = λE[χδ],
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where χ is a random variable describing shadowing, δ = dα , and d is the dimension of
the Euclidean space.
Using common assumptions that shadowing follows a log-normal distribution with mean
(in dB) equal to 0 and standard deviation (in dB) σs <∞,
λ′ = λe
d2σs
2
2α2 .
From the expression above it can be clearly seen that for σs = 0 (i.e. no shadowing),
λ′ = λ.
Using the above it can be seen that incorporation of shadowing does no change funda-
mental conculsions drawn from Theorems proposed in this chapter. Including shadow-
ing does however alter the values of the lower bounds for average ASE by a constant
factor which depends on σs value.
3.5 Summary
In this chapter we investigated the impact of the relative antenna height between BS
and UE antennas on the performance of UDNs. We showed that for any nonzero relative
antenna height the highly desirable SINR invariance property does not hold, indicating
that the UDN performance is dependant on BS density. Moreover, the per cell average
achievable rate performance of UDN decays to zero, as BS density increases. In order
to manage this decay, we showed that decreasing the relative antenna heights across the
network can counter the decay of per cell average achievable rate. We explicitly derived
the relationship between BS density and relative antenna height showing how this can
be achieved. Interestingly, appropriate adjustment of BS antenna heights enables the
network to retain SINR invariance property.
We further studied the ASE performance of the network. Despite the pessimistic con-
clusion related to the per cell performance shown in the literature, in this work we
showed that ASE does not necessarily decay to zero as BS density approaches infinity.
A non-negligible ASE can be achieved which is dependent on the path-loss exponent and
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relative antenna height. This result is optimistic as it indicates that theoretically even
in a highly over-densified network, the network can continue to serve with a reduced
performance.
We finally investigated the deployment gain which studies the performance improve-
ment due to careful site planning in UDNs. We showed that, in general, we can always
achieve a performance gain when the deployment of BSs follows a regular pattern. This
gain remains constant as BS density increases when SINR invariance property holds
and deteriorates to zero otherwise. The insights provided in this chapter may help net-
work operators to optimize their investments in the infrastructure and identify when
further densification or careful site selection may no longer be beneficial due to low
cost-effectiveness.
Chapter 4
The Novel Dynamic Channel
Selection (DCS) MAC design
This chapter introduces a new MAC design for high-capacity broadband wireless access
over the UDNs, termed ”DCS-MAC”. UDNs exhibit a set of distinct challenges which
make the commonly used radio systems perform poorly. Considering these challenges,
the DCS-MAC protocol was designed to enable efficient operation in scenarios char-
acterized by dense deployment were SCs are expected in many cases to be installed
without traditional RF planning and proper site selection. In general, the proposed
MAC design can be seen as a default configuration of SCs, especially when the use of
advanced interference management techniques is precluded due to the use of non-ideal
backhaul links. In such situation, in particular, the adaptability of DCS-MAC provides
an effective way to cope with load and interference experienced in UDNs.
In contrast to other candidates considered by the industry for UDN, DCS-MAC provides
built-in features allowing for contiguous and non-contiguous channel aggregation, as
well as seamless handovers between licensed, unlicensed and lightly licensed spectrum.
The multi-channel operation along with the dynamic channel selection constitutes the
core of the proposed MAC, with the main task of 1) preventing performance degradation
resulting from high level of inter-cell interference and 2) simplifying network planning.
Using a light weight channel selection strategy, a DCS-MAC node dynamically selects
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channels for transmission. Unlike single channel MACs, DCS-MAC nodes sequentially
scan all the frequency channels in the available pool and are able to detect activity in
the channel selected by the transmitting node. At the same time, nodes are able to
ascertain the presence of interferers in the channel. The following main features are
supported by and integrated into the DCS-MAC design are:
• Multi-channel operation
• Dynamic channel selection
• Dynamic UL/DL resource allocation
• Decentralized decision-making
• Cluster-based architecture.
4.1 Basic characteristics and features
The following sections provide basic information on the proposed DCS-MAC, including
frame and slot structre, as well as multiple access.
4.1.1 Frame and Slot Structure
The frame structure for the proposed MAC is depicted in Figure 4.1. Although not
depicted, the slot lengths can vary, thus affecting the number of slots per frame. The
slot lengths (and as a result, the number of slots per frame) may change depending on
the bandwidth of frequency channels, the licensing regime of the spectrum band, traffic
type and channel load (the mechanisms for dynamic adaptation of the slot lengths are
currently under investigation). The frame length is set to be 10ms, although other
lengths are considered for future study.
As can be seen in Figure 4.1, each slot in a frame is subdivided into a control part
(C-Field) and a user data part (U-Field). In order to limit the overhead related to the
control part, we allow the slot lengths to be dynamically changed (e.g. depending on
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Figure 4.1: Frame and slot structure
Figure 4.2: Multi-frame structure
the interference conditions). The length of the control part is also variable and depends
on the frequency channel bandwidth as well as the amount of control information which
needs to be transmitted.
Several frames constitute a multi-frame (see Figure 4.2). The multi-frame length is
related to the amount of common control information which needs to be broadcasted
by base stations which is also a topic of an ongoing study.
4.1.2 Multiple Access
As indicated in [6], technology neutral spectrum is slowly becoming a global trend
which may lead in the near future to a rapid growth in deployment of radio systems
operating in multiple spectrum bands. In order to fully exploit the potential of addi-
tional spectrum a system which is capable of efficient operation in multi-channel and
multi-band environment is desirable.
The multiple access of the proposed MAC is based on a combination of Multiple Channel
(MC) operation, Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) and Time Division Duplexing
(TDD) and is designed to fully exploit the potential of additional spectrum. The
combination of a frequency channel and a time slot is defined as a physical channel
and is the smallest amount of resource which can be allocated for transmission (see
Figure 4.3). Physical channels in the first frame half are pre-allocated for downlink
transmission (white square blocks below black, upside down trapezoids in Figure 4.3)
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Figure 4.3: Multiple access and physical channel structure (Physical channel = time
slot + frequency channel combination)
and in the second frame half for uplink transmission (white square blocks below white
trapezoids in Figure 4.3). As shown in the next sections of this chapter, many of
valuable characteristics of the proposed MAC arise because of the highly flexible nature
of such combination.
Time slotted access - In general, systems can be divided as systems with asyn-
chronous and synchronous access. One of the most well-known systems using the asyn-
chronous access is the IEEE 802.11. The main characteristic of such a system is the
possibility of transmitting data at any time, given that certain criteria are met (e.g.
maximum energy level in the channel in case of IEEE 802.11). As a result of this, base
stations as well as terminals need to continuously monitor the channel, synchronize
and process all transmitted frames (reception of a frame can be ceased not sooner than
before it is possible to determine the address of the recipient). This may lead to so
called ”stronger-last collision problem”. The problem appears when a receiver fails to
synchronize with a transmission because it is already synchronized with a significantly
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Figure 4.4: Stronger-last collision problem in asynchronous access based systems (left)
and synchronous access based systems
weaker signal which was not intended for it.
The receving procedure in an asynchronous system involves reception of a preamble
which carries a special training sequence(s) indicating beginning of a transmission, as
well as basic information about a detected frame (e.g. transmission length, modulation
and coding scheme used). If preamble is received sucessfully, receiver locks to the
detected frame and attempts to receive it and decode it. As seen in Figure 4.4, MS1 is
in the range of BS1 as well as BS2. However, as it is closer to BS2 (d2 < d1), MS1 is
associated with BS2 (assuming Prx2 > Prx1). In case of an asynchronous system (see
Figure 4.4, left) transmission may start at any time. In this particular example, BS1
initiates its transmission at t1 (BS1 transmission can be directed to another MS which
is not depicted in the figure). MS1 detects this transmission with a received signal
power of Prx1. After a sucessful reception of a preamble, MS1 synchronizes with it and
proceeds with reception of the remaining part of frame1 . BS2 initiates its transmission
at t2, however, as the MS1 receiver is busy with receving transmission from BS1 it
does not synchronize with a stronger signal from BS2 (thus treating it as interfernce),
leading to the ”stronger-last collision problem”.
In order to eliminate this problem, a synchronous TDMA access is adopted in the
proposed MAC protocol, meaning that each frequency channel is fragmented into time
1It needs to be noted here that MS1 is not aware that this transmission is intended for another
MS until it receives the whole frame (node address, due to size limitations, cannot be carried in a
preamble).
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slots which can be accessed only at specific points in time. As seen in Figure 4.4
(right), when signal from BS1 and BS2 arrives at MS1, MS1 can synchronize with the
strongest signal (as both transmissions arrive at approximately the same time), which
in this case originates from BS2. This means that the stronger-last collision problem
does not appear.
In contrast to the typical TDMA solutions used in existing cellular systems (e.g. GSM),
time advancing which compensate for the propagation delay, thus eliminating inter-slot
interference, is not used in the proposed MAC. Instead, the propagation delay is com-
pensated by shortening transmission in each slot. This simplifies the design and reduces
the delay of accessing the network by simplifying random access procedure (see Section
4.1.3). Additionally, the proposed scheme eliminates the problem of inter-slot inter-
ference between BSs and between terminals which cannot be eliminated by the time
advancing. As seen in Figure 4.5, due to a propagation delay, BS1 transmission may
interfere with BS2 reception leading to cross-link, inter-slot interference (similar phe-
nomena can be observed between MS1 and MS2). This problem can be significantly
reduced when transmission in each slot is shortened, thus limiting (or eliminating) over-
laps between RX and TX periods. Similar approach can be found in LTE-TDD wherein
special subframes which include a gap period are used, when BSs are switching from
DL transmission to reception in UL 1. Another advantage is related with less stringent
requirements for inter-cell synchronization. It needs to be emphasized here that due to
the small radius of cells (and thus short propagation delays), the overhead related with
the shortening of transmissions is not significant. It is also worth highlighting that the
proposed access scheme is based on a non-continuous transmission. This means that
each transmission/burst needs to carry sufficient information for successful decoding
and demodulation by a receiver, thus essentially allowing terminals and base stations
to receive transmissions from an arbitrary source node.
As a byproduct of using TDMA, the proposed MAC enables Quality of Service (QoS)
support and allows for simultaneous connectivity with more than one base station (by
1It is worth noting here that, due to the need for backward compatibility, the introduction of eIMTA
in LTE Release 12 which enables adaptation of UL and DL slot allocation reintroduced the problem of
cross-link, inter-slot interference in LTE TDD [122].
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Figure 4.5: Cross-link inter-slot interference
allocating additional time slots for the same connection). This allows terminals to
exploit the base station diversity and thus improve utilization of resources. This may
be beneficial especially when the number of active terminals per base station is small,
as in case of UDN.
Duplexing scheme - A duplexing scheme describes how uplink and downlink trans-
missions are handled by the system. The duplexing scheme used by the proposed MAC
separates uplink transmissions from downlink transmissions in the time domain. The
separation between uplink and downlink traffic is fixed and is equal to the half of the
length of the frame. This means that for every downlink slot there is a pre-allocated
uplink slot. This can be seen in Figure 4.3 (see page 90), as each physical channel
pre-allocated for downlink transmission (white square blocks below black, upside down
trapezoids) has a corresponding physical channel in the second frame half for uplink
transmission (white square blocks below white trapezoids). It needs to be emphasize
here that the direction of transmission for all slots can be renegotiated for already
ongoing connections or during a connection setup, thus allowing for full flexibility in
resource allocation for UL and DL transmission. Figure 4.6 presents different types
of connections which can be established, including a single bearer connection (red), a
multi-bearer symmetric connection (blue), an asymmetric downlink connection (green)
and asymmetric uplink connection (purple). The asymmetric downlink connection
(green) consists of two radio bearers (RBs). A bi-directional RB (slots 8 and n + 8)
which is used, among others, for exchange of control traffic (see Section 4.1.7 for more
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Figure 4.6: Examples of supported connection types: symmetric link (red), multi-bearer
symmetric link (blue), asymmetric downlink (green), asymmetric uplink (magenta)
details) and a uni-directional downlink RB (slots 4 and n+ 4) which is established by
renegotiating the direction of transmission for slot n+ 4 (which is pre-allocated for UL
transmission) to enable DL transmission. Similar, in the asymmetric uplink connection
(purple) the direction of transmission for slot 7 (pre-allocated for DL transmission) is
renegotiated to allow UL transmission.
There are several reasons for using a scheme with pre-allocated slot assignment for up-
link and downlink tranmission. The first reason is related to the multi-channel hidden-
terminal problem and the need for a proper way of handling it in case of bi-directional
RBs which are used to convey dedicated (and common) control traffic between a base
station and a terminal. The multi-channel hidden-terminal problem appears in multi-
channel MAC protocols when a node switches to a new frequency channel after a
reservation of this channel is made by another node. Due to the inability to determine
whether a given channel is occupied, the node initiates a new transmission which in-
terferes with an ongoing transmission. The negative impact of this phenomenon on the
system performance can be significantly reduced by employing the static separation
between uplink and downlink transmission for bi-directional RBs. As mentioned, the
static separation means that every physical channel is pre-allocated with a physical
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Figure 4.7: Solution to multi-channel hidden terminal problem for bi-directional links
(assuming 20 slots per TDMA frame)
channel for transmission in the opposite direction. This means that a node can always
infer which physical channels needs to be monitored to determine if a given physical
channel is not occupied by a bi-directional link, before initiating its own transmission.
As seen in Figure 4.7, BS1 communicates with MS2 over slots 4 (DL direction) and
13 (UL direction) on freuqency channel 6. At the same time BS2 communicates with
MS3 over slots 1 (DL direction) and 11 (UL direction) on frequency channel 1. As
MS1 is neither in range of BS1, nor MS3, it cannot detect DL transmission from BS1
and UL transmission of MS3. However, given the static separation between uplink and
downlink transmission for bi-directional RBs, MS1 can infer that slots 11 (on frequency
channel 1) and 4 (on frequency channel 6) are occupied by detecting transmission on
slots 1 and 13, respectively1. This allows MS1 to refrain from using these physical
channels. In case of a uni-directional asymmetric RB (green arrows in Figure 4.7),
the proposed separation still limits the impact of the multi-channel hidden-terminal
problem on the bi-directional control RB (blue arrows) which always accompanies uni-
1Each transmission carries a special indicator which informs whether it belongs to a bi-directional
RB.
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directional asymmetric RB (see Section 4.1.7, thus providing means for reallocation of
resources for uni-directional radio-bearer, if necessary. Another reason for using the
static separation between uplink and downlink transmission is related with a lower
signalling overhead. The static separation in this case allows implicit reservation of
slots for downlink transmission (in case of terminal initiated connection) or uplink
transmission (in case of BS initiated connection). The proposed separation means also
that there is no need for dedicated resources for RACH as the initiating party always
knows which channel it should use for receiving the response for its request (see Section
4.1.3). The last reason is related to the cluster-based architecture and possible delay
requirements imposed by different physical locations of cluster controllers and cluster
members (see Section 4.1.9).
Multi-channel access - The proposed MAC is designed to natively support opera-
tion in multiple channels (and bands) and thus aims at full exploitation of potentially
available spectrum. In order to enable operation in multiple channels (and bands),
each base station periodically scans all supported channels according to some prede-
fined scanning/hopping sequence, as presented in Figure 4.8. The information about
the scanning/hopping sequence is obtained by terminals during their synchronization
with their serving base stations. This knowledge allows all synchronized terminals to
determine which frequency channel (and when) will be scanned and initiate a transmis-
sion with their base stations. As seen in Figure 4.8 (top), terminals can access BS in
frame j, on frequency channel f3, starting from slot sn. In the next frame, BS will be
scanning frequency channel f4, thus allowing terminals to access it on another channel.
To enable a base station initiated transmission, terminals adapt a similar procedure
and use a delayed version of the same hopping/scanning sequence as their serving base
station (see Figure 4.8). The delayed hopping/scanning sequence is used to mitigate
contention between terminals and their serving BSs in accessing channels (different
channels are scanned by BSs and terminals in the same frame). It is important to note
that the proposed scheme allows for the allocation of new channels in the future as well
as operation of terminals and base stations which support just a subset of available
channels (and bands).
It needs to be highlighted here that the number of scanned frequency channels directly
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Figure 4.8: Accessing multiple channels through periodical scanning (top - 1 TRX on
the BS side, bottom - 3 TRXs on the BS side).
affects the delay of accessing a specific frequency channel and determining its quality,
which in turn may affect the quality of service. This delay can be however significantly
reduced by employing additional transceivers (TRXs) which adapt a delayed version of
the scanning/hopping sequence used by the first transceiver (see Figure 4.8, bottom).
It is important to note that transceivers used by BSs and terminals cease the scanning
procedure for the duration scheduled for transmission or reception. This may often lead
to the deafness problem (also called the missing/busy receiver problem) which occurs
when a sender is unaware that its recipient is involved in a transmission on another
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channel. Figure 4.9 (top) depicts this problem by showing a scenario in which a BS
(which employs a single transceiver) has three active symetric RBs (depicted as red,
blue and green blocks) with three different terminals. If another terminal attempts
to access slots n + 1, n + 3 or n + 7 in frame j, it would fail as the BS transceiver
is occupied receving uplink transmission on other frequency channels (physical chan-
nels which are unavailable for access are depicted as crossed white blocks). In order
to alleviate this problem, terminals continuously monitor physical channels searching
for physical channels occupied by their serving BSs. This is possible as a consequence
of using a non-continuous TDMA in which each transmission carries sufficient infor-
mation enabling successful decoding and demodulation by a receiver. Additionally,
each transmission (downlink or uplink) carries sufficient information to identify trans-
mitting/receiving BS which occupies a given physical channel. In order to reduce the
impact of terminals miss-detecting physical channel occupancy, each BS is also required
to periodically broadcast information about physical channels which are unavailable for
access. The deafness problem can be also effectively handled by employing additional
transceivers as BSs have more flexibility in allocating transceivers for scanning. As seen
in 4.9 (bottom), all physical channels can be accessed (no crossed while blocks) as in
slots n+ 1, n+ 3 or n+ 7 we still have two idle transceivers available.
4.1.3 Random Access (RACH design)
One of the main aspects related to MAC protocol design for cellular networks is the
RACH design. A special design for RACH which differs from a design of other channels
is a common practice. One of the main reasons for this is the fact that RACH has to be
designed to accommodate for a long range of distances between a BS and an accessing
terminal, thus making its design inefficient in terms of resource usage. As a result,
dedicated resources need to be allocated for RACH to handle traffic from terminals
which initiate their connections with BSs.Proper dimensioning of resources allocated
for RACH in such systems is often a problem and if done improperly may lead to
inefficient use of resources or long access delays. Additional problem is related with
interference as in most of existing systems, similar to common control channels, RACH
is allocated with fixed resources. This means that RACH may be prone to interference
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in dense scenarios characterized by irregular deployment (e.g. heterogeneous networks
or dense/ultra-dense networks) or when operating in lightly-licensed or license-exempt
bands.
In order to alleviate the problem of interference and non-optimal allocation of resources
for RACH we decided to resign from time-advancing in the proposed MAC design. This
gave us the flexibility not to allocate dedicated resources for RACH and shorten the
random access procedure. It is worth highlighting here that this precludes the use of
the proposed MAC design for macro-cell deployment as it does not account for long
propagation delays. As our design is targeted specifically for dense and ultra-dense
deployments we do not consider this to be a major drawback.
One of the main advantages of not using time-advancing and not allocating dedicated
resources for RACH is that all resources pre-allocated for uplink transmission (white
square blocks below white trapezoids in Figure 4.8 on page 97) can be potentially
used for random access. As indicated in the previous sub-sections, the access to all
physical channels pre-allocated for uplink transmission is facilitated by periodical scan-
ning of all frequency channels. The scanning is conducted according to a specific
scanning/hopping sequence. In order to lower contention between terminals, different
scanning/hopping sequences can be adopted by neighboring cells. It is worth reminding
here that by increasing the number of transceivers in a base station we are increasing
the number of physical channels (i.e. time slot/frequency channel combination) which
can be accessed at the same time. The additional transceiver adapts a delayed version
of the same hopping/scanning sequence as the first transceiver (see Figure Figure 4.9
(bottom) and Figure 4.8 on page 97). This allows us to lower the contention between
users in the same cell and provide faster access to desired resources. The implementa-
tion of RACH in a form of a logical channel created by a channel scanning sequence
(hopping sequence) improves also the resistance against intra-system (i.e. inter-cell in-
terference) and inter-system interference (interference coming from other radio systems
operating in the same band) by providing access to all physical channels available for
uplink transmission.
In general, different scanning/hopping sequences can be adopted by a base station.
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Figure 4.9: Impact of BS transceiver number on channel access (top - 1 TRX on the
BS side, bottom - 3 TRXs on the BS side, X channels unavailable for access).
Figure 4.9 depicts one possible example of a scanning/hopping sequence in which a
transceiver scans one frequency channel per MAC frame. More sophisticated scan-
ning/hopping sequences which aim at minimizing contention between users from neigh-
bouring cells could be also applied. It is worth reminding here that, to enable a
base station initiated transmission, terminals adapt a delayed version of the same hop-
ping/scanning sequence as their serving base stations.
Random access in DCS-MAC takes place during a pilot RB establishment (or pilot RB
handover) and begins with a selection of a physical channel. The criteria for channel se-
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lection include access availability (as seen in Figure 4.9, some physical channels may not
be available for access due to BS transcevier being occupied on another frequency chan-
nel), physical channel quality (determined during periodical channel measurements) and
access delay (e.g. terminal may want to access a slot in frequency channel x which is
scanned by BS for access in three frames time). After a physical channel is selected,
terminal waits until the selected channel is scanned and initiates transmission. In case
of an access failure, a typical exponential random backoff procedure is used to resolve
any potential collisions and prevent degradation of system performance. It needs to
be highlighted here that physical channels in DCS-MAC are selected based on their
quality (in terms of level of measured interference). This provides additional source of
randomness which further reduces the probability of collisions (physical channel qual-
ity map is affected by UE location and thus it may significantly differ from one UE to
another).
4.1.4 Dynamic Channel Selection
As already mentioned, in contrast to the traditional cellular networks, it is foreseen
that the UDNs will be in many cases installed without traditional RF planning and
proper site selection. One of the main characteristics (and at the same time challenges)
of the UDNs is therefore excessive inter-cell interference resulting from the inability to
properly plan the network deployment. This is particularly troublesome in scenarios
where multiple operators deploy their UDNs over a shared band (e.g. lightly-licensed
or license-exempt bands), resulting in a situation in which a terminal may be unable to
establish a connection with its strongest BS due to interference originating from a BS of
another operator (see Figure 4.10). Similar situation also appears when access to some
of operator’s small cells is limited to a certain number of pre-registered terminals (this
corresponds to the concept of Closed Subscriber Groups in LTE). Additionally, as small
cells are foreseen to operate in technology neutral bands, inter-system interference are
also of a major concern. Finally, UDN deployments may experience significantly higher
traffic load variability and traffic asymmetry variability compared to deployments with
a high cell radius.
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Figure 4.10: Excessive interference in multi-operator scenario with a shared band.
In order to address the mentioned challenges, the proposed MAC uses a procedure to
dynamically select physical resources for transmission. This procedure is called the
Dynamic Channel Selection (DCS) and builds on top of multi-channel operation and
time-slotted access of the proposed MAC protocol (see Section 4.1.2). The procedure is
dynamic in the sense that it allows terminals and base stations to change the allocation
of physical resources on the per-frame basis. To facilitate the DCS, the quality of avail-
able channels in terms of interference level is continuously monitored by terminals and
base stations. This is possible as a result of TDMA/TDD frame structure (monitoring
of the quality takes place in the intervals between transmit and the receive timeslots)
and frequency channel scanning procedure which enables multi-channel operation. Hav-
ing information about the quality of available channels, terminals and base stations can
select appropriate resources for transmission. To address the potential problem of sys-
tem instability resulting from the use of DCS and at the same time maintain efficient
resource utilization, we use mechanisms which limit number of resource (re-)selections
subject to some quality of service constraints.
In general, the main aims of the DCS are: 1) enabling inter-cell and inter-system in-
terference avoidance (by exploiting interference diversity) and 2) simplifying frequency
planning, 3) allowing for allocation of resources on an as-needed basis thus making
system adaptable to continuously changing traffic conditions. As a result, the DCS
is considered to be a key feature of the proposed MAC design which enables efficient
operation in dense (or ultra-dense) deployment across different bands.
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It is worth noting that the operation in different frequency bands requires the DCS
operation to be tuned based on the regulatory requirements (or information from some
centralized RRM entity as well as other radio interfaces, in case of multi-RAT devices).
This is necessary to allow for a better inter-system coexistence and involves changes in
the rules for channel selection (e.g. maximum interference level which permits channel
access, minimum signal strength level of a detected radio system which permits access
to a channel).
4.1.5 Dynamic UL/DL resource allocation
Due to the small size of deployed cells (and thus resulting from it a small number of
users per cell), including an increasing popularity of the UL-heavy applications (e.g.
social media, cloud based services), the traffic asymmetry in the UDNs may change
rapidly within a single cell, or from one cell to another. In order to fully exploit the
available resources, a network-wide allocation of resources for uplink and downlink
may no longer be an option and radio systems will need to dynamically, rather than
statically, allocate resources for uplink and downlink. This, in turn, means that cross-
link (i.e. uplink-to-downlink) interference will be a major component of the inter-cell
interference and thus will need to be properly addressed in the future mobile networks.
In contrast to LTE, the proposed MAC protocol was designed to enable full flexibility
in dynamic allocation of resources for UL and DL transmission. In order to address
the problem of cross-link interference, the proposed MAC allows for fast re-selection
of resources which suffer from excessive interference. The decision which resources
to select is done by the DCS mechanism and it is made without explicit MAC layer
cooperation between nodes. In order to prevent potential instability resulting from the
decentralized nature of the DCS and maintain efficient resource allocation, different
mechanisms are used which limit number of resource (re-)selections subject to some
quality of service constraints.
It is worth reminding here that the proposed MAC does not rely on time-advancing
to compensate for inter-slot interference. Instead, it shortens the transmission in each
slot. Although this approach may seem less efficient in terms of spectral efficiency, it
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actually enables flexible allocation of resources without a threat of cross-link inter-slot
interference. The solution used in existing cellular standards such as TD-LTE or TD-
SCDMA involves allocation of a specific slot which eliminates such interference. The
location of such slots is however static and reconfiguration of the frame structure is
time consuming (thus limiting the flexibility and potential gains related to dynamic
UL/DL resource allocation). More recently, a new feature called eIMTA which allows
for more flexibility in allocation of resources for uplink and downlink transmission was
introduced in TD-LTE. The introduction of this feature, due to the need for back-
ward compatibility, made however the LTE system prone to the cross-link inter-slot
interference. As a result, in order to reduce the impact of such interference, a strict
synchronization of UDN network elements is required which may not be feasible in all
scenarios.
4.1.6 Decentralized decision making
Dense small cell networks are often envisioned to be inter-connected over a public net-
work. This means that operators may not have control over the quality of the backhaul
links of a large portion of their networks. Additionally, operators may often use non-
ideal types of backhaul links, such as wireless links. As a result, operators may not
always be able to maintain tight synchronization between different elements of their
network which is necessary to support centralized interference coordination techniques,
leading to the degradation of system performance (see e.g. [55]). Moreover, small cells
are foreseen to operate in licensed, lightly-licensed as well as license-exempt bands,
leading to inter-system and inter-operator interference. As a centralized interference
coordination between operators in such a scenario may be signaling heavy and ineffec-
tive (e.g. existence of networks deployed by customers), other approaches may need to
be used.
In order to address this issue, the proposed MAC aims at providing a decentralized
solution for interference coordination in a form of the DCS mechanism. In general, DCS
is decentralized in the sense that physical channels for transmission can be selected by
terminals or base stations and does not require any explicit MAC layer cooperation
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between nodes. One of the main advantages of such decentralization is the reduction
in signaling overhead on the air interface and in the backhaul. Additional advantage
is related with better resistance against interference which stems from the fact that
channel (re-)selection does not require terminals to communicate with base stations.
This can be clearly seen, for instance, in case of inter-cell handovers which does not rely
on the successful exchange of control information with the source base station prior the
handover. Whilst in a typical macro-cell network this is not usually an issue, exchange
of such information may be problematic in case of dense small cell networks which can be
characterized by high inter-cell interference resulting from the poor frequency planning.
Similar problems may also appear in technology neutral bands, where different radio
systems can be deployed or shared bands in which proper planning is not feasible.
It is worth highlighting here that the number of terminals in dense (and ultra-dense)
networks served per base station in many situations may be very small [87]. This
means that the benefits of base station oriented resource allocation (e.g. exploiting
user diversity) may be marginal or may completely disappear in case the number of
base stations exceeds the number of users. This phenomenon is further amplified by
the dominance of Line-Of-Sight (LOS) propagation in dense deployments resulting from
short inter-site distances. This means that the channel conditions for different users
in a cell may be relatively constant and highly correlated. In such conditions allowing
terminals to actively participate in resource allocation can provide significant benefits
in terms of 1) reduction of signaling overhead over the air interface and 2) exploitation
of base station diversity.
An important issue related with the use of decentralized solutions for interference co-
ordination is the threat of system instability which may lead to degradation of sys-
tem performance and increase signalling overhead caused by continuous reallocation
of resources. In order to prevent this from happening different mechanisms could be
employed such as timers and counters which limit the frequency with which the real-
location of resources can take place.
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4.1.7 Control Channels
Common Control Channels - The fixed assignment of resources for common control
channels is a common practice in cellular systems. However, such approach may be
a source of significant performance degradation due to excessive inter-cell interference
caused by the inability of network operators of proper network planning of dense and
ultra-dense network deployments. The performance degradation could be further am-
plified if a radio system which statically assigns resources for common control channels
operated in a lightly-licensed or licensed-exempt band due to excessive inter-operator
and inter-system interference.
In order to mitigate the impact of the interference on such channels, common channels
in the proposed MAC can be time multiplexed with dynamically allocated dedicated
channels. In addition, the proposed MAC enforces transmission of key common system
information on all active downlink channels, thus making important control information
resistant for accidental or malicious interference and avoiding a single point of failure.
This stands in a sharp contrast with a typical macro-cellular system which rely on
transmission of common system information over statically allocated resources.
As already mentioned, to limit the overhead related to the transmission of additional
information, we allow the slot lengths to be dynamically changed, depending on the
interference conditions. In case of high level of interference, the slots would be shorter
thus improving the robustness against interference. In other case, the length of the
slots could be extended, thus reducing the overhead (to enable coexistence between
nodes operating using different slot lengths, the length of slots which can be used are
predefined).
In case there are no active downlink channels (i.e. no active users), a base station
establishes a special uni-directional RB (called common RB) to transmit common con-
trol information (see Figure 4.11a). To maintain high robustness against interference,
the allocation of radio resources for such a bearer changes periodically, or when the
quality of the channel degrades (such a change can be also requested by a user). The
change in allocation of resources for such a bearer is preceded with information about
new resource allocation. The following figures show different options for transmission
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(a) uni-directional broadcast bearer for common control traffic
(b) common control traffic multiplexed with dedicated control traffic and uni-directional broad-
cast bearer
(c) common control traffic multiplexed with dedicated control traffic
Figure 4.11: Possible configurations for transmission of common control information.
of common control information.
The contents of the common control channels include information about a base sta-
tion identify, a scanning/hopping sequence adopted by a base station, a number of
transceivers operating in a base station, physical channels unavailable for access, sup-
ported frequency channels and paging (for users in a power saving mode). This in-
formation is time multiplexed with dedicated control traffic (see Figure 4.11b) and, as
already mentioned, transmitted on all active downlink channels. It needs to be high-
lighted here that in order to indicate the owner of the physical channel allocated for
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uplink transmission (and at the same time improve the cell discovery), all terminals
time multiplex its serving base station identity with dedicated control traffic in the
uplink direction.
Dedicated Control Channels - Resources for dedicated control traffic are allocated
for each bearer in both directions and carry information relevant for a particular bearer
(or connection). In case of a multi-bearer connection one of the bearers is allocated
as a pilot bearer which means that by default it carries all connection related control
information. The information carried by dedicated control channels include acknowl-
edgements, requests for temporal deviations from scanning/hopping pattern (necessary
to reduce delay in accessing a particular physical channel, bearer establishment re-
quest/response messages and bearer release messages). It is worth reminding here that
dedicated control information is time multiplexed with common control information.
To indicate the ownership of the physical channel allocated for uplink transmission and
improve the cell discovery, serving base station identity is continuously time multiplexed
with dedicated control traffic in the uplink direction.
4.1.8 Carrier Aggregation
Channel/Carrier-Aggregation is an important feature which allows increased peak through-
put and system capacity, as well as more flexible resource allocation. In most of ex-
isting systems channel/carrier-aggregation was developed as an extension in order to
cope with a growing demand for traffic (e.g. LTE, HSPA). As a result of this, due to
the need for backward compatibility, semi-optimal solutions which do not allow for full
exploitation of available resources or impose a significant signaling overhead had to be
used.
The proposed MAC was designed to natively support the Channel/Carrier Aggrega-
tion, thus allowing radio system to optimally exploit additional resources. Enabling
aggregation of additional channel in the proposed MAC is equivalent to adding a new
transceiver (TRX). The flexibility of resource allocation could be limited solely as a re-
sult of inability of some transceivers to operate in all supported bands (e.g. transceivers
which are capable of operating in multiple bands could be costly). The aggregation
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feature in the proposed MAC is scalable in the sense that it can potentially support
aggregation of arbitrary number of channels with virtually no additional overhead.
4.1.9 Handovers and cluster based architecture
As presented in (see e.g. [4]), the small radius of cells in UDNs may lead to an expo-
nential growth in mobility related signalling and handover failures caused by handover
delay and/or lengthy cell discovery (some terminals may lose their connectivity with
a new cell before the ongoing handover procedure is completed). Additionally, due to
insufficient capacity, macro-cells in the near feature may no longer be able to handle
traffic of fast moving users (which is a common practice in existing networks). This
means that traffic of fast users would need to be handled by small cells, thus further
increasing the number of handovers.
In order to mitigate these problems, new mobility management procedures are neces-
sary which enable fast, light and efficient handovers of terminals between cells in the
UDN. The existing proposals which intend to address these problems are mainly based
on the separation of control and user planes to oﬄoad mobility related signaling to
overlay macro-cell networks [21]. Additionally, the proposals suggest using the over-
lay macro-cell networks for assisting terminals in discovering neighbouring cells. Due
to different circumstances (e.g. unavailability of the overlay network, poor assistance
in discovering neighbouring base stations in the indoor environment), the application
of these proposals may be limited to specific scenarios and alternative methods for
handling mobility in UDNs are necessary [114].
In order to address these issues, the proposed MAC supports fast terminal controlled
forward handovers and cluster based architecture with RACH free L1/L2 backward
handovers within clusters which limits the amount of signaling which needs to be ex-
changed with the core network. Additionally, it provides more opportunities for cell
discovery thus lowering probability of a handover failure caused by a lengthy cell dis-
covery.
The backward handover in the proposed MAC is referred to as RACH free L1/L2
handover since it uses procedures which are essentially the same as the procedures used
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for reallocation of resources for an existing RB in a cell. This stands in a sharp contrast
with existing cellular systems which require dedicated RACH procedures to precede the
actual handover. The use of the same procedures for reallocation of resources for an
existing RB in a cell and a handover means that handovers in the proposed MAC can be
subdivided into inter-cell handovers and intra-cell handovers. The intra-cell handover
happens when a new channel is selected by the dynamic channel selection procedure
for an existing RB in the same cell.
The introduction of fast terminal controlled forward handovers is facilitated by the
proposed RACH design which allows for faster channel access (compared to LTE or
WiMax). The use of forward handovers is necessary to improve resistance to interfer-
ence (which may appear as a result of dynamic control channel allocation and dynamic
uplink and downlink resource allocation). This is possible as forward handovers do
not rely on the exchange of information with a source base station (using an already
established RB) but with a target base station. Furthermore, terminal controlled for-
ward handovers decrease the control traffic towards the core network by limiting the
amount of signaling which needs to be exchanged between base stations involved in a
handover. Terminal controlled forward handovers could be seen as a default option for
inter-cluster handover and in case of a poor quality of pilot RB.
As a result of using a non-continuous TDMA, each transmission in the proposed MAC
carries sufficient information enabling successful decoding and demodulation by a re-
ceiver. This allows faster and more robust discovery of new cells and better resistance
to accidental or malicious interference of common control channels. Additionally, the
use of a non-continuous TDMA allows for the support of seamless inter-cell handovers
and exploitation of base station diversity.
Interestingly, the proposed MAC provides flexibility to further reduce number of han-
dovers. This is especially important in case of inter-cluster which impose an extra
delay, compared to intra-cluster handovers. This is possible as the proposed MAC
was designed to handle situations in which terminals are not always connected to the
strongest server. More specifically, the proposed MAC supports dynamic allocation
of resources for broadcast and signalling channels which aims at managing interfer-
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Figure 4.12: Skipping handovers.
ence towards these channels. This allows a terminal to maintain connectivity with a
BS which is not necessarily its strongest server. As a result, terminals could choose
not to handover each time a stronger BS is detected, thus reducing number of han-
dovers. This could be beneficial especially in case of low load scenarios, or in case of
a highly dense scenarios in which some small cells are not occupied (see Figure 4.12).
The cluster based architecture in the proposed MAC (see Figure 4.13) is facilitated
by splitting MAC functionalities into the lower-MAC, located in the cluster member,
and the high/upper MAC, located in the cluster controller (see Figure 4.14). Based
on this split, the lower-MAC is responsible for management of RBs (e.g. monitoring
their quality and triggering handover, if necessary) and monitoring the quality of other
channels as well as handling new incoming connections. The higher-MAC is left then
with controlling of broadcast information and handling L1/L2 handovers.
4.1.10 Control channel protection scheme
As indicated in many works, strong BS to BS interference is one of the main problems
which significantly limit the performance of TDD systems with dynamic allocation of
resources for uplink and downlink transmission. This may be in particular a problem
in case such interference affect key control channels.
In general, this problem is addressed by fixed allocation of resources which ensures that
key control channels are not affected by such interference. This approach, although
effective in case of a single operator scenario, may result however in a significant degra-
dation when multiple operators share the same band. Similar problems may also arise
in case of deployments with small cells which limit access only to the pre-registered
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Figure 4.13: Cluster based architecture for the proposed MAC.
Figure 4.14: Functional split for higher and lower-MAC and its location.
users. In such scenarios fixed allocation of resources may significantly degrade per-
formance due to strong inter-cell or inter-tier interference resulting form the inability
of BSs to dynamically reallocate control channel resources to prevent deterioration of
signal quality.
In order to mitigate the impact of excessive BS to BS interference, a dynamic control
channel protection scheme is proposed for the DCS MAC. The approach is based on
the fact that, whilst conducting periodical scanning of frequency channels, a BS can
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receive and process transmissions from other BSs (given sufficient signal quality). This
allows a BS to assess the level of interference coming from individual neighbouring
BSs. Having this information as well as knowing levels of received signal from its active
terminals, allows a BS to identify which of neighbouring BSs may potentially degrade
quality of control channels for its terminals.
The scheme is based on the use of two parameters: Basic Level of Interference (BLI) and
Relative Level of Interference (RLI). The BLI parameter is set based on the strongest
received signal power from a neighbouring BS and it is then communicated either over
a backhoul, or over the air to all neighbouring BSs. This usually happens during
the BS setup phase or whenever a new BS with a stronger received signal power is
detected. Each BS maintains a map of BLIs received from its neighbouring BSs. The
RLI parameter is set by a BS for each served terminal based on its BLI parameter
value and the received signal power level from these terminals. The RLI parameters
corresponding to given terminals are then transmitted on their control channels. When
RLI parameter is received by a neighbouring BS it is used in conjunction with the
BLI parameter value for the transmitting BS. If the difference between BLI value for
the transmitting BS and the received RLI value is below received signal power of a
given transmission, the neighbouring BS is not required to protect this control channel.
In other case, BS needs to protect this control channel by preventing allocation of
any downlink transmission on a channel corresponding to uplink transmission for this
particular channel. The protection of this channel ceases when the above condition is
not met (e.g. terminal may move closer to its serving BS) or transmission on a given
channel is terminated (e.g. due to a handover). The flow chart presented in Figure
4.15 describes the procedure for the dynamic control channel protection scheme. The
following equations show how the BSI and RLI parameters are determined.
BSIn = max
i 6=n∈N
P
{BS,rx}
{n,i} − γ, (4.1)
where P
{BS,rx}
{n,i} is the received signal power (in dBm) at the n-th BS from the i-th BS,
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Figure 4.15: Dynamic control channel protection scheme (assuming N=10 physical
channels).
γ is the protection margin (in dB) and N is a set of BSs.
RLIn,j = BSIn − P {MS,rx}{n,j} , (4.2)
where P
{MS,rx}
{n,j} is the received signal power (in dBm) at the n-th BS from the j-th MS
and j ∈ Kn with Kn being a set of active MS connected to the n-th BS.
It is worth noting here that due to the limited capacity of control channels the maximum
value of the RLI parameter, as well as its granularity may need to be limited.
In Figure 4.16 we present a simple scenario with three different physical channels (red,
blue and magneta) depicting the use of the dynamic control channel protection scheme.
Resources allocated for control channel are depicted on the figure as bi-directional
arrows, whilst interference and downlink only transmissions as dashed and solid line
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Figure 4.16: Scenario depicting the use of the dynamic control channel protection
scheme.
uni-directional arrows, respectively. The figure presents two possible situations. In
case of MS2 (and MS3), its received signal powers at BS1 is greater than the received
signal power (including protection margin) from BS2. This means that BS2 can allocate
resources allocated for MS2 uplink control channel for its downlink transmission to MS3
(blue arrow). This is not the case with MS1. As MS1 is at the cell edge, the rx signal
power from MS1 at BS1 is lower than the rx signal power (including protection margin)
at BS1 from BS2. As a result BS2 needs to refrain from allocating resources allocated
for MS1 uplink control channel for its downlink transmission to MS3 (magneta arrow).
It is worth noting that BS2 is free to allow MS2 to use these resources for uplink
transmission.
In order to limit the problem of resource blockage by the control channel protection
scheme we exploit the BS diversity by allowing channels to be allocated from a sec-
ondary BS. This can be seen in Figure 4.16 for MS3. As another channel cannot be
allocated by BS2 due to need for protecting MS1 control channel in BS1, the missing
channel is allocated by BS3. This is possible if BS2 and BS3 belong to the same cluster.
4.2 Frame formats and Messages
In the following section we provide more details on the DCS-MAC frame formats and
messages necessary for basic DCS-MAC operation.
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4.2.1 Frame format details
As mentioned in Section 4.1.1, each slot in the DCS-MAC frame is subdivided into a
control data field (C-Field) and a user data field (U-Field). This section describes the
format of these fields in more detail.
Control Data Field description
The C-Field is subdivided into primary and secondary allocation blocks (see Figure
4.17a and Figure 4.17b). There is always one primary allocation block whilst the num-
ber of secondary allocation blocks varies depending on the channel bandwidth and the
length of the C-Field. Control information which is necessary for establishing synchro-
nization with a network is always transmitted over the primary allocation block. This
approach borrows from the LTE design and enables operation using various channel
bandwidths (see Figure 4.17a and Figure 4.17b).
(a) C-Field structure for 2 MHz bandwidth.
(b) C-Field structure for bandwidth larger than 2MHz.
Figure 4.17: C-Field structure.
As presented in Table 4.1 below, the message carried in the primary C-Field allocation
block consists of three fields: Header, Message Payload and CRC.
The C-Field Header for primary allocation block carries information describing the
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Bits 8 40 16
Primary Con-
trol Allocation
Block Message
Primary Header Message Payload CRC
Table 4.1: Basic C-Field format.
contents of the primary allocation block and includes information about the type of
payload carried, type of RB used for transmission, Ack information for transmission
in the opposite direction (in case of symmetric/bi-directional RB) and the length of
the C-Field. In case of transmission over a non-symetric RB (e.g. common RB, or
asymmetric RB), the ACK field indicates if data is carried in the U-field (see Table
4.2).
Field type Field Size Field Description
Message Type 3 bits Type of message carried (e.g. System infor-
mation, System Identity, Paging)
symmetric RB Indi-
cator
1 bit Indicates if the given transmission is part of
a symmetric/bi-directional RB
ACK 2 bits ACK of C-field and U-field in symmetric ra-
dio bearers only. When symmetric RB Indi-
cator is set to 0, this field is used to indicate
if data is carried in the U-field
Length 2 bits Number of additional symbols allocated for
C-Field (see Note 1)
Note 1: For 2Mhz Bandwidth number of symbols allocated varies from 3 to 9
(for larger bandwidths this changes to 1-3)
Table 4.2: C-Field Header description for primary allocation block.
In contrast to the message carried in the primary allocation block, the payload carried in
the secondary allocation block may have a variable size and can span multiple secondary
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allocation blocks. Table 4.3 presents format of the message which can be carried in the
secondary allocation block(s).
Bits 6 Variable 6 Variable 16
Secondary
Control
Allocation
Block
Secondary
Header-1
Message
Payload-1
Secondary
Header-2
... CRC
Table 4.3: C-Field format for the secondary allocation block(s).
The secondary allocation block is used only if more than one message needs to be
transmitted using the C-Field. In contrast to the C-Field Primary-Header, the C-Field
Secondary-Header carries only information about the message type which follows the
header. To give it more flexibility, the type field is larger than the one in the Primary-
Header and consists of 4 bits (see Table 4.4).
Field type Field Size Field Description
Length 2 bits Number of secondary allocation blocks used
Type 4 bits Type of message (MIB, SIBs, Identity, Pag-
ing, ConnectionControl, Others)
Table 4.4: C-Field Header description for secondary allocation block.
User Data Field description
The U-field consists of a message and a CRC (see Table 4.5). In order to prevent
processing of overheard messages transmitted by neighbouring BSs (or UEs associated
with neighbouring BSs), CRC of U-fields is always scrambled by the last 24 bits of a
User Id. Size of U-Field is variable and depends on the amount of resources allocated
for C-Field.
It is important to note that the allocated radio resources need to be fully occupied
to limit fluctuations of interference measurements conducted by other nodes in the
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network. This means that if the amount of resources which is required to send user
data is smaller than the amount of resources provided in the U-field, the remainig part
needs to be padded with dummy bits. These dummy bits are then discarded at the
receiver side before passing data for further processing.
Bits Variable 24
User Data
Field
User data payload CRC
Table 4.5: Basic U-Field format.
4.2.2 Message descriptions
In the following subsections we describe messages which can be carried in the C-Field.
In general, the messages can be subdivided into fixed sized messages which can be
transmitted over the primary C-Field allocation block and messages of variable size
which need to be transmitted in the secondary C-Field allocation block(s).
System Identity Message
This message plays a crutial role in DCS-MAC as it convey MAC level system identity
which uniquley indetifies a BS in a local area. It allows for UEs as well as BSs to build
a map of cells in a given area which can be used by UEs for BS selection as well as
for monitoring resource allocation. The identity consists of a Cell-Id which is created
based on PLMN-ID, Tracking area code and Cluster-Member-Id (Cluster-Member-Id
uniquely identifies a cluster member within a specific BS cluster). The message is always
transmitted in primary C-Field allocation block and is transmitted in both directions
(UL and DL). In order to differentiate between UL and DL transmission, the message
includes additional bit which indicates whether the message originates from a BS or
a UE. As the reception of this message is critical for synchronization and maintaing
an up-to-date map of nieghbouring BSs it is always transmitted when there are no
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other control messages to be transmitted in the primary C-Field allocation block. The
System Identity message format used in DCS-MAC is presented in Table 4.6.
Field type Field Size Field Description
BS-Indicator 1 Indicates if the message is transmitted by a
BS or by a UE
Cell-Id 31 Cell identifier
ClusterMember-Id 8 Cluster member identifier
Total number of
bits
40
Table 4.6: System Identity message format.
Basic System Information Message
Similar to the System Identity message, Basic System Infromation (BSI) message plays
an important role in enabling synchronization with a BS. In general, the BSI message
conveys all the necessary information required for accessing the system and enables
frame synchronization. This includes Slot-Id, Carrier-Id and FirstHalfFrame indicator
which allow UEs to achieve frame synchronization. Information on ScanningSequence-
Id, SupportedCarriers and NextCarrier-Id allow UEs (and neighbouring BSs) to iden-
tifiy and synchronize with the scanning sequence which is necessary to establish con-
nectivity with a BS.
The message is sent periodically on all active downlink RBs in the Primary C-Field
allocation block. Similar to the System Identity, in order to prevent overwriting BSI
information when overhearing transmission from a neighboring BS, CRC of BSI message
is scrambled by a combination of a ClusterMember-Id and the last 8 bits of a Cell-Id.
The format of the BSI message is presented in Table 4.7.
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Field type Field size Field Description
Slot-ID 4 Slot number during which transmission took
place
Carrier-ID 5 Carrier number on which transmission took
place
Bandwidth 3 Bandwidth used in this band (enumerate)
FirstHalfFrame 1 Indicator if transmission takes place in the
first half of the frame
SupportedCarriers 13 Map of carriers supported in this band
ScanningSequence-
Id
5 Scanning sequence Id
NextCarrier-Id 5 Carrier number on which primary transceiver
is scanning in the next slot (Note 1)
TRXNumber 4 Number of Transceivers supported by BS
Total number of
bits
40
Note 1: CarrierNumber and SupportedCarriers fields indicate if carrier is part
of this band
Table 4.7: Basic System Information message format
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Coexistence Information Message
Coexistence Information (CI) message conveys (in-band) coexistence related informa-
tion. Similar to the BSI message, it needs to be received before a UE acquires syn-
chronization with a BS. In order to achieve that the message is also sent periodically
on all active downlink RBs. As the previous messages which can be transmitted in
the Primary C-Field allocation block, overwriting coexistence related information by
transmission from a neighboring BS, is prevented through scrambing of the CRC. The
format of the message along with the field description is presented in Table 4.8.
Field type Field size Field Description
Other Carriers 16 Map of additional carriers accessible in this
band
MaxAllowedTxPower 5 Maximum transmist power (in dBm) per fre-
quency channel
PhyChanSelGranurality4 Granularity of physical channel selection list
(in dB)
MaxInterferenceAllowed5 Maximum level of interference in a physical
channel which permits its allocation
MaxLoad 4 Maximum number of physical channels which
can be allocated per band
BsTxPower 5 BS transmission power
OtherBands 1 Indicator that a given BS operates on other
bands
Total number of
bits
40
Table 4.8: In-band coexistence message format
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Out-Of-Band Coexistence Information message
In contrast to Coexistence Information message, this message does not need to be
received before UE can access the network. In order to receive it, the UE needs to
explicitly request it. This message conveys information about other bands available
for access. The existence of this message is advertised in the Coexistence Information
message (see OtherBands field in Table 4.8). If system operates using more bands,
more than one message is transmitted as a response to UE request. The format of this
message is presented in Table 4.9.
Field type Field size Field Description
Band-Id 4 Band identifier
Number of Carriers 5 Number of carriers used in a given band
Bandwidth 3 Bandwidth of frequency channels in a given
band
Carriers 0-32 Map of carriers accessible in this band
MaxAllowedTxPower 5 Maximum transmit power (in dBm) per fre-
quency channel
PhyChanSelGranurality4 Granularity of physical channel selection list
(in dB)
MaxInterferenceAllowed5 Maximum level of interference in a physical
channel which permits its allocation
MaxLoad 4 Maximum number of physical channels which
can be allocated per band
BsTxPower 5 BS transmission power in a specific band
MoreBands 1 Indicates that system operates on additional
bands
Total number of
bits
From 35
to 67
Table 4.9: Out-Of-Band Coexistence Information message format.
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Slot Length Modification message
This message is used for transmission of user specific information. The message is used
to set slot lengths for particular RBs. The message is most commonly used during the
RB setup procedure, but it can be also used at the later stage. The message can be
carried solely in the secondary allocation block. In case the reception of this message
is acknowledged and no response is received, the request for slot length modification is
accepted and slot lengths for all requested RBs are modified accordingly. The format
of this message is presented in Table 4.10.
Field type Field size Field Description
RequestIndicator 1 Request/Response indicator
RB Number 4 Number of Radio Bearers
RB-1 ID 4 Identifier of Radio Bearer
RB-1 SlotLength 2 Length of slot for RB 1
RB-N ID 4 Identifier of Radio Bearer
RB-N SlotLength 2 Length of slot for RB N
Total number of
bits
From 10
to 5+N*6
Table 4.10: Slot Length Modification message format.
Slot availability information message
This message conveys information about the availability of different physical channels
for access. Transmission of this message is necessary as BSs and UEs in DSC-MAC may
need to cease scanning specific slots when there is insufficient number of transceivers.
This leads to the deafness problem (see Section 4.1.2 for mor detail). In order to
alleviate this problem, BSs broadcast information about slots which are unavailable for
access thus allowing UEs ignore specific physical channels during channel selection.
In general, transmission of this message is triggered whenever a slot becomes unavailable
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(or available) for access. However, in order to limit the overhead related with frequent
slot status updates, the transmission of the updated information can be delayed to
aggregate information about multiple slots. The message is sent on all active downlink
radio bearers in the Primary C-Field allocation block. This means that in order to
prevent overwriting of information by transmission from a neighboring BS, the CRC of
this message is scrambled by a combination of ClusterMember-Id and the last 8 bits of
Cell-Id. The format of this message is presented in Table 4.11.
Field type Field size Field Description
TrxMap 4 Indicates carried map of slots is for TRX 1-3,
4-6, 6-9, 10-12
BlindSlotIndication 36 Map of not accessible slots
Total number of
bits
40
Table 4.11: Slot availability information message format.
System Information Status message
This message conveys information about the status of different system information.
The message is sent on all active downlink radio bearers and needs to be explicitly
requested by a UE if not received in a predefined period of time (depending on the
scenario the period may vary from minutes to hours). The message can be carried in
primary or secondary allocation block of the C-Filed. When carried in the primary
allocation block of the C-Field, the CRC needs to be scrambled to prevent overwriting
this information by transmission from a neighboring BS. The format of the message is
presented in Table 4.12.
Paging information message
This message conveys information about the identity of a paged user. The message is
sent on all active downlink radio bearers in the primary C-Filed allocation block. The
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Field type Field size Field Description
SI-ID1 4 SI Identifier
SystemInfoValueTag1 5 Indicates if a change has occurred in the SI
message
SI-ID2 4 SI Identifier
SystemInfoValueTag2 5 Indicates if a change has occurred in the SI
message
SI-ID3 4 SI Identifier
SystemInfoValueTag3 5 Indicates if a change has occurred in the SI
message
SI-ID4 4 SI Identifier
SystemInfoValueTag4 5 Indicates if a change has occurred in the SI
message
SIS number 4 Reserved for future use (if more SI are de-
fined)
Total number of
bits
40
Table 4.12: System information status message format.
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message is used to inform idle UEs in the sleep state about the incoming connection.
In order to improve chances of a successful pilot RB setup, a BS can recommend a
physical channel to a UE by sending a Slot-ID and Carrier-ID information on which a
UE can initiate access procedure. Similar to LTE, paging information message can be
also used to inform users about changes in the system information. This is achieved
by transmitting a paging message with User-Id set to a reserved value. In this case
Slot-Id and Carrier-Id are used to carry information about SIB-Ids which indicates
type of the updated system information. As all other messages transmitted in the
primary C-Field allocation block, to prevent processing of this information by UEs
camping on neighboring BSs, the CRC of this message is scrambled by a combination
of ClusterMember-Id and the last 8 bits of Cell-Id. The format of the paging message
is presented in Table 4.13.
Field type Field size Field Description
Type 2 Type of Identity carried (enumarate: TMSI,
IMSI)
User-Id 29 User identifier
Slot-ID 4 Slot Id recommended for access (alternatively
this field can be used as a system information
identifier, if user id is set to a special value)
Carrier-ID 5 Carrier Id recommended for access (alterna-
tively this field can be used as a system infor-
mation identifier, if user id is set to a special
value)
Total number of
bits
40
Table 4.13: Paging message format
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Network Information message
This message conveys information about the globally unique network identity. As Cell-
Id (constructed based on PLMN-Id and TrackingAreaCode) conveyed in the System
Identity message is sufficient to uniquely identify a network in a given area, the message
is only transmitted if explicitly requested by a UE. This usually happens after a UE
synchronizes with a BS for the first time. As tne message can be carried in primary or
secondary allocation blocks of the C-Filed, the CRC of this message may need to be
scrambled by a combination of ClusterMember-Id and the last 8 bits of Cell-Id. The
message format is presented in Table 4.13.
Field type Field size Field Description
PLMN Id 20 PLMN identity
TrackingAreaCode 16 Tracking Area Code
Other 4 For future use
Total number of
bits
40
Table 4.14: Network information message format.
System Information Request message
This message can be transmitted only in UL and it conveys a UE request for transmis-
sion of specific system information. The message can be sent during a RB setup or for
an already setup a pilot RB. The message is carried solely in the secondary allocation
block of the C-Filed. The message format is presented in Table 4.13.
Connection Control message
This message is used for transmission of connection specific information. It consists
of three fields: 1) short user identifier which is created based on the last 21 bits of
User Id, 2) short cell identifier which is created based on the 15 bits of Cell Id carried
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Field type Field size Field Description
SI Id1 4 SI Identifier
SI IdN 4 SI Identifier
Total number of
bits
From 4 to
4 + N*4
Table 4.15: System information request message format.
in System Identity message, 3) CC-Type which indicates message type. Four message
types are considered in: RB Establish-Request, RB Handover-Request, RB Confirm,
RB Release. In case of RB Establish-Request for bi-directional pilot RB, the message is
usually sent in a combination with other UE specific messages which enable initiation
of multi-RB connection setup. RB Confirm is used solely for setting up of symmetric
RBs. In case of asymmetric RBs, Physical Channel Control message with a Command
Activated is used instead of RB Confirm. The message can be sent in primary as well
as secondary allocation block. Format of the connection control message is presented
in Table 4.16.
Field type Field size Field Description
UE-Id-Short 21 Short User identifier
Cell-Id-Short 16 Short Cell identifier
CC-Type 3 Indicates type of Connection Control Mes-
sage
Total number of
bits
40
Table 4.16: Connection control message format.
Physical Channel Control message
This message is used for transmission of connection specific information. The Physical
Channel Control (PCC) message can be used to change scanning pattern of a SC or a
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UE to enable faster channel access. The commands can be also used to change direction
of slot transmission (which make it necessary to establish asymmetric RB) and request
status of a given physical channel. In particular, the message is used during the pilot RB
setup procedure to initiate fast establishment of multi RB connection with the number
of RB corresponding to the number of commands carried. The message is also used
to confirm successful establishment of asymmetric RBs by the receiving side. By using
PoorQuality and GoodQuality commands, physical channels can be recommended for
an RB establishment. Format of the PCC message is presented in Table 4.17.
Field type Field size Field Description
Number of command 4 Number of Physical Channel command car-
ried
Type-1 3 Type of the first command (enumer-
ate: StartToListen, Initiate, Activated, Re-
portQuality, GoodQuality, PoorQuality)
Slot-Id-1 4 Slot identifier for the first command
Carrier-Id-1 5 Carrier identifier for the first command
RBType-1 1 Type of Radio bearer for the first command
(symmetric/asymmetric)
Type N 3 Type of the third command (enumerate: Lis-
ten, Initiate, Active, Quality, Good, Poor)
Slot-Id-N 4 Slot identifier for the third command
Carrier-Id-N 5 Carrier identifier for the third command
RBType-N 1 Type of Radio bearer for the third command
(symmetric/asymmetric)
Total number of
bits
From
17 to
4+N*13
Table 4.17: Physical channel control message format.
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Asymmetric Acknowledgement Information message
This message conveys connection specific information and is used to carry acknowl-
edgement information for all active asymmetric RBs. The message can be transmitted
in uplink (by UE) or downlink (by BS) and is always carried over a pilot RB. The
message has a variable length which depends on the number of active asymmetric RBs
and is subdivided into two parts. The first part carries information relevant for the
first half frame whilst the second part carries information for the second half frame.
It is worth highlighting here that, in contrast to symmetric RBs, no user specific con-
trol information is transmitted over a C-Field of asymmetric RBs. This means that
C-Field of asymmetric RBs does not need to be acknowledged. Format of the message
is presented in Table 4.18.
Field type Field Size Field Description
RB Number 4 Number of Active asymmetric RBs
RB-1 U-Field ACK 1 Acknowledgement of U-Field for RB1 in the
first half frame
... ... ...
RB-N U-Field ACK 1 Acknowledgement of U-Field for RB-N in the
first half frame
RB-1 U-Field ACK 1 Acknowledgement of U-Field for RB-1 in the
second half frame
... ... ...
RB-N U-Field ACK 1 Acknowledgement of U-Field for RB-N in the
second half frame
Total number of
bits
From 8 to
N*4 + 4
Table 4.18: Asymmetric Acknowledgement Information message format.
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Channel Quality Indication message
This message conveys user specific information and is used to carry information about
channel quality for active RBs (including pilot radio bearers). The message can be
transmitted in uplink and is always carried over a pilot RB. There are two types of
Channel Quality Indication (CQI) message defined: type 1 and type 2. CQI message
Type 1 has a variable length which depends on a number of active asymmetric RBs
and is subdivided into two parts. The first part carries information relevant for the
first half frame whilst the second part carries information for the second half frame.
In contrast to CQI message Type 1, the CQI message Type 2 does not need to carry
information for all active bearers. Instead, it carries information for just a subset of
RBs (beneficial in case of slowly varying channels). Decision whether to use Type 1 or
Type 2 message depends on the size of the message (message with the smallest size is
always selected). The message is transmitted only if degradation of RB performance is
detected. The transmission of the message can be repeated if C-Filed of a pilot RB is
not acknowledged. Formats for both types of the CQI message are presented in Table
4.19 and Table 4.20.
Field type Field size Field description
RB Number 4 Number of active asymmetric Radio Bearers
RB-1 CQI 4 CQI for RB1 in the first half frame
RB-N CQI 4 CQI for RB-N in the first half frame
RB-1 CQI 4 CQI for RB1 in the second half frame
RB-N CQI 4 CQI for RB-N in the second half frame
Total number of
bits
From 12
to N*8 +
4
Table 4.19: Channel Quality Indication Type 1 message format
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Field type Field size Field description
RB Number 4 Number of RB information contained in the
message
RB-1 ID 4 Identifier of asymmetric Radio Bearer
RB-1 CQI1 4 CQI for RB1 in the first half frame
RB-1 CQI2 4 CQI for RB1 in the second half frame
RB-N ID
RB-N CQI1 4 CQI for RB-N in the first half frame
RB-NCQ2 4 CQI for RB-N in the second half frame
Total number of
bits
From 16
to N*12
+ 4
Table 4.20: Channel Quality Indication Type 2 message format
Modulation and Coding Scheme Indication message
This message conveys connection specific information and is used to carry information
about modulation and coding scheme used for active RBs (including pilot RBs). The
message is transmitted in downlink and is always carried over a pilot RB. Similar to
CQI message, there are two types of Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) Indication
message defined: type 1 and type 2. The message is transmitted as a response to CQI
message received from a UE, or when MCS for uplink RB needs to be altered (e.g.
due to channel degradation). The transmission of the message is repeated until C-
Filed of a pilot RB is acknowledged. Given that C-Field is acknowledged by a UE, the
modification of MCS for the requested RBs is conducted in the next frame. Formats
for both types of the MCS indication message are presented in Table 4.21 and Table
4.22.
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Field type Field size Field description
RB Number 4 Number of active asymmetric Radio Bearers
RB-1 MCS 4 MCS for RB1 in the first half frame
RB-N MCS 4 MCS for RB-N in the first half frame
RB-1 MCS 4 MCS for RB1 in the second half frame
RB-N MCS 4 MCS for RB-N in the second half frame
Total number of
bits
From 12
to N*8 +
4
Table 4.21: Modulation and Coding Scheme Indication Type 1 message format.
Field type Field size Field description
RB Number 4 Number of RB information contained in the
message
RB-1 ID 4 Identifier of asymmetric Radio Bearer
RB-1 MCS1 4 MCS for RB1 in the first half frame
RB-1 MCS2 4 MCS for RB1 in the second half frame
RB-N ID
RB-N MCS1 4 MCS for RB-N in the first half frame
RB-NMCS2 4 MCS for RB-N in the second half frame
Total number of
bits
From 16
to N*12
+ 4
Table 4.22: Modulation and Coding Scheme Indication Type 2 message format.
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4.3 Basic procedures
4.3.1 Physical channel selection
The channel selection process in DCS-MAC is based on the physical channel quality
map which is maintained by BSs and UEs through periodical scanning of all supported
channels. Different scanning/hopping sequences which permit scanning of different
frequency channels in different time slots is supported by DCS-MAC, but for simplicity
in this work we assume that only a single frequency channel is scanned per frame.
When feasible, UEs (except idle UEs in the sleep state) and BSs are required to con-
tinuously measure interference level for all slots in a frame. Interfernce measurements
for the corresponding slots in the first half frame and in the second half frame are then
combined (maximum value of the two is taken) and ordered from the lowest to the
highest, forming a physical channel selection list. In order to reduce a risk of multiple
DCS-MAC devices selecting the same physical channel at the same time in a given area
(potentially leading to a collision), the list may have different granularity, thus allowing
multiple physical channel of a similar quality to be grouped together.
In addition to interfernce measurements, UEs (except idle UEs in the sleep state)
and BSs are required to attempt to receive the C-Part of any detected DCS-MAC
transmission. As the C-Part carries information about the identity of the transmitter,
this allows UEs as well as BSs to maintain a physical channel allocation map which
can be used to further improve channel selection.
It needs to be underlined here that in order to prevent the use of an out-dated phys-
ical channel selection list, the quality of selected physical channel is re-measured one
frame before the actual transmission in both half-frames. If the new measurements
indicate that the quality of the physical channel significantly degraded (its position in
the physical channel selection list dropped), a new physical channel can be selected.
It needs to be underlined here that in order to prevent the use of out-dated physical
channel measurements, the quality of selected physical channel is re-measured one frame
before the actual transmission. If the new measurement indicates that the quality of
the physical channel significantly degraded, a new physical channel can be selected.
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In order to prevent the potential problem of system instability resulting from continuous
dynamic (re-)selection of physical channels (and at the same time having to maintain
efficient resource utilization), different mechanisms can be used. For simplicity, DCS-
MAC uses a mechanism based on timers and counters which prevent BSs and UEs
from (re-)selecting new physical channels too often. The mechanism is based on the
principle that the number of physical channel selections cannot exceed a certain number
in a given time window. The maximum number of physical channel selections in a time
window depends on the number of required RBs and is equal to Nsel = NRB ·N1, where
NRB is a non-linear mapping from the number of required RBs (see Table 4.23) and
N1 = 10 is a constant. It needs to be underlined here that in case of BSs, the maximum
number of physical channel selections in a window depends on the number of needed
RBs for all served UEs. The time window length is set to T1 and is assumed to be the
same for both the UE side and the BS side.
Number of re-
quired radio
bearers
NRB
1 1
2 to 3 2
4 to 7 3
7 to 15 4
Above 15 5
Table 4.23: Mapping of number of required radio bearers to NRB
Physical channel selection in DCS-MAC can be triggered either when a new RB needs
to be established or when an existing RB needs to be handed over due to poor channel
quality (intra-cell and inter-cell handovers are considered in DCS-MAC).
As excessive number of handovers may cause instability, we use additional time window
based mechanism on top of Nsel to limit the number of handover attempts which cannot
exceed N2 = 15 per RB in a time window T2 = 3sec. Furthermore, the number of
successful handovers per RB cannot exceed N3 = 10 in a time window T3 = 3sec.
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It is worth highlighting here that the values of parameters N1, N2, N3, T1, T2, T3 and
the NRB mapping are constants and have been selected for the scenario when DCS-
MAC operates in a dedicated band. Possible dynamic adaptation of these parameters
in order to provide better performance in a fast changing environment has not been
investigated.
4.3.2 Radio bearer establishment
At least one dedicated RB needs to be established between a UE and its serving BS to
initiate a connection and allow for exchange of information other than common control
information.
As mentioned in Section 4.1.7, at least one pilot RB which carries all connection related
control information needs to be maintained for every active connection. Additional
RBs can be established at any time, if required, after the pilot RB is established, thus
creating a multi-RB connection.
Pilot radio bearer establishment
This procedure is used to establish a symmetric (i.e. bi-directional) RB for conveying
control traffic. The procedure includes channel selection which consists of three steps
described below, and is depicted in Figure 4.18.
1. Select a physical channel with the best quality which does not breach any of
the channel access requirements and is accessible not sooner than in the next 2
TDMA frames, as shown in Figure 4.18a (information about the channel access
requirements, such as maximum allowed interference level in different bands and
channels, could be preconfigured or obtained from a higher layer entity).
2. Conduct measurements on the selected physical channel (in uplink slot and down-
link slot) one TDMA frame before accessing the channel, as shown in Figure 4.18b
(this is necessary as the measurements which are used to make a decision could
be outdated). If the measurement results indicate that the quality of the se-
lected channel has degraded by a specific factor compared to the last conducted
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(a) selection of a physical channel accessible in
2 frames
(b) conduct measurement to reassess physical
channel quality in uplink and downlink slots
(red circles)
(c) initiate transmission in the uplink slot
Figure 4.18: Example of a physical channel selection for UE-initiated pilot RB estab-
lishment (assuming 10 slots per frame and 10 frequency channels).
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Figure 4.19: RB establishment procedure for a pilot RB.
measurement, then select a new channel and repeat the procedure for the new
channel.
3. Access the channel in the slot allocated for uplink transmission (in case of UE-
initiated procedure, as shown in Figure 4.18c), or downlink transmission (in case
of BS-initiated procedure).
As seen in Figure 4.19, a successful establishment of a pilot RB requires successful
exchange of four messages. After first four messages are exchanged a pilot RB is
considered to be established by both sides which means that a single error would not
result in an immediate RB release. In case messages 1 and 2, shown in the MCS
(Message Sequence Chart) are not received, RB is released silently (i.e. without sending
any additional messages). In case messages 3 and 4 are not received, the RB needs to
be released explicitly by triggering the RB release procedure described in Section 4.3.3.
The successful establishment of a pilot RB requires also the responding side (Node 2
on the MSC) to agree for the allocation proposed by the initiating side. For instance,
a BS may be required to limit the number of physical channels which it can allocate.
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When this limit is reached, the BS may be forced to reject any new request for pilot
RB establishment.
It is worth noting here that the BS-initiated procedure can take place only when UE
is not in the sleep state. When not in the sleep state, UEs continue scanning slots pre-
allocated for DL transmission awaiting for a potential BS-initiated RB establishment
request. This is not an option when UEs enters the sleep mode. In order to conserve
battery power, UEs in the sleep mode cease to scan slots and conduct periodical channel
measurements. In order to initiate connection with such a UE, BS needs to use the
paging procedure described in Section 4.3.5.
In case of an access failure, a typical exponential random backoff procedure is used
to resolve any potential collisions and prevent degradation of system performance.
The backoff time is randomly selected from a contention window (CW) with an inter-
val [0, CW ]. The value of CW is calculated using the following expression CW =
min(CWmax, CWmin2
N−1), where N is the number of failed access attempts and
CWmin, CWmax is the minium and maximum CW size. It needs to be highlighted
here that physical channels in DCS-MAC are selected based on their quality. This pro-
vides additional source of randomness which further reduces the probability of collisions
(physical channel quality map is affected by UE location and thus it may significantly
differ from one UE to another).
Non-pilot radio bearer establishment
This procedure is used to establish a non-pilot RB (which is used for u-plane/data
transmission) and overwrite pre-allocation of slots for uplink and downlink transmis-
sion thus allowing establishment of asymmetric bearers/links between UEs and BSs.
In general, the procedure is used to 1) modify bandwidth of ongoing connections by
establishing new RBs, 2) establish a multi-RB connection (e.g. during inter-cell han-
dover), 3) reallocate resources for non-pilot RBs within the same cell (i.e. intra-cell
handover).
In contrast to the pilot RB establishment procedure, this procedure enables the ini-
tiating side to modify channel scanning/hopping sequence of the receiving side. This
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(a) Symmetric RB establishment.
(b) Asymmetric RB establishment.
Figure 4.20: RB establishment procedure for a non-pilot RB.
allows for significant reduction of the RB establishment delay (i.e. initiating side does
not need to wait until the selected physical channel is scanned for acces). Similar to the
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pilot RB establishment procedure, the procedure is the same for the UE-initiated and
the BS-initiated RB establishment. Two types of RBs can be established using this
procedure: 1) symmetric RB, and 2) asymmetric RB. The procedure involves channel
selection which consists for four steps described below.
1. Select the physical channel with the best quality (e.g. minimum level of interfer-
ence) which does not breach any of the access requirements and can be measured
at least once before being accessed (information about the channel access re-
quirements, such as maximum allowed interference level in different bands and
channels, could be preconfigured or obtained from a higher layer entity).
2. Conduct measurements on the selected physical channel (in uplink slot and down-
link slot) one TDMA frame before accessing the channel (this is necessary as the
channel quality measurements which are used to make a decision could be out-
dated). If the measurement results indicate that the quality of selected channel
significantly degraded compared to the last measurement, we select a new channel
and repeat the procedure for a new channel.
3. Inform the receiving party about physical channels selected for transmission to
temporarily modify its scanning/hopping sequence (information can be conveyed
over already established pilot bearer, or a pilot bearer which is being established).
This step is optional and is used only if modification of scanning/hopping sequence
is necessary.
4. Access the selected channel using the slot allocated for uplink transmission (in
case of a UE-initiated symmetric RB), downlink transmission (in case of a BS-
initiated symmetric RB) or both slots (in case of an asymmetric RB)
The establishment procedure requires the echange of several messages. In case of the
symmetric RB, messages exchanged are similar to the ones used for the pilot RB es-
tablishment. In case of asymmetric RBs, the receving party uses a pilot RB to send
relevant messages in the oposite direction.
As seen in Figure 4.20a, similar to the pilot RB establishment procedure, a successful
establishment of a non-pilot symmetric RB requires successful exchange of four mes-
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sages. However, in contrast to the pilot RB procedure, the non-pilot establishment for
symmetric RB includes optional exchange of PhysicalChannelControl messages which
allow for a temporary modification of scanning/hopping sequence on the receving side,
thus allowing immediate access to any physical channel. The MSC for a successful
establishment of an asymmetric RB presented in Figure 4.20b is significantly different,
compared to the symmetric RB, as it allows only for ui-directional transmission (either
in UL or in DL). In order to compensate for that, the receving side (i.e. Node 2 on
the MSC) tunnels RB Establishment Confirmation message over a pilot RB (see step 5
on the diagram). The establishment of a non-pilot asymmetric RB requires a success-
ful reception of two RB Establishment Request messages (in the first and second half
frame), and RB Establishment Confirmation message transmitted over a pilot bearer.
It is worth noting that modification of scanning/hopping sequence on the receving side
(particularly in case of BS) should be used only if necessary, as it introduces additional
overhead and increases the probability of the missing/busy receiver problem described
in Section 4.1.2.
Common radio bearer establishment
As mentioned in Section 4.1.7, when there are no active downlink channels (i.e. no
active UEs), a BS establishes a uni-directional (downlink only) RB to transmit common
control information. In order to receive information transmitted over such a bearer,
all UEs in range needs to tune to a specific physical channel allocated by BS for the
common RB.
The procedure is triggered after a BS is switched on or when a last dedicated RB is
released by a BS. In the first case, similar to other RB establishment procedures, the
procedure involves channel selection which consists of three steps.
1. Select the physical channel with the best quality (e.g. minimum level of interfer-
ence) which does not breach any of the access requirements and can be measured
at least once before being accessed (information about the channel access re-
quirements, such as maximum allowed interference level in different bands and
channels, could be preconfigured or obtained from a higher layer entity).
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2. Conduct measurements on the selected physical channel (in uplink slot and down-
link slot) one TDMA frame before accessing the channel (this is necessary as the
channel quality measurements which are used to make a decision could be out-
dated). If the measurement results indicate that the quality of selected channel
significantly degraded compared to the last measurement, we select a new channel
and repeat the procedure for a new channel.
3. Access the selected channel using the slot allocated for downlink transmission
In the case when a common bearer is established as a result of a last dedicated RB
being released, channel selection is not necessary as a BS can allocate resources used
by its last dedicated RB (unless this specific RB was released due to a poor physical
channel quality).
4.3.3 Radio bearer release
This procedure is used to free physical channels allocated by the radio bearer estab-
lishment procedure. In general, the procedure is triggered to 1) release an ongoing
connection, 2) release resources after a successful handover, 3) modify number of RBs
allocated for a given connection, 4) convert a symmetric RB into an asymmetric RB,
5) manage channel overload. The release message needs to be transmitted on both
allocated slots by the transmitting side. The procedure for asymmetric RB release on
the receiving side can be triggered over a pilot radio bearer.
As each active RB with downlink transmission in DCS-MAC may be used by UEs in the
idle state to listen for relevant common control information and paging messages (see
Section 4.1.7), the RB relase messages need carry information about an alternative RB
which can be potentially used for this purpose. Selection of RB for recommendation is
always conducted on the BS side, as a BS has a complete knowledge about all its active
RBs. In case an uplink asymmetric RB is being relased this information is not included.
When a UE in the idle state overhears a release message it obtains the encapsulated
information and may use it to select an alternative RB (idle UEs may also ignore this
information and select different RB, based on their channel quality map).
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(a) BS initiated release.
(b) UE initiated release.
Figure 4.21: RB release procedure for a symmetric RB.
It is indicating here that after a release of its last dedicated RB, a UE immediatelly
enters the idle state and (using information provided in the release message recieved
from its serving BS) immediately tunes to another RB in order to listen for relevant
common control information and paging messages.
4.3.4 Radio bearer handover
The procedure for radio bearer handover is triggered whenever one of the established
dedicated RBs is determined to be of a poor quality. This is determined using a simple
leaky bucket algrotihm which increases number of tokens on a successful reception
over an RB by 1 and decreases on an erronous reception by 8 (given transmission was
conducted using the lowest MCS), with the maximum number of tokens in a bucket set
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(a) BS initiated release.
(b) UE initiated release.
Figure 4.22: RB release procedure for an asymmetric downlink RB.
to 30. A separate token counter is maintained for each RB and when it reaches 0, the
handover procedure is triggered.
In general, the RB handover procedures in DCS-MAC can be subdivided into intra-
cluster (interaction with higher layers not required) and inter-cluster (interaction with
higher layers required). Depending on whether a new BS selected for a handover is
a member of the same cluster as the serving BS either intra-cluster, or inter-cluster
handover is executed. In this work, for simplicity, UEs always select a BS with the
strongest received signal. However, other BS selection criteria which aim at reducing
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number of handovers can be also used (e.g. see Figure 4.12 in Section 4.1.9).
In most situations the party responsible for initiating and controling the procedure is
a UE, which means that most handovers in DCS-MAC can be categorized as forward
handovers (see Section 4.1.9). The BS initiated handovers are possible, but are limited
to intra-cell handovers for a downlink asymmetric RB only. Additionally, it is also
possible for a BS to request a handover by sending a control message to a UE. The
handovers in DCS-MAC can be further classified as soft-handovers (i.e. old RB is
released after a new RB is established), and hard-handovers (i.e. old RB is released
before a new RB is established). Soft-handovers in DCS-MAC are always used for
pilot RBs in order to maintain continous exchange of information over a dedicated
control channel (see Section 4.1.7). This is not the case with non-pilot RBs which use
hard-handovers.
Pilot radio bearer handover
In case of a pilot RB handover, the procedure (including channel selection) is similar
to the procedure for establishing a new pilot RB (see Section 4.3.2). In contrast to the
establishment procedure, the four messages used during the inital exchange indicate
that a given RB is being established for handover. This is necessary to enable proper
handling of information transmitted over two active pilot RBs which belong to the
same connection by Higher MAC entities. After a successful establishment of a new
RB, a UE may release the old pilot RB (the old pilot RB may need to be maintained
if UE maintains non-pilot RBs with the old BS). A simplified MSC which depicts this
procedure for inter-cell handover is presented in Figure 4.23.
Non pilot radio bearer handover
In case of a non-pilot RB handover there are two cases which needs to be considered 1)
inter-cell handover for symmetric and intra-cell handover for symmetric and asymmetric
bearers, 2) inter-cell handover for asymmetric bearers. In the first case, the procedure
starts with the relase of an old non-pilot RB using the RB release procedure described
in Section 4.3.3. This is followed by establishment of a new non-pilot RB of the same
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Figure 4.23: Inter-cell RB handover procedure for a pilot RB.
type (i.e. symmetric or asymmetric) using the procedure described in Section 4.3.2. In
second case, the procedure involves execution of additional handover for a pilot RB.
This is necessary as a UE needs a bi-directional channel with a new BS for conveing
acknowledgements which for asymmetric RBs are carried over a pilot RB. Both pilot
RBs are then maintained simultanouesly until the last non-pilot RBs is released for on
the BSs. A simplified MSC which depicts this procedure is presented in Figure 4.23 on
page 148 (please refer to Figure 4.23 on page 148 for details on step 1 of the MSC).
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Figure 4.24: Inter-cell RB handover procedure for a non-pilot asymmetric RB.
4.3.5 Paging and UE wakeup
This procedure can be initiated only by a BS and is triggered whenever it needs to
initiate a connection with a UE in the sleep state. The procedure permits BSs to
indicate which physical channels should be used by UEs during their pilot radio bearer
establishment procedure. This is necessary as a UE in the sleep state, in order to
conserve battery power, ceases to conduct periodical channel measurements, resulting
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in an out-dated channel quality map. The use of such a map by a UE for channel
selection may lead to multiple RB establishment failures (e.g. UE may attempt to
access a BS on one of the physical channels which is already allocated to another UE)
which in turn may significantly increase the delay for connection establishment.
Paging message is transmitted over a common control channel. The common control
channel in DCS-MAC is transmitted over all established common and dedicated RBs
(see Section 4.1.7). This is necessary to maintain high robustness against interference
by allowing UEs in the idle state to dynamically select downlink RBs for camping, based
on their quality. When a UE enters the sleep mode, it ceases channel measurements and
periodically wakes up to listen for a paging message (or any relevant common control
channel message) on a selected active RB (it can be either a dedicated RB, or a common
RB). In case the paging procedure does not result in triggering of the UE-initiated pilot
RB establishment (see Section 4.3.2, the transmission of a paging message is repeated,
until it expires1. The expiration of a paging message indicates that a given UE cannot
be reached (i.e. it is switched off, or it is out of the BS range).
4.3.6 Synchronization
UE synchronization/locking
The procedure is triggered after a UE is switched on and aims at allowing UEs to
establish slot and frame synchronization, find the closest BS and obtain all necessary
information required to establish a connection with a network.
In general, the procedure consists of three phases. During the first phase a UE scans for
any receivable transmission which carries System Identity message and which indicates
that a given BS could be accessed by a UE. When such transmission is received, a UE
obtains also slot synchronization and moves to the second phase (it is worth to remind
here that the System Identity message is transmitted not only by BSs, but also by UEs
transmitting in uplink). During the second phase of synchronization/locking procedure
1To allow for compatibility with a 3GPP Core Network, the validity of a paging message cannot
exceed to value of the timer located in Mobility Management Entity which is responsible for handling
paging failure.
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a UE attempts to receive a System Information message which carries information
about the channel bandwidth used in the given band and allows a UE to obtain frame
synchronization. After receiving System Information message, a UE enters the third
phase and builds a map of all BSs available on different physical channels while receiving
information using the strongest detected downlink RB (this can be either a common
RB or a dedicated RB). In case a BS with a stronger signal is detected, the UE changes
physical channel and starts monitoring the newly detected cell. When a UE obtains all
necessary information, it enters the synchronized/locked state and establishes a pilot
radio bearer with the strongest detected BS to inform network about its arrival (this
may involve exchange of multiple messages which could be a part of a standardized
3GPP Network Attachment procedure described in [7]).
BS synchronization
The procedure is initiated after a BS is switched on. The main aim of this procedure is
to allow a BS to establish slot and frame synchronization with neighbouring BSs and
to select a scanning/hopping sequence which minimizes the contention between UEs
camping on different cells. It is worth noting here that the proposed MAC can still
operate without slot and frame synchronization, however, the performance of such a
setup would result in higher level of inter-cell interference.
The procedure is similar to the UE synchronization/locking procedure and consists of
three phases. During the first phase a BS scans for any receivable transmission with
System Identity message originated from other BSs. When such transmission is re-
ceived, a BS obtains slot synchronization and moves to the second phase. During the
second phase the BS attempts to receive a System Information message which carries
information about the channel bandwidth used in the given band and allows the BS
to obtain frame synchronization. After receiving System Information message the BS
enters the third phase and builds a map of other BSs available on different channels.
Based on the observed scanning/hopping sequences (information about the selected
scanning/hopping sequence used by each BS is periodically transmitted over common
control channels by neighbouring BSs), the cell selects its own scanning/hopping se-
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quence. After selecting its own scanning/hopping sequence, the cell enters the synchro-
nized/locked state and establishes a common radio bearer for dissemination of common
control information (see Section 4.3.2).
4.4 Summary
The chapter introduced a new MAC design for high-capacity broadband wireless ac-
cess over the UDNs. In contrast to other candidates considered by the industry for
UDN deployment, the proposed MAC provides built-in features allowing for contigu-
ous and non-contiguous channel aggregation, as well as seamless handovers between
licensed, lightly-licensed and licensed-exempt spectrum. The multi-channel operation
along with the dynamic channel selection constitutes the core of the proposed MAC,
with the main task of 1) preventing performance degradation resulting from high level
of inter-cell interference and 2) simplifying network planning. In general, the proposed
MAC design can be seen as a default configuration of SCs, especially when the use of
advanced interference management techniques is precluded due to the use of non-ideal
backhaul links. In such situation, in particular, the adaptability of DCS-MAC provides
an effective way to cope with load and interference experienced in UDNs.
Chapter 5
DCS-MAC performance
evaluation
In this chapter we focus our attention on investigation of DCS-MAC protocols pro-
posed in the previous chapter. In contrast to Chapter 3 we attempt to capture system
operation in more detail. In order to achieve this we perform system-level simulations.
The main purpose of the simulation study conducted in this chapter is to investigate
the impact of different scenarios and MAC related parameters on the performance of
the DCS-MAC designed for broadband traffic. Two main scenarios are considered in
this study: 1) non-coexistence and 2) coexistence. In the non-coexistence scenario we
evaluate performance of DCS-MAC when it operates in a separate band, i.e., without
any other system (no inter-system interference). In case of the coexistence scenario we
focus on investigation of DCS-MAC performance when it needs to coexist with another
system, both using a shared spectrum. We focus our attention in this scenario on
an LBT based WiFi-like system and we investigate impact of both systems on each
other. It needs to be highlighted here that our investigation focuses on a WiFi-like
system rather than the actual WiFi system itself. As the basic principal of operation
of the considered WiFi-like system and WiFi is similar, the study gives us a close
approximation on how a real WiFi system would perform in such a scenario. The
investigation of the coexistence with a real WiFi system and DCS-MAC is left for
future study.
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5.1 Performance metrics
In order to fully evaluate the proposed MAC design and compare it with existing
solutions, several performance metrics needs to be considered.
• Throughput - throughput is a measure of successfully transmitted user data in a
given time and reflects the portion of the channel capacity used for data trans-
mission. Different variants of the throughput metric can be defined. In this
thesis we consider throughput metrics which provide information about the over-
all network performance as well as metrics which reflect user experience. More
specifically, we focus our investigations on the normalized area network through-
put [bps/Hz/m2], normalized per cell throughput [bps/Hz] and normalized per
node throughput [bps/Hz]. It is worth highlighting here that in case of non-full
buffer traffic model the normalized per node throughput metric is calculated only
for periods when nodes have data available for transmission. This is in-line with
3GPP documents (see e.g. [3])
• Delay - delay is defined as the average time spent by a packet in the MAC trans-
mission queue, and is therefore a function of protocol and traffic characteristics.
In general delay can be subdivided into queuing delay (that is, the time spent by a
packet from the moment it is queued until it reaches the front of the transmission
queue) and medium access delay (that is, the time spent by a packet in front of
the transmission queue until it is successfully transmitted). In order to allow for
a direct and fair comparison of results obtained for full buffer traffic model and
non-full buffer traffic model, we ignore the queuing delay in this work and focus
our attention solely on the mac access delay.
• Fairness - fairness metrics are used to determine whether users or applications are
receiving a fair share of system resources. Scheduling of resources is considered
fair if it does not exhibit preference to any single node when multiple nodes are
trying to access resources. This results in fair sharing of the bandwidth/resources.
In other words, a properly designed MAC protocol should ensure that all nodes
are treated equally; that is, all nodes have an equal chance of accessing the wireless
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medium. This is necessary to prevent the situation in which a subset of nodes
obtains most of the channels bandwidth and other resources while the remaining
nodes starve. In order to measure fairness we propose to use Jains Index, as
proposed in [89].
• Control overhead - control overhead is a measure of protocol efficiency. It is used
to quantify the amount of resources that is allocated for transmission of non-user
data required to be exchanged to enable proper operation of the MAC protocol.
The metric can be defined as the ratio between the resource used for control
data and the resources used for user data. The definition of the metric can be
further extended to include overhead related with retransmission of user data.
In this work we shall investigate however the overhead coming solely from the
transmission of control data.
5.2 Scenario definition
In the following section we provide description of scenarios considered for evaluation.
As mentioned earlier, two main types of scenarios are considered for evaluation of
DCS-MAC: non-coexistence and coexistence scenarios. In both cases we consider an
outdoor hexagonal-grid based network deployment of DCS-MAC based system with
inter-site distance of 30m, 50m and 100m. Table 5.1 provides a list of common scenario
parameters considered in this study. Table 5.2 provides further a list of DCS-MAC
specific simulation parameters used for both considered scenarios.
As indicated in Table 5.2, different number of SC transceivers will be considered. It
is worth reminding here that the number of transceivers directly impacts the number
of physical channels which can be simultaneously allocated by an SC. In case of 10
transceivers available on the SC side (and given 24 time slots per frame, which corre-
sponds to a slot length of 0.417ms), the maximum number of physical channels which
can be allocated is equal to 240. This number drops to 120 for 5 transceivers.
Table 5.2 indicates also that, different levels of maximum allowed load (ML) per SC
are considered for evaluation. The ML per SC corresponds to the maximum number of
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Parameter Value
Network layout Hexagonal grid, 1 cell per site
Wrap-around /# rings Yes, radio-distance based WA / 4-6 rings
Inter-site distance (ISD) 100m, 50m, 30m
UE distribution uniform distribution WITH a condition on the
maximum number of UEs per BS
UE density 10 UEs per BS
UE association Strongest server (pathloss + shadowing)
Minimum distance Small cell-UE, UE-UE: 3m
Carrier frequency 5GHz
Total system bandwidth 20MHz
Path-loss model Modified ITU-R UMi with spatially corre-
lated LOS occurrence (see Appendix B.2.1 and
B.2.2for more detail)
Shadow fading model Spatially correlated lognormal shadowing with
sigma = 3dB (LOS)/ 4dB (NLOS)
Multi-path fading Not considered (see Appendix B.1 for justifi-
cation)
BS Tx power (per Total system bandwidth) 24dBm (ISD=100m), 12dBm (ISD=50m),
9dBm (ISD=30m)
UE Tx power (per Total system bandwidth) 20dBm (ISD=100m), 8dBm (ISD=50m),
5dBm (ISD=30m)
Antenna pattern 2D Omni-directional
BS Antenna height 10m (ISD=100m, 50m), 6m (ISD=30m)
UE Antenna height 1.5m
BS Antenna gain 5dB
UE Antenna gain 0dB
UE mobility Not considered (0 km/h)
Table 5.1: Scenario related parameters
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Parameter Value
Slot lengths 0.417ms which corresponds to 24 slots per
frame (no variable slot lengths, only basic slot
length considered)
Bandwidth of frequency channels 2MHz
Number of frequency channels 10 (20MHz of total operational bandwidth)
TRX number SC Variable
TRX number UE 2
Scanning/Hopping sequence 1 frequency channel is scanned per frame
Maximum allowed load (ML) per SC Variable
Maximum number of RBs per UE 18
Packet size 1500 bytes
C-Part length Fixed to 3 OFDM symbols (only primary al-
location block is used)
Physical Channel Selection list granularity 5 dB
Maximum allowed level of interference in a
channel
-33dBm (non-coexistence scenario) / variable
(coexistence scenario)
Table 5.2: DCS-MAC specific simulation parameters
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physical channels which can be allocated by a SC. For instance, for a system operating
using 10 frequency channels and 24 time slots, the ML equal to 0.8 corresponds to 192
physical channels (out of 240 available).
In the considered scenarios, all UEs are assumed to have two TRXs which allow each
UE to maintain a maximum number of 24 active RBs (see Table 5.2). Note that each
RB consists of two physical channels allocated in the first half frame and the second
half frame (see also Chapter 4, Section 4.1.2 for more details). In order to enable more
efficient reallocation of resources (i.e. intra-cell handovers) the maximum number of
RBs per UE has been limited to 18. In case the maximum number of active RBs in
reached by the SC, the SC decreases gradually the maximum number of active RBs
per UE. In order to maintain a fair access to resources, SC aims at maintaining equal
number of active RBs per UE.
The Physical Channel Selection list granularity parameter indicated in Table 5.2 de-
termines how fine is the Physical Channel Selection list which is used to order the
physical channels periodically measured by each DCS-MAC device. The selected value
of 5dB reduces the risk of multiple DCS-MAC devices selecting the same physical
channel (physical channels with measurements difference below 5dB would be grouped
together) which would result in a collision or would trigger a resource reallocation.
The maximum allowed level of interference (MI) parameter provides the upper bound
for the Physical Channel Selection list. This means that the MI parameter provides
a limit on the maximum level of interference which permits allocation of a physical
channel by a DCS-MAC node, thus allowing for better coexsitence with other systems
or DCS-MAC deployments of other operators.
5.2.1 Non-coexistence scenario
In the non-coexistence scenario we evaluate performance of DCS-MAC when it operates
in a dedicated band. The main aim of this scenario is to provide means for assessing the
impact of inter-cell interference on the system performance for various system parameter
settings.
We analyze DCS-MAC performance in an outdoor deployment scenario for regular
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hexagonal layout. Simulations for this scenario are run using the full buffer traffic
model (which is used to evaluate MAC protocols under constant traffic load and non-
time-varying interference situations) and FTP-model with 2 and 5 seconds mean file
inter-arrival times (see Appendix B.3 for more detail). Two configurations for traffic
patterns are considered for evaluations. The first traffic configuration assumes 100%
of traffic to be transmitted in downlink. In the second case a mix of 20% uplink and
80% downlink traffic is considered. In the latter case it is assumed that nodes transmit
uplink only or downlink only traffic. As in this scenario we are not concerned about the
coexsitence issues, the MI parameter setting of -33dBm1 was selected to ensure that all
physical channels can be selected by DCS-MAC nodes, regardless of interference (see
Table 5.2).
5.2.2 Coexistence scenario
The main objective in this scenario is to assess the impact of LBT-based WiFi-like
system on DCS-MAC performance and to determine the fairness of coexistence. In
order to assess the impact of DCS-MAC based system on the LBT-based WiFi-like
system we rely on the channel occupancy statistics which provides a simple measure of
fairness.
We analyze DCS-MAC and LBT-based WiFi-like coexistence in an outdoor deployment
scenario which operate in a shared band. Similar to the non-coexistence scenario, we
consider regular hexagonal layout for DCS-MAC BSs. LBT-based WiFi-like BSs are
randomly and uniformly dropped in the hexagonal area with the density per channel
equal to the density of DCS-MAC SCs. It needs to be highlighted here that unlike
real WiFi the considered LBT-based WiFi-like system operates on 2MHz frequency
channels, instead of 20MHz channels. This means that we randomly place 10 ”WiFi-
like” BSs in the hexagonal area of each DCS-MAC BS (as indicated in Table 5.2, the
total operational bandwidth of DCS-MAC in this scenario is 20MHz). The considered
LBT-based WiFi-like system undergoes standard WiFi DCF CSMA/CA (does not use
1Cumulative interference level at a user terminal located at a cell edge from two nearby user
terminals connected to neighbouring base stations, at a minimum distance of 1 meter.
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RTS/CTS mode) procedure without an exponential backoff mechanism. Transmission
time for this system is considered to be static and equals 5ms (this corresponds to a
TxOP of 5ms). The full-buffer traffic model is assumed for the LBT-based WiFi-like
BSs which is a worst case scenario. More detail on how the activity of the LBT-based
Wifi-like system is modelled is provided along with the full list of the WiFi-like system
parameters provided is provided in Appendix B.6.
5.3 Simulation results and analysis
In this section, we present performance evaluation results of the proposed DCS-MAC
design following the assumptions defined Appendix B and based on scenario parameters
defined in Section 5.2. We first present the results for non-coexistence scenario for full
buffer and FTP traffic. We then provide the results for the coexistence scenario.
5.3.1 Non-coexistence scenario
We start our evaluation by investigating the impact of the maximum allowed load per
cell on the system performance given SCs are equipped with 10 TRXs. Simulations
are conducted for different ISDs with different levels of maximum allowed load (ML),
ranging from 0.4 to 0.8. Next, we investigate the impact of different number of TRXs
on the system performance. In both cases, the simulations assume both the full buffer
traffic model (which is used to evaluate MAC protocols under constant traffic load and
non-time-varying interference situations) and the FTP model, with various mean file
inter-arrival times. Finally, we provide analysis of the control overhead.
Impact of maximum load on the system performance
In the following section we investigate the impact of the ML per cell, on the system
performance. We start by evaluating the system performance for the full buffer traffic
model with 100% DL traffic which is then followed by evaluation of FTP traffic model.
Next, we investigate the system performance when uplink traffic is considered, assuming
the full buffer traffic model.
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Figure 5.1 (left) shows CDFs of normalized UE throughput for different ML values,
given different ISDs. In general, the results show that the DL normalized UE through-
put decreases with the decrease in ISD. This stems from the increase in the UE density
which changes from 1,154 UEs per km2 (for ISD=100m) to 12,830 UEs per km2 (for
ISD=30m). The increase in the UE density leads to a significant increases in the offered
load per km2 which in turn leads to significantly higher level of interference which af-
fects the channel quality, leading to a decrease in per-UE normalized throughput. The
impact of ML on the DL normalized UE throughput is slightly different. By lowering
the ML per SC setting, we decrease the offered load per km2 by lowering the number
of physical channels which can be allocated for transmission. This limits the per-UE
throughputs in general but improves performance of cell edge users. This can be es-
pecially seen for ISD=30m. When the ML is larger than 0.6, a small fraction of UEs
experience outage (i.e. zero throughput) due to the high level of interference caused by
allocation of large number of physical channels. When the maximum allowed load is
limited to 0.6, all UEs are able to find suitable physical channels and maintain a stable
connection. In Figure 5.1 (right) we present CDFs of UE delays for all UEs which are
not in outage. The results presented in this figure show that the delay increases with
the decrease in the ISD. This is to be expected as the higher level of interference affects
the channel quality leading to the use of lower MCSs for transmission of user data. The
results present Figure 5.1 (right) indicate also that there exist a minimum delay which
can be achieved by a UE. This minimum delay is directly related with the DCS-MAC
frame structure which allows a minimum delay of 5ms.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for full buffer 100% DL are summarized in Table
5.3. It is worth highlighting here that the near perfect fairness of channel access is
related to the resource allocation procedure on the SC side which gradually decreases
the number of active RBs per UE when the maximum load is reached. As mentioned
in Section 5.2, the SC always tries to maintain the same number of active RBs per UE.
As can be seen based on the throughput fairness metric for UEs, this may not always
be optimal due to different conditions experienced by UEs. Possible improvement of
the throughput fairness which provides more accurate fairness metric could be achieved
by considering a more sophisticated mechanism on the SC side which uses the basic
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Figure 5.1: CDFs of normalized UE throughput (left) and UE delay (right) for different
MALs, ISDs and full buffer 100% DL traffic
principle of a proportional fair scheduler by taking into account the average throughput
of UEs.
In the following we focus on the system performance when FTP traffic model is used.
In general, the results in Figure 5.2 and Figure 5.3 show similar trends as in case of
the full buffer traffic presented earlier. The results indicate that the offered load per
km2 has a decisive impact on the overall system performance. By increasing the offered
load per km2, either by decreasing the ISD, or by increasing the ML level per cell, or
by lowering the mean file interarrival time parameter of the FTP model, we increase
the Area Spectral Efficiency and lower delay. This leads however to the degradation
of fairness. The exception here is the SC throughput fairness metric, which remains at
approx. constant level.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for FTP traffic model with 100% DL traffic are
summarized in Table 5.4. As already mentioned, the results are consistent with the
observations made for the full buffer traffic model with 100% DL traffic. It is important
to note that the performance for different ML values for ISD of 100m does not change.
This is due to the significantly lower offered load of FTP traffic model compared to the
full buffer traffic model described before.
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ISD [m] 30 50 100
ML 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.4
Delay [ms] 24.98 27.94 29.76 21.28 21.97 22.79 15.24 15.13 15.24
Per-cell SE
[bps/Hz]
0.432 0.376 0.329 0.566 0.507 0.46 1.012 0.933 0.818
ASE
[bps/km2/Hz]
554.33 482.8 422.32 261.61 233.99 212.3 116.84 107.68 94.48
UE Thr Fair-
ness
0.635 0.707 0.761 0.683 0.734 0.779 0.669 0.741 0.827
SC Thr Fair-
ness
0.93 0.938 0.959 0.94 0.947 0.963 0.95 0.959 0.98
Ch Access
Fairness
0.931 0.983 0.989 0.989 0.994 0.993 0.992 0.995 0.993
Table 5.3: Summary of DCS-MAC performance metrics for full buffer traffic model
with 100% DL traffic
Figure 5.2: CDFs of normalized UE throughput (left) and UE delay (right) for different
MALs, ISDs and FTP traffic model for 100% DL traffic with mean reading time 2sec
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ISD [m] 30 50 100
ML 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.4
Mean inter-arrival time = 2sec
Delay [ms] 18.048 18.944 21.584 14.581 15.178 14.716 8.502 8.187 8.607
Per-cell SE
[bps/Hz]
0.361 0.345 0.3 0.45 0.428 0.42 0.665 0.674 0.648
ASE
[bps/km2/Hz]
463.22 442.84 385.27 207.98 197.91 194.17 76.75 77.83 74.85
UE Thr Fair-
ness
0.786 0.823 0.858 0.854 0.862 0.888 0.901 0.906 0.918
SC Thr Fair-
ness
0.963 0.96 0.96 0.977 0.97 0.975 0.988 0.988 0.991
Ch Access
Fairness
0.868 0.928 0.966 0.91 0.934 0.953 0.858 0.877 0.926
Mean inter-arrival time = 5sec
Delay [ms] 12.28 12.73 14.74 8.72 9.06 9.73 6.54 6.57 6.66
Per-cell SE
[bps/Hz]
0.279 0.273 0.252 0.328 0.321 0.312 0.364 0.361 0.354
ASE
[bps/km2/Hz]
357.72 350.4 323.73 151.52 148.07 143.95 42.06 41.69 40.92
UE Thr Fair-
ness
0.82 0.822 0.832 0.826 0.825 0.831 0.81 0.813 0.813
SC Thr Fair-
ness
0.977 0.979 0.982 0.981 0.98 0.982 0.975 0.979 0.977
Ch Access
Fairness
0.821 0.837 0.876 0.833 0.837 0.854 0.895 0.898 0.905
Table 5.4: Summary of DCS-MAC performance metrics for FTP traffic model with
100% DL traffic
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Figure 5.3: CDFs of normalized UE throughput (left) and UE delay (right) for different
MALs, ISDs and FTP traffic model for 100% DL traffic with mean reading time 5sec
Next, we investigate the system performance when uplink traffic is also considered,
assuming the full buffer traffic model. The main aim of this part of the study is
to evaluate the performance of UEs transmitting in uplink. In general, we notice
that UL performance is significantly lower than DL performance. This is related to
a significantly higher level of interference in the uplink direction. As mentioned in
Chapter 4, DCS-MAC allows for dynamic re-allocation of slots pre-allocated for uplink
and downlink transmission. This means that severe uplink to downlink interference
maybe a big problem.
In general, we notice that results for UEs with DL traffic (see Figure 5.4) are in-line
with the previous results. This is however not the case with the results for UEs with
UL traffic (see Figure 5.5). From the results for the uplink UEs we notice that ML
per SC setting has a significantly higher impact on the performance of cell edge UEs.
This is especially reflected in the significant drop in the mean delay (see Table 5.5)
and the CDFs for normalized UL per UE throughput (see Figure 5.5). Another aspect
worth highlighting is the opposite impact of ML value on the uplink delay compared
to downlink.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for full buffer 80% DL and 20% UL are summarized
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Figure 5.4: CDFs of normalized UE throughput (left) and UE delay (right) for different
MALs, ISDs and full buffer 80% DL 20% UL traffic (DL part)
Figure 5.5: CDFs of normalized UE throughput (left) and UE delay (right) for different
MALs, ISDs and full buffer 80% DL 20% UL traffic (UL part)
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in Table 5.5. As already mentioned, the results for downlink traffic are consistent with
the observations made for the full buffer traffic model with 100% DL traffic. This is
not the case with the uplink traffic. One of the interesting aspects is the approximately
constant uplink area spectral efficiency. This, along with the improvement of fairness
and drop in the delay clearly indicates that by tuning the ML value we mainly trade-off
performance of UEs with good channel conditions located in a close proximity to SC
for the performance of the cell edge UEs.
Impact of the number of TRXs on the system performance
In the following section we investigate the impact of the number of TRXs per SC on
the system performance. Similar to the previous subsection, we start by evaluating
the system performance for the full buffer traffic model with 100% DL traffic which
is followed by evaluation of FTP traffic model, and then we investigate the impact of
uplink traffic for the same models. All simulations are conducted assuming maximum
allowed load of 0.4 which for 24 slot frame configuration and a system operating on
10 frequency channels corresponds to the maximum allocation of 96 physical channels.
Two settings for number of TRXs per SC are considered.
The provided results presented in Figure 5.6 clearly show that a higher number of
TRXs on the SC side can improve performance. This is mainly related with the higher
flexibility in physical channel allocation which is enabled by availability of additional
transceivers on the SC side. It is worth reminding here that the number of physical
channels which can be accessed or scanned in a given time period is directly related
with the number of TRXs. In case of 5 TRXs the number of physical channels which
can be simultaneously accessed is 5 and the total number of physical channels which
can be allocated is 120, whilst in case of 10 TRXs these numbers rise to 10 and 240,
respectively.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for full buffer 100% DL are summarized in Table
5.6. The results show improvements of performance for larger number of TRXs com-
pared to smaller number of TRXs. As already mentioned this is related to the higher
flexibility in physical channel allocation
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ISD [m] 30 50 100
ML 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.4 0.8 0.6 0.4
DL traffic
Delay [ms] 21.96 24.37 27.27 19.1 19.51 20.43 12.95 13.17 13.51
Per-cell SE
[bps/Hz]
0.394 0.344 0.289 0.504 0.464 0.415 0.962 0.865 0.736
ASE
[bps/km2/Hz]
505.94 441.76 370.16 232.57 214.45 191.76 111.12 99.85 85.01
UE Thr Fair-
ness
0.662 0.726 0.76 0.696 0.752 0.795 0.718 0.784 0.863
SC Thr Fair-
ness
0.9 0.916 0.932 0.925 0.934 0.947 0.93 0.934 0.964
Ch Access
Fairness
0.966 0.987 0.997 0.993 0.996 0.997 0.994 0.995 0.998
UL traffic
Delay [ms] 345.39 179.17 113.67 147.63 83.29 67.59 84.86 60.69 40.44
Per-cell SE
[bps/Hz]
0.022 0.022 0.021 0.034 0.034 0.036 0.097 0.094 0.083
ASE
[bps/km2/Hz]
27.59 27.96 27.3 15.2 15.51 16.56 11.17 10.88 9.61
UE Thr Fair-
ness
0.406 0.476 0.559 0.474 0.569 0.626 0.5 0.578 0.661
SC Thr Fair-
ness
0.447 0.476 0.517 0.481 0.528 0.545 0.494 0.528 0.582
Ch Access
Fairness
0.965 0.991 0.984 0.995 0.999 0.99 0.984 0.994 0.989
Table 5.5: DCS-MAC performance results using different ISDs, full buffer 80% DL and
20% UL
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Figure 5.6: CDFs of normalized UE throughput (left) and UE delay (right) for different
number of TRXs, ISDs and full buffer 100% DL traffic
ISD [m] 30 50 100
SC TRX
number
10 5 10 5 10 5
Delay [ms] 29.7 29.9 22.42 22.78 15.24 15.32
Per-cell SE
[bps/Hz]
0.329 0.317 0.46 0.459 0.818 0.801
ASE
[bps/km2/Hz]
422.32 407.25 212.3 211.84 94.48 92.49
UE Thr Fair-
ness
0.761 0.782 0.779 0.786 0.827 0.825
SC Thr Fair-
ness
0.959 0.959 0.963 0.963 0.98 0.977
Ch Access
Fairness
0.989 0.993 0.993 0.993 0.993 0.993
Table 5.6: DCS-MAC performance results for various number of SC TRXs, using dif-
ferent ISDs and full buffer 100% DL traffic model
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Figure 5.7: CDFs of normalized UE throughput (left) and UE delay (right) for different
TRX number per SC, ISDs and full buffer 80% DL 20% UL traffic (DL part)
In the following we investigate the system performance for the same system parameters
but assuming the existence of uplink traffic. Similar to the previous section, the main
aim of this part of the study is to evaluate the impact of the system parameters on
the performance of UEs transmitting in uplink. Unlike the ML analysis conducted in
the previous section, we notice that changes in the performance for uplink traffic is
consistent with that of downlink traffic. This means that providing additional TRXs
we improve the performance for both, uplink and downlink UEs.
Control overhead considerations
Control overhead is an important performance metric which is used in the evaluation
process of the MAC protocol efficiency. In case of DCS-MAC we assess the control
overhead as the ratio between the maximum amounts of resources used to transfer
control information over the total amount of resources which can be allocated to a UE.
There are two main source of control overhead in the DCS-MAC. The first source is
related to the C-Field transmission. As mentioned in Chapter 4, C-Field needs to be
always transmitted on all active RBs (in uplink as well as in downlink direction) to
allow proper system operation. The overhead due to C-Field transmission may vary
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ISD [m] 30 50 100
SC TRX
number
10 5 10 5 10 5
DL traffic
Ddelay [ms] 27.273 27.727 20.427 20.473 13.51 13.874
Per-cell SE [bps/Hz] 0.289 0.282 0.415 0.409 0.736 0.716
ASE
[bps/km2/Hz]
370.156 362.343 191.76 189.131 85.012 82.734
UE Thr Fair-
ness
0.76 0.77 0.795 0.795 0.863 0.857
SC Thr Fair-
ness
0.932 0.943 0.947 0.94 0.964 0.961
Ch Access
Fairness
0.997 0.998 0.997 0.997 0.998 0.998
UL traffic
Delay [ms] 113.67 124.95 67.59 70.95 40.44 47.16
Per-cell SE [bps/Hz] 0.021 0.018 0.036 0.033 0.083 0.081
ASE
[bps/km2/Hz]
27.3 23.58 16.56 15.32 9.61 9.35
UE Thr Fair-
ness
0.559 0.571 0.626 0.653 0.661 0.664
SC Thr Fair-
ness
0.517 0.541 0.545 0.58 0.582 0.569
Ch Access
Fairness
0.984 0.989 0.99 0.99 0.989 0.989
Table 5.7: DCS-MAC performance results for various number of SC TRXs, using dif-
ferent ISDs and full buffer with 80% DL and 20% UL traffic
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Figure 5.8: CDFs of normalized UE throughput (left) and UE delay (right) for different
TRX number per SC, ISDs and full buffer 80% DL 20% UL traffic (UL part)
depending on the amount of control information which needs to be transmitted, with
the minimum overhead per RB dependent on the minimum size of the C-Field (i.e. 3
OFDM symbols, as shown in Section 4.2.1). Another source of overhead in DCS-MAC
is related to a Pilot Radio Bearer used for exchange of UE specific control signaling. In
case of DL-only UE traffic (or UL-only UE traffic) this means that a physical channel
allocated for Pilot Radio Bearer in uplink direction may not be used efficiently. The
impact of this overhead may significantly vary depending on the number of active Radio
Bearers allocated per UE (the larger the number of active RBs, the lower the overhead).
In our evaluation of the control overhead for DCS-MAC we consider the worst case sce-
nario. This means that we assume that all UEs in the network have active connections
with their respective SCs and have data for transmission (i.e. full buffer traffic model).
Additionally, we assume that the C-Field transmitted over Pilot Radio Bearers for all
UEs is always transmitted using its largest size (which for a 2MHz frequency channel
corresponds to 12 OFDM symbols, as shown in Section 4.2.1). This means that the
capacity of a Pilot Radio Bearer in the considered scenario is limited to 45% of its
total capacity. Next, we assume that all UEs have either DL-only or UL-only traffic
which means that one of the physical channels allocated for a Pilot Radio Bearer is not
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being allocated with user traffic. This in turn indicates that the total overhead of a
Pilot Radio Bearer reaches 77% (it is worth highlighting here that this is for worst-case
scenario, but for multi-bearer connections, this overhead drops significantly). In case
of non-Pilot Radio Bearers we assume the overhead of 13.6% which corresponds to the
C-Filed transmission overhead with the length of 3 OFDM symbols. It is worth remind-
ing here that only common control information is sent over a C-Field of a non-Pilot
RB. All UE specific signaling which requires additional space in a C-Filed is always
transmitted over a Pilot RB.
In Figure 5.9 we provide calculations of DCS-MAC overhead for the considered worst
case scenario described above. Assuming that all UEs are served, we observe that the
overhead varies from 16.2% to 34.7%. Additionally, it can be seen that the overhead sig-
nificantly changes for different levels of Maximum Allowed Load (ML). This is directly
related with the number of UEs per cell. As mentioned in Section 5.2, ML corresponds
to the maximum number of physical channels which can be allocated per SC. Given the
static number of UEs per cell and the full buffer traffic model, ML value determines
the total number of non-Pilot RBs which can be allocated per UE. The results show
also that the control overhead also depends on the number of TRXs employed by UEs.
This is related to the fact that the number of TRXs on the UE side has a direct impact
on the maximum number of non-Pilot RBs which can be maintained by a UE and af-
fects the level of minimum overhead which is equal to 18.9% and 16.2% for 1TRX and
2TRX per UE, respectively. It is worth reminding here that the provided results show
the worst case scenario. In a more realistic scenario (e.g. non-full buffer) the overhead
levels would be significantly lower.
5.3.2 Coexistence scenario
Similar to the evaluation of the non-coexistence scenario, we start from investigating
the impact of the maximum allowed load (ML) per cell on the DCS-MAC system per-
formance (given SCs are equipped with 10 TRXs). Additionally, we also investigate
the LBT-based WiFi-like channel occupancy which is used as a measure of impact of
DCS-MAC on the performance of the LBT-based WiFi-like system. Simulations are
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Figure 5.9: Control overhead vs Maximum Allowed Load for different number of TRXs
per UE (1TRX per UE left, 2TRXs per UE right) and number of UEs per SC for full
buffer traffic model
conducted for different ISDs with different levels of ML, ranging from 0.2 to 0.4. Next,
we investigate the impact of the maximum allowed level of interference (MI) which
permits allocation of a physical channel by a DCS-MAC node. In both cases, the per-
formance is evaluated using the full buffer traffic model (which is used to evaluate MAC
protocols under constant traffic load and non-time-varying interference situations). It
is worth reminding here that unlike WiFi, the LBT-based WiFi-like system considered
in this study operates on channels with the same bandwidth as the DCS-MAC system
(i.e. channel with 2MHz bandwidth).
Impact of maximum load on the system performance
In the following section we investigate the impact of the maximum allowed load per
SC on the DCS system performance and the LBT-based Wifi-like channel occupancy.
We focus our evaluation solely on the full buffer traffic model with 100% DL traffic
which provides the worst case scenario. The MI in this scenario is set to -33dBm
which indicates that channels with a measured level of interference above -33dBm are
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Figure 5.10: CDFs of normalized UE throughput (left) and UE delay (right) for different
ML values, ISDs and full buffer 100% DL traffic in coexistence scenario
considered to be busy and cannot be allocated. Due to the limitations of the proposed
model for the LBT-based Wifi-like system, investigation of the impact of uplink traffic
on the system performance is left as for future study.
Figure 5.10 shows the impact of deploying an LBT-based WiFi-like system on UE
throughput and delay assuming the full buffer traffic model. Due to the existence of
additional interference caused the WiFi-like system, we observe a significant through-
put degradation compared to non-coexistence scenario (see Table 5.3, ML=0.4 and
Table 5.8). It can be easily seen that by increasing the ML value per SC (which di-
rectly translates to a larger number of allocated resources) we can improve DCS-MAC
performance. The increase in the ML level leads however to significant increase in the
level of interfernce which, due to the use of LBT mechanism, results in the degradation
of the WiFi-like system performance reflected by the CDF of channel occupancy of the
considered WiFi-like system (see Figure 5.11).
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the considered scenario are summarized in Table
5.8. From the obtained results it can be clearly seen that ML has significant impact on
both DCS-MAC and WiFi-like system performance. The setting of the ML parameter
can be then used to trade-off performance between coexisting systems. This indicates
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Figure 5.11: CDFs of channel occupancy for LBT-based Wifi-like system for different
MALs, ISDs and Full buffer 100% DL traffic
that DCS-MAC could coexist with other LBT-based systems operating in unlicensed
bands, without causing significant performance degradation
Impact of the maximum level of interference on the system performance
In the following section we investigate the impact of the maximum level of interference
(MI) which permits allocation of a physical channel by the DCS-MAC system on the
performance of DCS-MAC and channel occupancy of LBT-based Wifi-like. We focus
our evaluation solely on the full buffer traffic model with 100% DL traffic which provide
the worst case scenario. The ML in this evaluation is set to 0.2 and the value of MI
varies from -33dBm to -73dBm.
Figure 5.12 shows the impact of deploying an LBT-based WiFi-like system with the
density per single frequency channel corresponding to the density of DCS-MAC SCs on
UE throughput and delay assuming the full buffer traffic model for various levels of MI.
In general the provided results indicate that by tuning the MI value we can trade-off
DCS-MAC performance for the considered LBT-based WiFi-like system performance.
We also observe that careful setting of MI is very important. Unlike ML parameter,
incorrect setting of MI may lead to a significant level of UE outage on the DCS-MAC
side. This is related with the fact that some UEs may be in a close proximity to
multiple LBT-based nodes, making the level of interference in the physical channels
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ISD [m] 30 50 100
ML 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.2
Delay [ms] 39.27 42.31 59.88 29.5 43.82 73.7 25.95 31.28 60.18
Per-cell SE
[bps/Hz]
0.248 0.217 0.15 0.339 0.214 0.126 0.505 0.365 0.221
ASE
[bps/km2/Hz]
318.05 277.8 192.04 156.44 98.92 58.17 58.33 42.13 25.5
UE Thr
Fairness
0.721 0.76 0.729 0.748 0.743 0.71 0.721 0.678 0.658
SC Thr
Fairness
0.943 0.958 0.953 0.958 0.965 0.955 0.959 0.958 0.957
Ch Access
Fairness
0.989 0.973 0.955 0.991 0.97 0.944 0.973 0.919 0.909
Channel
occupancy
DCS
0.399 0.299 0.2 0.4 0.299 0.199 0.401 0.3 0.201
Channel
occupancy
WiFi
0.021 0.029 0.068 0.089 0.163 0.234 0.189 0.257 0.319
Table 5.8: DCS-MAC performance in coexistence scenario for various ML settings,
assuming Full buffer model with 100% DL traffic in coexistence scenario
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Figure 5.12: CDFs of normalized UE throughput (left) and UE delay (right) for dif-
ferent levels of maximum allowed interference, ISDs and full buffer 100% DL traffic for
coexistence scenario
Figure 5.13: CDFs of channel occupancy for LBT-based Wifi-like system for different
levels of maximum allowed interference, ISDs and full buffer 100% DL traffic
always exceeding the MI threshold.
Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) for the considered scenario are summarized in Table
5.9. As mentioned above, the obtained results clearly indicate that MI has significant
impact on both DCS-MAC and WiFi-like system performance.
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ISD [m] 30 50 100
MI -33 -63 -73 -33 -63 -73 -33 -63 -73
Delay [ms] 56.35 57.2 22.68 63.31 63.32 42.17 41.92 40.66 28.56
Per-cell SE
[bps/Hz]
0.15 0.149 0.181 0.126 0.127 0.159 0.221 0.223 0.271
ASE
[bps/km2/Hz]
192.04 191.04 232.39 58.17 58.73 73.6 25.5 25.79 31.3
UE Thr
Fairness
0.729 0.713 0.256 0.719 0.717 0.482 0.658 0.644 0.47
SC Thr
Fairness
0.953 0.943 0.793 0.958 0.956 0.926 0.957 0.958 0.926
Ch Access
Fairness
0.955 0.955 0.384 0.951 0.95 0.679 0.909 0.892 0.661
Channel
occupancy
DCS
0.2 0.2 0.175 0.199 0.201 0.193 0.201 0.198 0.195
Channel
occupancy
WiFi
0.068 0.073 0.09 0.234 0.234 0.242 0.319 0.321 0.332
Table 5.9: DCS-MAC performance in coexistence scenario for various MI settings,
assuming full buffer model with 100% DL traffic
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Figure 5.14: CDFs of normalized UE throughput for DCS-MAC (assuming ML of 0.4),
WiFi (IEEE 802.11ac) and LTE-FDD for ISDs of 30m (left) and 100m (right), assuming
Full-buffer traffic model with 100%DL traffic
5.4 Benchmarking results and analysis
In the following section we focus on the comparison of the proposed MAC designs
with WiFi and LTE-FDD. In order to obtain comparable results we used a common
set of simulation parameters defined in Section 5.2 and conducted proper calibration.
The WiFi simulations were conducted using the newest version of the NS-3 simulator
[138] with a number of modifications which include implementation of wrap-around
and channel model. The simulations were run assuming the newest IEEE 802.11ac
amendment with a proper preamble reception model as indicated in [11]. The LTE-
FDD simulations were conducted using Vienna simulator [127]. A full set of WiFi
and LTE simulations parameters can be found in Appendix B.8 (see Table B.7 and
Table B.8). It is worth indicating here that both WiFi and LTE-FDD were evaluated
without considering their MIMO capabilities. Additionally, channel bonding (in case
of WiFi) and carrier aggregation (in case of LTE-FDD) were not considered during our
investigations.
The results provided in Figure 5.14 and Table 5.10 clearly indicate that the proposed
MAC design outperforms WiFi and LTE in the considered scenario. In case of WiFi,
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ISD [m] 30 50 100
Full buffer DL100%
WiFi (802.11ac) 111.33 44.21 19.49
LTE (Rel. 10) 441.91 189.45 95.79
DCS-MAC 554.33 261.61 116.84
Full buffer DL80% UL20%
WiFi (802.11ac) 101.6 48.29 20.41
LTE (Rel. 10) N/A N/A N/A
DCS-MAC 533.5 247.8 122.3
Table 5.10: Comparison of average area spectral efficiency (b/s/Hz/Km2) performance
for different MAC designs
the main reason for significantly higher performance of the proposed MAC is that, in
contrast to WiFi, the proposed MAC was specifically designed to deal with problems
related to dense and ultra-dense deployments. This is not the case with WiFi, which was
originally designed as a system for home access. The need for backward compatibility
with other existing WiFi devices prevented introduction of mechanisms allowing for
better operation in such dense environments. Although, a new IEEE 802.11 Task
Group has been recently formed which intend to address problems related with dense
deployment, the proposed mechanisms for this purpose, such a BSS coloring, does
not seem to provide much improvements [139]. Additionally, they do not seem to
address the problem of significant user outage (see Figure 5.14). This means that
the performance of WiFi will not be able to meet requirements of the user demand
for traffic. The proposed designs seem to be a good alternative to WiFi. In case of
LTE, the main reason for better performance of the proposed MAC is its flexibility
in allocation of resources for uplink and downlink transmission. The staircase like
behaviour of LTE (see Figure 5.14 are a result of multi-path fading not being considered
in our evaluation1. In order to fully assess the performance against LTE, additional
1In such situation, MCS selected by each UE is determined by its location which does not change
due to the lack of mobility, resulting in a staircase like per UE throughput.
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investigations are required, focusing in particular on LTE-TDD with a feature allowing
for dynamic allocation of slots for uplink and downlink transmission.
5.5 Summary
We have presented in this section the performance evaluations of DCS-MAC for a
range of different scenarios and MAC specific parameters. The objective of this section
was to study the impact of these parameters on performance and to assess if DCS-
MAC based system is capable of operating in dense and ultra-dense deployments using
licensed, lightly-licensed bands (non-coexistence scenario) as well as unlicensed bands
(coexistence scenario).
Based on the simulation results the following conclusions are drawn:
• DCS-MAC is capable of operating effectively in highly dense deployment scenar-
ios. In order to prevent UE outage, the maximum allowed load (ML) per SC may
need to be appropriately tuned.
• Offered load per km2 has a decisive impact on the overall system performance.
By increasing the offered load per km2, we increase the Area Spectral Efficiency
but decrease the per-UE metrics.
• DCS-MAC is capable of coexisting with LBT-based WiFi-like systems when op-
erating in a shared band. Fair coexistence with an LBT-based WiFi-like system
requires however appropriate tuning of DCS-MAC specific parameters.
• Performance of DCS-MAC based system and WiFi-like based system is highly de-
pendent on the level of maximum allowed load (ML) and the level of the maximum
allowed interference (MI). Both parameters can be used to provide a trade-off be-
tween performance of DCS-MAC and LBT-based WiFi-like system.
In this section we also focused on comparing the proposed MAC design against WiFi
and LTE. In case of WiFi, the provided results clearly indicate that the proposed
design outperforms WiFi in the considered scenarios. As mentioned, the main reason
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for significantly higher performance of the considered design compared to WiFi is that,
in contrast to WiFi, the new design was specifically designed to deal with problems
related to dense and ultra-dense deployments. The need for backward compatibility
with other existing WiFi devices prevented introduction of any radical changes to the
old MAC design which was originally developed twenty years ago and is based on the
Carrier Sense Multiple Access. In particular, the use of a static CCA threshold (which
prevents WiFi STAs and APs from transmitting, when measured level of interference
in a channel is exceeded) significantly limits special reuse in WiFi. This is especially
the case in the outdoor deployments investigated in this work, where probaibility of
WiFi APs having a clear line of sight channel between each other is relativelly high.
Other issue (not present in DCS-MAC) is the presence of the ”stronger-last collision”
problem in WiFi (see Section 4.1.2 for more details) which in dense scenarios have a
significant imapct on the WiFi performance. In case of LTE-FDD, DCS-MAC provides
better overall performance mainly due to the inability of LTE-FDD to dynamically
adapt to changing traffic conditions. This is related to the fixed allocation of resources
for uplink and downlink transmission in FDD systems.
It is worth highlighting here that due to regulatory constraints, DCS-MAC in its cur-
rent form cannot be used in the 5GHz UNII as it does not supported the LBT-based
procedure mandated by regulatory bodies for operation in this band. However, it could
be potentially used in other technology neutral bands. As previously indicated, this
may be possible as moving towards technology neutral spectrum bands seems to be a
global trend. This means that in a near feature network operators could be allowed to
deploy different systems in their own spectrum bands. As the simulations results sug-
gest that DCS-MAC could successfully operate in such environment (especially with an
LBT-based system) without significant degradation of performance. This means that
a DCS-MAC based system could be deployed in such bands. The investigation of the
impact of DCS-MAC on LTE system when operating in such a shared band is left for
future study. Potential scenarios which are also currently under considerations are the
use of a DCS-MAC based system deployed in the uplink bands of LTE-FDD.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and future work
6.1 Conclusions
Motivated by the growing interests in UDNs as key enabler for next generation wire-
less networks and the challenge in deploying a massive number of BSs, we investigated
the performance behaviour of regular and irregural UDNs. We first developed an an-
alytical model to describe the performance of regular UDNs. Based on our study, we
found that regular networks share many of the same performance behaviour as irreg-
ular network. In particular, for both regular and irregular networks, we showed that
SINR invariance property holds under unbounded path-loss model and does not hold
if the considered path-loss model is bounded. We further formulated the relationship
between BS density and relative antenna height for regular networks showing how aver-
age per cell rate can be maintained whilst increasing network density. The established
relationship confirmed that both regular and irregular networks share the same density
countering condition. In terms of the benefit of proper BS site selection, we compared
the average per cell rate of regular networks and that of the irregular networks, and
we found that proper BS deployment may improve network performance to some ex-
tent. We showed that when SINR invariance property holds, the deployment gain is
constant. However, for more realistic bounded path-loss models, the deployment gain
from proper site selection decreases as network densifies. As the network density ap-
proaches infinity, performance gain from proper site selection vanishes. The insights
provided in this work may help network operators to optimize their investments in the
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infrastructure and identify when further densification or careful site selection may no
longer be beneficial due to low cost-effectiveness. In case of the ASE performance of the
regular and irregular UDNs, despite the pessimistic conclusion related to the per cell
rate converging to zero, we showed that ASE does not necessarily decay to zero as BS
density approaches infinity. A non-negligible ASE can be achieved which is dependent
of the path-loss exponent and relative antenna height.
Despite a tremendous effort to adapt systems such as WiFi and LTE which are of-
ten cosidered as candidates for UDN deployment, the proposed changes often result
in sub-optimal performance and lead to significant overheads. The main reason for
this is usually the need for backward compatibility and the fundamental limits of the
original designs which cannot be circumvented. In order to address these problems we
proposed in this work a completely new MAC protocol which was specifically design
to deal with problems related to dense and ultra-dense deployments. The proposed
protocol, termed ”DCS-MAC”, can be broadly classified as a multi-channel protocol.
In contrast to other candidates considered by the industry for UDN, it provides built-
in features allowing for contiguous and non-contiguous channel aggregation, as well as
seamless handovers between licensed, unlicensed and lightly licensed spectrum. The
multi-channel operation along with the dynamic channel selection constitutes the core
of the proposed MAC, with the main task of 1) preventing performance degradation
resulting from high level of inter-cell interference and 2) simplifying network planning.
The main idea behind this approach is to make use of multi-channel operation and
combine it with a proper channel selection strategy which exploits the heterogeneity of
channel conditions. The protocol exploits interference avoidance which can be imple-
mented without excessive signalling overhead that is inseparable in case of interference
suppression techniques.
The evaluation of the proposed design showed that DCS-MAC is capable of operating
effectively in highly dense deployment scenarios. This is possible by appropriately tun-
ing the maximum allowed load per BS to eliminate UE outage. DCS-MAC was also
shown to be capable of coexisting with LBT-based WiFi-like systems when operating in
a shared band. Fair coexistence with an LBT-based WiFi-like system requires, however,
that the maximum allowed load and the level of the maximum allowed interference is
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carefully selected. It was revealed further that both parameters can be used to provide
a trade-off between performance of DCS-MAC and LBT-based WiFi-like system. Fi-
naly, it was shown that the propsoed MAC design performs significantly better than
WiFi or LTE-FDD in the considered scenarios. More specifically, our results indicated
that area spectral efficiency for the proposed MAC is approximately 500% higher com-
pared to WiFi (IEEE 802.11ac), and 40% higher compared to LTE-FDD (excl. CA
and MIMO), with improved performance for cell-edge users. The main reason for sig-
nificantly higher performance of the considered design compared to WiFi is that, in
contrast to WiFi, the new design was specifically designed to deal with problems re-
lated to dense and ultra-dense deployments. The need for backward compatibility in
WiFi prevented introduction of any radical changes to the old MAC design based on
the Carrier Sense Multiple Access which was originally developed almost two decades
ago. In particular, the use of a static CCA threshold (which prevents WiFi STAs and
APs from transmitting, when measured level of interference in a channel is exceeded)
significantly limits special reuse in WiFi. This is especially the case in the outdoor
deployments investigated in this work, where probaibility of WiFi APs having a clear
line of sight channel between each other is relativelly high. In case of LTE-FDD, DCS-
MAC provides better overall performance mainly due to the inability of FDD based
systems to dynamically adapt to changing traffic conditions.
6.2 Future work
The evaluation of the proposed design clearly showed that it can outperform exist-
ing systems. Further investigations of features proposed in the newest release of the
LTE standard (focusing in particular on LTE-TDD with dynamic allocation of slots
for uplink and downlink transmission) is however necessary to fully assess the benefits
of using DCS-MAC over LTE. Further investigation is also required to conclusively
determine applicability of using DCS-MAC in the license-exempt bands by consider-
ing other systems such as LTE-LAA and MulteFire. Such investigation could follow
the methodology of coexistence assessment between WiFi and LTE-LAA proposed by
3GPP. 5G-NR which is a newly developed 3GPP standard brings multiple new fea-
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tures and advancements compared to LTE. As a completely new standard, it allows for
significant flexibility in resource allocation without any inherent issues related to the
backward compatibility which can be observed in LTE. Flexibility of 5G-NR is consid-
ered to be one of the main driving factors behind the densification. As indicated by
the Small Cell Forum [62, 61], 5G-NR will be a particularly strong driver for outdoor
deployments (e.g. to support new services such as augmented reality gaming). As a
result small cell deployment projects by 2020 will aim at density of 100-350 cells per
km2, with virtualized cluster of 5G-NR small cells being the dominant architecture [61].
Given the above, DCS-MAC performance needs to be carefully evaluated against 5G-
NR. Significantly higher flexibility of 5G-NR physical layer, compared to LTE indicates
that 5G-NR would perform better than LTE in scenarios considered in this work. How-
ever, 5G-NR MAC remained relativelly unchanged (5G-NR provides finer allocation
granurality in time-domain, compared to LTE), with centralized scheduling in its core.
This means that the proposed DCS-MAC protocol which is more decentralized, with
UEs having more impact on selecting channels for transmission may still perform better
in dense scenarios. This may be particurarly the case in scenarios where number of
UEs per cell is small, thus allowing DCS-MAC UEs to fully exploit BS diversity.
Further investigations of different DCS-MAC features are also necessary. For instance,
in order to limit the overhead related to the transmission of control information, DCS-
MAC allows for the slot lengths to be dynamically changed. In case of high level of
interference, the slots could be shorter thus improving the robustness against inter-
ference. In other case, the length of the slots could be extended, thus reducing the
overhead. The level of gains introduced by this MAC feature and potential bottlenecks
related with its use is not however investigated in this work and requires comprehen-
sive evaluation. Similar, as a byproduct of using TDMA, the proposed MAC allows for
simultaneous connectivity with more than one BS (by allocating additional time slots
for the same connection). This allows terminals to exploit the BS diversity and thus
potentially improve utilization of resources. The exploitation of BS diversity is fore-
seen to be beneficial especially when the number of active terminals per BS is relatively
small. Careful evaluation is however still necessary to confirm DCS-MAC performance
improvements directly related to this feature.
Appendix A
Proofs
A.1 Proof of Theorem 9
We start by stating the following Lemma which is then used in the proof of the theorem.
Lemma 6. Given a path-loss model l1(r) and h > 0, the ASE performance of a network
when λ → ∞ converges to the ASE performance of a network where each user is
collocated with its serving BS.
Proof. Let τ
{d,i}
0 (λ, α) be the achievable rate per cell, given both a typical user and its
serving BS are located in the origin.
For 1D regular network, τ{1,i}(λ, α) can be expressed as
τ{1,i}(λ, α) = Eg
[∫ Υ
2
0
2
Υ
· log2
(
1 +
g0l(x)∑∞
i=1 gil(iΥ + x) +
∑∞
i=1 gil(iΥ− x) + µσ2
)
dx
]
(A.1)
where Υ = 1λ . By substituting x = k
Υ
2 to the above result, we obtain
τ{1,i}(λ, α) = Eg
[∫ 1
0
log2
(
1+
g0l(Υ
k
2 )
E[g]
∑∞
i=1 l(Υi+ Υ
k
2 ) + E[g]
∑∞
i=1 l(Υi−Υk2 ) + µσ2
)
dk
]
.
(A.2)
Next, given E[g] = 1, by assuming a bounded path-loss model function (i.e. l(0) <∞))
and applying the Monotone Convergence Theorem twice, we derive the following limit
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expression
lim
λ→∞
τ{1,i}(λ, α) = lim
λ→∞
Eg
[∫ 1
0
log2
(
1 +
g0l(0)∑∞
i=1 l(
i
λ) +
∑∞
i=1 l(
i
λ) + µσ
2
)
dk
]
= Eg
[
lim
λ→∞
log2
(
1 +
g0l(0)∑∞
i=1 l(
i
λ) +
∑∞
i=1 l(
i
λ) + µσ
2
)]
. (A.3)
Now we express τ
{d,i}
0 (λ, α) for 1D regular network under a bounded path-loss model
function as
τ
{1,i}
0 (λ, α) = Eg
[
log2
(
1 +
g0l(0)∑∞
i=1 l(iΥ) +
∑∞
i=1 l(iΥ) + µσ
2
)]
. (A.4)
Using (A.3) and (A.4), we can easily obtain the following
lim
λ→∞
λτ{d,i}(λ, α) = lim
λ→∞
λτ
{d,i}
0 (λ, α). (A.5)
We can repeat the above approach for 2D networks, thus concluding the proof. 
In the following we provide the proof of Theorem 9.
Proof. We begin the proof by focusing on the 1D network. Using Lemma 6, we write
the limit of ASE for 1D regular network when λ→∞ as
lim
λ→∞
λτ
{1,i}
0 (λ, α) = lim
λ→∞
λEg
[
log2
(
1 +
g0l(0)∑∞
i=1 l(iΥ) +
∑∞
i=1 l(iΥ) + µσ
2
)]
. (A.6)
To derive the lower bound of the above expression for l1(r), we introduce a new path-
loss model function l2(r) = (max(h, r))
−α where l2(r) ≥ l1(r), for all r ≥ 0, h ≥ 0. By
substituting l(r) = l1(r) and l(r) = l2(r) in (A.6) it can be easily seen that
lim
λ→∞
λτ
{1,1}
0 (λ, α) ≥ lim
λ→∞
λτ
{1,2}
0 (λ, α). (A.7)
The above inequality can be further simplified into the following expression
lim
λ→∞
λτ
{1,1}
0 (λ, α) ≥ lim
λ→∞
λEg
[
log2
(
1+
g0h
−α
µσ2 + 2
(
nh−α + Υ−αζ(α, 1 + n)
))], (A.8)
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where
ζ(α, 1 + n) =
∞∑
i=n+1
1
iα
(A.9)
is the Hurwitz Zeta function and n = b hΥc.
Next, we apply the Monotone Convergence Theorem and we substitute t = hΥ . Without
loss of generality, as λ → ∞ (or Υ → 0), we can also safely assume t ∈ N which leads
to the following expression
Eg
[
lim
t→∞
t
h
log2
(
1 +
g0
µσ2hα + 2 (t + tαζ (α, 1 + t))
)]
. (A.10)
By applying Watson’s Lemma [148] to the integral representation of the Hurwitz Zeta
function we obtain the asymptotic expansion of ζ(α, 1 + t) for t→∞ as
ζ(α, 1+t) =
1
Γ(α)
∫ ∞
0
xα−1e−(1+t)x
1− e−x dx ∼
Γ(α− 1)
Γ(α)
(1+t)−α+1+
1
2
(1+t)−α+O(t−α−1).
(A.11)
By substituting ζ(α, 1+t) with it’s asymptotic expansion and by applying the L’Hopital
rule we can rewrite (A.10) and simplify it to obtain the following result
Eg
[
lim
t→∞
t
h
log2
[
1 + g0
(
µσ2 hα + 2
(
t+ tα
Γ(α− 1)
Γ(α)
· (1 + t)−α+1 + 1
2
(1 + t)−α
))−1]]
= Eg
[
lim
k→0+
1
kh
log2
[
1 + g0k ·
(
kµσ2hα + 2
(
1 +
Γ(α− 1)
Γ(α)
· (1 + k)−α+1 + k
2
(1 + k)−α
))−1]]
= Eg
[
g0Γ(α)
2 ln 2h (Γ(α) + Γ(α− 1))
]
. (A.12)
Finally, by taking the expectaion of the above result, with respect to g0, and given that
E[g0] = 1 we arrive at
Γ(α)
2 ln 2h (Γ(α) + Γ(α− 1)) . (A.13)
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From the above result it can be easily seen that the lower bound of ASE as λ→∞ for
1D regular network under l1(r) is greater than zero and the lower bound depends on h
and α. Next, using Proposition 4 it can be shown that this result can be extended to 1D
irregular network and 1D regular network, thus concluding the proof for 1D network.
For 2D network, similar to 1D network, we use Lemma 6 and write the limit of ASE
for 2D regular network when λ→∞ as
lim
λ→∞
λτ
{2,i}
0 (λ, α) = lim
λ→∞
λEg
[
log2
(
1 +
g0l(‖b0‖)
µσ2 +
∑
ΦHEX\bo l(‖bi‖)
)]
. (A.14)
Comparing the limit of ASE under the path-loss models between l1(r) and l2(r), we
get
lim
λ→∞
λτ
{2,1}
0 (λ, α) ≥ lim
λ→∞
λτ
{2,2}
0 (λ, α). (A.15)
It can be also easily seen that I0 =
∑
ΦHEX\bo l(‖bi‖) in (A.14) is the cumulated inter-
ference from BSs deployed according to ΦHEX given that a typical user and its serving
BS are located at the origin. As this expression does not have a closed-form we use the
expressions for lower and upper bounds as presented in [71]
∞∑
k=1
6k · l(Υk) < I0 < 6 l(Υ) +
∞∑
k=2
6k · l(Υ
√
3/2 k) (A.16)
By substituting l(r) = l2(r) and using the definition of Hurwitz zeta function, we can
simplify the expressions for lower and upper bound as presented below
n1∑
k=1
6k · h−α + 6Υ−αζ(α− 1, 1 + n1) < I0
n2∑
k=1
6k · h−α + 6Υ−α(
√
3/2)−αζ(α− 1, 1 + n2) > I0
where n1 = b hΥc, n2 = b 2h√3Υc and n1 ≥ 0, n2 ≥ 1.
By taking the upper bound of the cumulated interference and applying the Monotone
Convergence Theorem we derive the lower bound of limλ→∞ λτ
{2,2}
0 (λ, α) as presented
below
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lim
λ→∞
λ τ
{2,2}
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√
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Note that it is also the lower bound of limλ→∞ λτ
{2,1}
0 (λ, α). We substitute k =
2h√
3Υ
in
(A.17). As λ→∞, we have Υ→ 0 and hence we can safely assume that k ∈ N which
leads to the following expression
lim
λ→∞
λ τ
{2,1}
0 (λ, α) ≥ Eg
[
lim
λ→∞
λ τ
{2,2}
0 (λ, α) >
lim
k→∞
k2
√
3
2h2
· log2
(
1 +
g0
µσ2hα + 3k(k + 1) + 6kαζ (α− 1, 1 + k)
)]
. (A.18)
Next, by applying Watson’s Lemma to the integral representation of the Hurwitz Zeta
function we obtain the asymptotic expansion of ζ(α− 1, 1 + k) for k →∞.
ζ(α−1, 1+k) = 1
Γ(α− 1)
∫ ∞
0
xα−2e−(1+k)x
1− e−x dx ∼
Γ(α− 2)
Γ(α− 1)(1+k)
−α+2+
1
2
(1+k)−α+1+O(k−α).
(A.19)
By substituting ζ(α− 1, 1 + k) for its asymptotic expansion in (A.18) and by applying
the L’Hopital rule limx→c
f(x)
g(x) = limx→c
f ′(x)
g′(x) we provide the lower bound for l1(r) as
lim
λ→∞
λ τ
{2,1}
0 (λ, α) > Eg
[
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k→∞
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3
2h2
log2
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2t2h2
log2
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+
t
2(1 + t)α−1
))−1]]
= Eg
[
g02
√
3
12 ln 2h2
(
1 + 2 Γ(α−2)Γ(α−1)
)]. (A.20)
Finally, by taking the expectaion of the above result, with respect to g0, and given that
E[g0] = 1 we arrive at
limλ→∞λ τ
{2,1}
0 (λ, α) >
2
√
3
12 ln 2h2
(
1 + 2 Γ(α−2)Γ(α−1)
) . (A.21)
From the above result it can be easily seen that the lower bound of ASE as λ→∞ for
2D regular network under l1(r) is greater than zero and depends on h and α. Next,
similar to 1D network, by using Proposition 4 it can be shown that this result can be
extended to 2D irregular network and 2D regular network, thus concluding the proof
for 2D network. 
A.2 Proof of Proposition 5
The proof follows that of Theorem 9. We start by substituting l(r) = l1(r) into (A.6)
and rearranging the terms to obtain the following expression for the ASE limit for 1D
regular network
lim
λ→∞
λ τ{1,1}(λ, α) = lim
Υ→0+
1
Υ
Eg
[
log2
(
1 +
g0h
−α
µσ2 + 2Υ−α
∑∞
i=1
(
i2 +
(
h
d
)2)−α/2
)]
.
Then, by substituting k → hΥ and applying the Monotone Convergence Theorem we
get
lim
λ→∞
λ τ{1,1}(λ, α) = Eg
[
lim
k→∞
k
h
log2
(
1 +
g0h
−α
µσ2 + 2h−αkα
∑∞
i=1 (i
2 + k2)−α/2
)]
.
(A.22)
By using (A.97), given n = α/2, and assuming α = 2, we obtain the following expression
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∞∑
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(c2 + k2)n
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Γ(n− 12)
2
√
pi Γ(n) c2n
(pi c coth(pic)− 1) +
(
j
2c
)n n−2∑
k=0
(n)k
k!
(
j
2c
)k
·
(
(−1)nζ (n− k, 1− jc) + (−1)kζ (n− k, 1 + jc)
)
(A.97)
∞∑
i=1
1
(i2 + k2)
= − 1
2k2
+
pi coth(pik)
2k
. (A.95)
We use the above expression to simplify (A.22). By further applying the L’Hopital
rule, we obtain the ASE limit for α = 2 as follows
lim
λ→∞
λ τ{1,1}(λ, α) = Eg
[
lim
k→∞
k
h
log2
1 + g0h−2
µσ2 + 2h−2 k2
(
− 1
2k2
+ pi coth(pik)2k
)
]
= Eg
[
g0
ln 2pih
]
. (A.96)
Finally, by taking the expectaion of the above result, with respect to g0, and given that
E[g0] = 1 we arrive at
lim
λ→∞
λ τ{1,1}(λ, α) =
1
ln 2pih
. (A.97)
Following a similar approach, and by using (A.97) for n = α/2 we can prove ASE limits
for α = 4 and α = 6.
Next, by using Proposition 4 it can be shown that the results can be extended to 1D
irregular network and 1D regular network with Rayleigh fading, thus concluding the
proof.
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A.3 Proof of Proposition 6
The proof follows that of Theorem 9. We start by substituting l(r) = l1(r) into (A.14)
and rearranging the terms to obtain the following limit expression
lim
λ→∞
λτ
{2,1}
0 (λ, α) = lim
λ→∞
λEg
[
log2
(
1 +
g0l1(‖b0‖)
µσ2 +
∑
ΦHEX\bo l1(‖bi‖)
)]
. (A.98)
Next, similar to the proof of Theorem 9, we use the expressions for lower and upper
bounds of cumulated interference in hexagonal (triangular) lattice given that a typical
user and its serving BS are located at the origin
∞∑
k=1
6k · l1(Υk) < I0 < 6 l1(Υ) +
∞∑
k=2
6k · l1(Υ
√
3/2 k) (A.99)
Assuming α = 4 and using the following formula for infinite series
∞∑
k=n+1
k
(k2 + c2)2
=
j
4c
(ψ(1)(n+ jc)− ψ(1)(n− jc)) (A.100)
we obtain inequalities presented below
I0 > 6Υ
−4 j
4
Υ
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(ψ(1)(j h/Υ)− ψ(1)(−j h/Υ)) (A.101)
I0 < 6Υ
−4
[(
1+
( h
Υ
)2)−2
+(
√
3/2)−3
j
4
·Υ
h
(
ψ(1)
(
1+j
2h√
3Υ
)
−ψ(1)
(
1−j 2h√
3Υ
))]
(A.102)
where ψ(1)(x) is the Polygamma function of the first order, and j =
√−1.
By taking the lower bound of the cumulated interference, applying the Monotone Con-
vergence Theorem and substituting k = hΥ we obtain the upper bound of limλ→∞ λτ
{2,2}
0 (λ, 4)
in the form presented below
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lim
λ→∞
λ τ
{2,1}
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·log2
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µσ2h4 + 6k3 j4(ψ
(1)(jk)− ψ(1)(−jk))
)]
.
(A.103)
Next, by applying Watson’s Lemma to the integral representation of the Polygamma
function of the first order we obtain the asymptotic expansion of ψ(1)(jk) in the fol-
lowing form
ψ(1)(jk) =
∫ ∞
0
xejkx
1− e−xdx ∼ (jk)
−1 +
1
2
(jk)−2 +O((jk)−3). (A.104)
By substituting ψ(1)(jk) and ψ(1)(−jk) with their asymptotic expansions and then
applying the L’Hopital rule, we obtain the upper bound for 2D regular network.
lim
λ→∞
λ τ
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√
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(A.105)
Finally, by taking the expectaion of the above result, with respect to g0, and given that
E[g0] = 1 we arrive at
lim
λ→∞
λ τ
{2,1}
0 (λ, 4) =
2
√
3
9 ln 2h2
(A.106)
Following a similar approach the lower bound of limλ→∞ λτ
{2,2}
0 (λ, 4) can also be ob-
tained.
Next, using Proposition 4 it can be shown that the results can be extended to 2D
irregular networks and 2D regular networks, thus concluding the proof.
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Appendix B
Simulation models and
assumptions
B.1 Generic assumptions
DCS-MAC design has been implemented using a proprietary simulation tool developed
in Matlab. The following section provides a list of generic assumptions considered. The
list is complemented by other information in this Appendix.
• Propagation delay is assumed to be zero. This is a common assumption in simu-
lators which enables vectorization of calculations. Other simulators which make
this assumption is for instance the well-established LTE system level simulator
developed by the Technical University of Vienna [127].
• Multi-path fading is not considered in this study. It is worth highlighting here
that channel fluctuations caused by multi-path fading decrease with the drop
in the average ISD. This stems preliminary from a higher probability of nodes
being in line-of-sight (and thus more nodes have a strong LOS signal component).
Additionally, short distances make channels between nodes in the same cell, highly
correlated. This means that potential gains from channel quality based scheduling
significantly decrease in UDNs compared to sparse networks. Given the above,
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proper modeling of multi-path fading loses its importance in case of UDN analysis.
Similar assumption using this argument is also made in other works which focus
on analysis of dense small cell deployments (see e.g. [45]).
• In order to minimize border effects wrap-around with properly selected number
of rings has been considered. Determining the proper number of rings for wrap-
around is necessary to allow accurate simulations of system which rely on different
forms of channel measurements for channel access (see e.g. [145]). Wrap-around
with 4 rings is assumed to provide accurate simulation results.
• The simulator includes an error model of U-filed part of the transmission ac-
cording to the standard link-to-system mapping (LSM) techniques. The use of
LSM provides a good trade-off between level of accuracy and the computational
complexity. The LSM technique used in the simulation model is based on the
MIESM approach described in Appendix B.5. The curves which map SNR to
BLER were generated using LTE link level simulator [127] modified in order to
consider OFDM numerology provided in Appendix B.4. The curves used in the
simulation tool are presented in Appendix B.5. It needs to be highlighted here
that the simulator does not include the error model for C-Field part of the trans-
mission. This means that all control messages are assumed to be transferred
over an ideal error-free channel. As C-Field uses a robust modulation and coding
scheme, this would only have a limited impact on the overall system performance.
In order to model radio link failures, it is assumed that U-field needs to experience
continuous errors over a pilot RB for 100ms, whilst using the lowest MCS.
B.2 Channel model
The following section describes different aspects of the modified ITU-R UMi channel
model used for the DCS MAC and WiFi performance evaluation.
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B.2.1 Path-loss model
ITU-R UMi channel model was derived for FDD and synchronized TDD systems which
assume no cross-link interference. In order to use this model in evaluation of unsyn-
chronized TDD systems (e.g. DCS MAC based systems) it needs to be extended by
adding modeling of UE to UE, and BS to BS links to enable consideration of cross-link
interference. The following section proposes a set of path-loss models for different links
which exist in unsynchronized TDD systems.
• BS-UE link: PLlos = 22.0 log10(d) + 28.0 + 20 log10(fc) (for d < dBP ), PLlos =
40.0 log10(d) + 7.8 − 18 log10(hBS) − 18 log10(hUE) + 2 log10(fc) (for d ≥ dBP ),
PLnlos = 36.7 log10(d) + 22.7 + 26 log10(fc)
• BS-BS link: PLlos = 22.0 log10(d) + 28.0 + 20 log10(fc) (for d < dBP ), PLlos =
40.0 log10(d) + 7.8 − 18 log10(hBS) − 18 log10(hBS) + 2 log10(fc) (for d ≥ dBP ),
PLnlos = 36.7 log10(d) + 22.7 + 26 log10(fc)
• UE-UE link: PLlos = 22.0 log10(d) + 28.0 + 20 log10(fc) (for d < dBP ), PLlos =
40.0 log10(d) + 7.8 − 18 log10(hUE) − 18 log10(hUE) + 2 log10(fc) (for d ≥ dBP ),
PLnlos = 36.7 log10(d) + 22.7 + 26 log10(fc)
It needs to be highlighted here that d in the equations above is a 3D distance between
two nodes. The break point distance dBP = 4h1h2fc/c, where h1 and h2 are the antenna
heights, fc is the centre frequency in Hz and c = 3.0 · 108 m/s is the speed of light.
B.2.2 LOS occurrence correlation model
LOS occurrence is a slow process versus distance ∆x as it is affected by buildings and/or
obstacles (see Figure B.1) thus, similarly to slow fading, LOS occurrence for UE-BS
links for adjacent UEs should be correlated. LOS occurrence correlation, in contrast to
slow fading, is not considered in ITU UMi. As shown in [105], ignoring the impact of
LOS occurrence correlation may significantly affect the performance results for system
experiencing uplink-to-downlink interference.
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Figure B.1: LOS occurrence is affected by buildings and/or obstacles
As shadowing and LOS occurrence are affected by the same buildings and/or obstacles,
normalized autocorrelation function R(∆x) for LOS occurrence can be described in a
similar way as in case of shadowing de-correlation distance for LOS occurrence dloscor =
dsfcor [56]
R(∆x) = exp
‖∆x‖
dcorr
(B.1)
Figure B.2: Example realization of
spatially correlated Gaussian RV
with dloscorr = 13m
Figure B.3: Probability of being in LOS as
a function of distance
LOS occurrence generation procedure is based on the procedure proposed in [56] and
is presented bellow.
• Let bij(where i = 1, 2, . . . N , j = 1, 2, . . .M) be a Boolean variable representing
whether the i-th UE is in LOS with j-th BS (bij = 1) or in NLOS (bij = 0), where
N number of STAs and M number of APs
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• Let gij (where i = 1, 2, . . . N and j = 1, 2, . . .M) be a Gaussian random variable
with σ2 = 1 and µ = 0 which is spatially-correlated with de-correlation distance
of dloscorr (it needs to be highlighted that gij for different j are independent, i.e. we
assume no inter-BS correlation)
• Let pij (where i = 1, 2, . . . N , j = 1, 2, . . .M) be the probability of being in LOS
between i-th UE and j-th BS dependent on distance dij (where i = 1, 2, . . . N ,
j = 1, 2, . . .M), pij(dij) = min(18/dij , 1)(1− exp(−dij/36)) + exp(−dij/36)
In order to generate bij we conduct a transformation of Uniform RN to Gaussian RN
using the inverse error function (erfinv) as shown below
bij(dij) =

1 if gij <
√
2 · erf−1(2pij − 1)
0 otherwise
(B.2)
B.3 Traffic models
Parameters Statistical character-
izations
File Size, S 0.5 Mbytes
Reading (File inter-
arrival) Time, D
Exponential Distribu-
tion, Mean = {1; 2; 5}
seconds
Number of users, K Fixed (equal to the
number of users per
cell)
Table B.1: FTP Traffic Model parameters
Two traffic models are used for performance evaluations in this thesis. The first traffic
model is the well known full-buffer traffic model which is used to evaluate MAC pro-
tocols under constant traffic load and non-time-varying interference situations. The
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second traffic model is based on the FTP traffic model type 2 defined in [3] (see Ap-
pendix A.2.1.3.1) with parameters as shown in Table B.1. In contrast to the full-buffer
traffic model, the FTP traffic model can be used to evaluate performance under variable
traffic density and time-varying interference conditions.
B.4 Physical layer considerations
The following section provides details related to physical layer numerology used with
DCS-MAC. Note however that the proposed design can be used with any PHY which
meets certain minimum criteria.
Parameter Value
Target BW [MHz] 2
Number of active sub-
carriers
30
Cyclic Prefix (CP)
length [us]
1.041
Per TRX BW [MHz] 1.8
Gap Period (GP) length
[us]
9.375
Number of OFDM sym-
bol per DCS-MAC Slot
23
Gap Period (GP) length
[us] for Double Slot
18.75
Number of OFDM sym-
bol per Double Slot
46
Table B.2: OFDM numerology of DCS-MAC PHY for 2MHz channel
The following table provides the OFDM-based numerology for the PHY, adapted for
use by (and in evaluations of) DCS-MAC. The parameters were derived based on [104],
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Parameter Value
Target BW [MHz] 20
Number of active sub-
carriers
300
Cyclic Prefix (CP)
length [us]
1.041
Per TRX BW [MHz] 18
Gap Period (GP) length
[us]
9.375
Number of OFDM sym-
bol per DCS-MAC Slot
23
Gap Period (GP) length
[us] for Double Slot
18.75
Number of OFDM sym-
bol per Double Slot
46
Table B.3: OFDM numerology of DCS-MAC PHY for 20MHz channel
assuming that DCS-MAC is designed specifically for SC deployment where the cell
radius does not exceed 100m. First OFDM symbol in a slot is assumed to be always used
for synchronization and channel estimation. Tables B.2 and B.3 present parameters
for 2MHz and 20MHz channel bandwidths (other bandwidths ranging from 2MHz to
20MHz, with a granularity of 2MHz, are also supported).
Table B.4 provides a list of possible modulation and coding schemes supported by the
considered PHY. The list was derived based on the LTE specifications, using the same
channel coding methodology (Efficiency is a product of bits/symbol by the Ratio, and
the Ratio refers to the coding rate).
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CQI In-
dex
MCS
name
Bit Per
symbol
Ratio
(/1024)
Efficiency
1 QPSK 2 0.07617188 0.15234375
2 QPSK 2 0.1171875 0.234375
3 QPSK 2 0.18847656 0.37695313
4 QPSK 2 0.30078125 0.6015625
5 QPSK 2 0.43847656 0.87695313
6 QPSK 2 0.58789063 1.17578125
7 16-QAM 4 0.36914063 1.4765625
8 16-QAM 4 0.47851563 1.9140625
9 16-QAM 4 0.6015625 2.40625
10 64-QAM 6 0.45507813 2.73046875
11 64-QAM 6 0.55371094 3.32226563
12 64-QAM 6 0.65039063 3.90234375
13 64-QAM 6 0.75390625 4.5234375
14 64-QAM 6 0.85253906 5.11523438
15 64-QAM 6 0.92578125 5.5546875
Table B.4: Modulation and coding schemes of DCS-MAC PHY
B.5 Link-to-system level mapping
In order to accurately model behaviour of a multi-carrier physical layer when fast fading
is present, we employ the well known Mean Mutual Information Per coded Bit (MMIB)
effective SINR mapping (ESM) method. The main objective of this method is to 1)
obtain an effective average SINR using the per sub-carrier SINR values and 2) map it
into Block Error Rate (BLER) using lookup table.
The mapping procedure used is presented in Figure B.4, and the SNR to BLER mapping
curves for the considered MCSs are presented in Figure B.5. The curves were generated
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Figure B.4: Mapping procedure
using LTE link level simulator [127] modified in order to consider OFDM numerology
provided in Appendix B.4.
Figure B.5: BLER vs. SNR curves in AWGN channel for the underlying PHY of DCS
MAC
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B.6 Modelling of LBT-based WiFi-like system operation
The following section provides information about the modelling of an LBT-based WiFi-
like system which is used to evaluate the ability of DCS-MAC to operate in a shared
spectrum. In general, the activity of the considered system is modeled as a simplified
IEEE 802.11 DCF protocol depicted in Figure B.6. It is worth highlighting here that
the system simulations only focus on the emission part of Wifi-like system and it will
be used to assess the fairness of the channel access of both systems. Table B.5 (see
page 212) summarizes other relevant parameters.
Figure B.6: Transmission procedure for LBT-based ”Wifi-like” BS
B.7 Simulator calibration results
In this section we present, calibration results generated using NS-3 simulator with the
implemented modified UMi channel model (see Appendix B.2), and our proprietary
simulation tool developed in Matlab. The main simulation parameters considered in
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the calibration are listed in Table B.6 (see page 213), with the calibration results showed
in Figure B.7 - B.10.
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Figure B.7: Network geometry (assuming 100% DL traffic)
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Figure B.8: Cumulative distribution function of recieved signal power at UE from its
serving BS.
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Figure B.9: Cumulative distribution function of 2D distance between UE and its serving
BS.
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Figure B.10: Cumulative distribution function of interfernce at UE from interfering
BSs.
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B.8 Benchmarking assumptions
This section provides parameters for comparing the proposed MAC design with WiFi
standard MAC and LTE-FDD. The parameters are summarized in Table B.7 for WiFi
(see page 214) and in Table B.8 for LTE-FDD (see page 215).
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LBT-based WiFi-like system parame-
ters
Values
Path-loss model Same as for DCS-MAC cells
Signal bandwidth 2 MHz
Number of frequency channels 10
BS antenna gain 5 dB
BS noise figure 5 dB
BS TX power 14dBm (ISD=100m), 2dBm (ISD=50m), -
1dBm (ISD=30m) (see Note 1)
BS dropping Randomly dropped with the same density per
each channel as DCS-MAC cells (see Note 2)
UE dropping No UEs dropped
Traffic model Full buffer
MAC parameters DIFS=34 s, SIFS=16 s, Backoff slot duration
= 9 s , Contention window length = 3
CCA ED threshold -72dBm (see Note 3)
Note 1: This corresponds to 24dBm, 12dBm, 9dBm for 20MHz channel bandwidth
Note 2: Each frequency channel is occupied by the number of BSs which corresponds the
number of DCS-MAC SCs. As DCS-MAC SCs can operate on all 10 frequency channels this
means that the number of BSs is 10 times higher than DCS-MAC SCs.
Note 3: This corresponds to a typical value of -62dBm for WiFi when operating in a 20MHz
channel bandwidth
Table B.5: LBT-based WiFi-like system specific simulation parameters
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Parameter Value
Deployment types Outdoor deployment UMi [3]
Downlink/Uplink transmission scheme 1x1 SISO
Network layout Hexagonal grid, 1 sector by side
Inter-site distance (ISD) 100m
Wrap-around Yes, radio-distance based WA (4 rings)
Carrier frequency 5GHz
System bandwidth per carrier Unlicensed (20 MHz)
Path loss model modified ITU-R UMi model
Shadow fading model Correlated lognormal shadowing sigma = 3dB
(LOS) / 4dB (NLOS)
Fast-fading model Not considered
Minimum (2D) distance 3 m (UE-UE, UE-BS)
Inter-cell interference modelling Explicit
UE distribution Uniform distribution
UE Mobility Not considered (0 Km/h)
UE/BS Tx power 20 / 24 dBm
UE/BS Antenna pattern 2D Omni-directional
UE/BSAntenna height 1.5m / 10 m
UE/BS Antenna Gain 5dBi / 0dBi
UE/BS Noise Figure 9 dB / 5dB
Thermal noise spectral density -174 dBm/Hz
User association Strongest RSSI
Table B.6: Calibration simulation parameters
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Parameter Value
IEEE 802.11 standard IEEE 802.11ac
Downlink/Uplink transmission scheme 1x1 SISO
Channel model Same as in case of DCS-MAC
Total system bandwidth 20 MHz
Carrier frequency 5GHz
Number of frequency channels 1
AP Tx power 24dBm (ISD=100m), 12dBm (ISD=50m),
9dBm (ISD=30m)
STA Tx power 20dBm (ISD=100m), 8dBm (ISD=50m),
5dBm (ISD=30m)
AP/STA antenna gain 5/0 dB
AP/STA noise figure 5/9 dB
AP/STA Rx sensitivity -82.0 dBm
AP/STA CCA Mode1 threshold -62.0 dBm
RTS/CTS Off
Physical layer aggregation (AMPDU) and
Block ACKs
On
Channel bonding Not considered
Modeling of preamble reception Considered
Rate adaptation algorithm Minstrel
Beacon period 100ms
Packet size 1500 bytes
MAC layer queue size 2000 packets
Fragmentation Switched off
Table B.7: WiFi specific simulation parameters
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Parameter Value
LTE release Rel. 10
Duplexing method TDD
Downlink/Uplink transmission scheme 1x1 SISO
Channel model Same as in case of DCS-MAC
Total system bandwidth 20 MHz
Carrier frequency 5GHz
Number of frequency channels 1
BS Tx power 24dBm (ISD=100m), 12dBm (ISD=50m),
9dBm (ISD=30m)
UE Tx power 20dBm (ISD=100m), 8dBm (ISD=50m),
5dBm (ISD=30m)
BS/UE antenna gain 5/0 dB
BS/UE noise figure 5/9 dB
Downlink scheduler Round robin with full bandwidth allocation
Table B.8: LTE specific simulation parameters
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